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The diplomatic editions in this study are produced for a scholarly audience interested in Middle English and Latin prayers, prayer-instructions, charms and hagiographical narratives of Late Medieval England. The texts have been edited from microfilms, photographic reproductions, digital scans and from manuscripts. 
All abbreviations have been expanded in italics. All tironian notes have been expanded (et and and). The uses of thorn (þ), yogh (ȝ) and u/v spelling have been preserved in the editions. Horizontal lines intersecting the ascenders of l have not been expanded to e. Accents on letters (e.g. ‘ý’ in UBN 194) have not been included in the editions. Brackets in the manuscripts, signifying sections within a text, have not been represented in the editions. 
In some instances words have disappeared partially or completely due to blurring or damage in the manuscripts. In all instances an attempt is made to reconstruct these words with the help of the contexts and extrapolations from legible parts of these words. The supplied words have been placed between square brackets. Square brackets have also been applied to include uninterpreted elements that have not been included in the edition (represented as empty spaces). 
All sentences that are underlined or rubricated in the manuscripts are presented underlined in the editions. In all cases an attempt is made to preserve the original lay-out of the page. In instances where lines exceed the margins and the lay-out could not be preserved, line-numbers have been provided between square brackets at the end of the lines. No modern hyphenation has been applied to the edited texts. The word separation in the manuscripts has not been modernized.
The capitalization in the manuscript has been preserved in the editions. The double ff (e.g. in ‘ffratres’ or ‘ffor’), which represents a capital f, has not been capitalized. Lowercase letters that were to be replaced for initials by a scribe, have been represented as initials in the editions (the only instance is Erasmus’ prayer-instruction on p. 61 in which a lowercase letter features in an empty space clearly intended for a future initial in the text or an initial in the source text from which the prayer-instruction was copied). 
Words that appear above the baseline as insertions to the text have been placed between two markers (`´). The punctuation of the manuscripts is followed in the editions: a virgula suspensiva, representing a medial pause, is indicated by a forward slash. The punctus mediatus, also representing a medial pause, has been represented by a medial point (∙). In the manuscripts the punctus is presented on the baseline or at a medial height. In most cases the punctus on the baseline functions as medial pause, but can also indicate a full stop. Rubricated punctuation marks are represented in bold. In cases were a virgula suspensiva and a punctus mediatus coalesce, both are represented in a combined sign (·/ ). Colons, indicating a medial pause, are represented in the editions (:). Paraph symbols are represented in the editions (¶).​[1]​ Cross signs in the manuscript are represented by cross signs in the editions ().







1. Holy Helpers and the Cult-founding Speech

In fifteenth-century hagiographical sources the saints’ prayers and teachings were emphasized to stimulate imitation and to provide religious instruction for a growing audience of laymen. An increased involvement of the laity in religious practices followed from the decrees of the Fourth Lateran Council (1215). The decrees imposed an obligation upon laymen for annual confession and an obligation upon clergy to instruct laymen in the essentials of Christian faith.​[2]​ Clerical hagiographers such as Osbern Bokenham (1393-c.1467) and John Lydgate (c. 1370-c. 1450) provided models of conduct and faith for this growing secular audience. In their writings the saints were transformed into figures of benevolence and examples for the lay community.​[3]​
Laymen themselves were eager to adopt specific saints in the hope to gain protection and aid from the saints in return. In case of the patron saints of parishes, relationships between devotees and saints were mediated by the church. However, there is not much evidence for individual devotion to patron saints of local parishes. Laymen adhered mostly to saints that were linked to their own occupations, local communities or families. Nonetheless they were free to devote themselves to other saints as well.​[4]​ 
The mode of interrelationship between saint and devotee was one of Reciprocated Devotion: in return for devout commemoration the saint was believed to provide miraculous intercession for the petitioner.​[5]​ In order to establish this relationship, devotees were instructed to invoke the saint’s name, to pray to the saint or to visit the saint’s shrine and relics.​[6]​  
An intimate relationship between devotees and saints can be attested from many devotions, prayers and charms in medieval manuscripts and prints.​[7]​ The desire for an intimate relationship in which intercessory beings (saints, angels and the Virgin Mary) could be addressed for their intercessory powers, evoked a demand for texts in which the intercessory beings answered the devotee’s needs and anxieties. This explains the increased tendency to add promises for corporeal and spiritual protections and rewards to prayers and devotions.​[8]​  
In prayers and charms saints were connected to various promises of supernatural protections and rewards. Among the saints that were invoked for protections was a group that was believed to be bestowed with a special efficacy against various ailments and that was guaranteed by God to reward devotees with their intercession. The saints that were included in this group will hence be referred to as Holy Helpers. The term is derived from the cult of the Fourteen Holy Helpers that flourished in a number of Continental countries during the Late Middle Ages.​[9]​ The prayers that address a comparable group of Holy Helpers in Late Medieval England have received little scholarly attention so far. The Holy Helpers were considered to be distinct from other saints: in the prayers in which they are grouped together they are addressed for their special intercessory powers. Similarly, these special intercessory powers are invoked in individual prayers, charms and prayer-instructions.
According to R. Woolf the medieval modus of praying mostly purposed to increase, request or express “faith, thanksgiving, repentance and supplication” towards an intercessory being.​[10]​ Charms are defined by L.T. Olsan as “spoken, chanted and written formulas, derived ultimately from a traditional oral genre and circulated both by word of mouth and through manuscript and amuletic texts”. ​[11]​ In contrast to prayers, charms most often entail conjurations, injurations and incantations that are used to gain protection against various ailments.​[12]​ Such a distinction between prayers and charms was by no means present in the medieval mindset. As O. Davies states: “charms were considered to be legitimate Christian prayers and blessings for healing purposes according to popular reason”.​[13]​ For this reason, the charms, prayers and prayer-instructions of this study are not categorized according to genre, but according to manuscript context: hagiographical, devotional or medical. In this study the term ‘devotional’ is used all-inclusively: it refers to treatises on virtues and the contemplative life, directions for devotions and prayers.​[14]​ 
The texts that invoke the saints’ intercessory powers were part of popular religion. The term ‘popular religion’ can imply a binary opposition to a superior, high-learned and ‘unpopular religion’ of the elite. In an attempt to avoid such a rigorous opposition, E. Duffy replaces the term with ‘traditional religion’, but this raises the problem of what an ‘untraditional religion’ would have comprised.​[15]​ Rigorous oppositions are avoided when following A.D. Brown’s neutral interpretation of the term ‘popular’ as meaning ‘of the people’. In this interpretation the concept of popular religion represents the common religious practices in all layers of medieval society.​[16]​ 
According to J. Shinners, popular religion was free from the theological categorization that was applied by mystics and academics. Instead, popular religion was “a rough hodgepodge of ideas and actions shaped by rudimentary Christian instruction, communal tradition, hard experience, fertile imagination, and pressing need”.​[17]​ It presents a mixture of orthodox devotions and liturgy with seemingly magical practices and superstitious prayers. Superstitious or magical interpretations of religion were usually inferred with basic Christian elements by the church. Popular religion was not confined to a social stratum, neither was it determined by divisions between clerical and secular or educated and uneducated. Popular religion was characterized by a “constant and lively interplay of devotional ideas and practices between clergy and laity, high and low”.​[18]​ One important source for these devotional ideas was the saint’s legend. This study involves the tendency in popular religious texts to propagate the consolations that hagiographical sources had to offer to those who sought insurances in faith. J. Shinners states that faith in popular religion was directed towards the certainties that could be offered by intercessory beings: “faith, by its nature, wavers between the poles of doubt and certainty. But popular belief craves certainty. It seeks to render concrete what must remain mysterious”.​[19]​ 
Legends of Holy Helpers provided such certainties in the promises that were connected to their so-called cult-founding speeches (see G.W. Adams for this term). The cult-founding speech is a verbal statement (oral or written), that is either verbalized by the saint or verbalized by another intercessory being (another saint or an angel) in name of the saint. In the cult-founding speech commemoration of the saint is explicitly connected to rewards or protections against corporeal and/or spiritual ailments for the devotee. The cult-founding speech can be provided both during the saint’s life and the saint’s afterlife. The most usual type of the cult-founding speech involves a saint’s prayer towards God in the final moment before the saint’s martyrdom. In this petition the saint makes a request to God that whosoever commemorates the saint, will be granted with one or several specific protections and rewards. God’s affirmation of these promises is usually revealed to the saint in a vision. The common type of vision in which the requests are granted is the audition. This is a form of communication in which information is transferred from the supernatural world to the natural world by voice only. In the audition the confirmation of the promises is directly transmitted to the saint by the voice from heaven.​[20]​ In the cult-founding speech, the voice from heaven grants the requests of a saint and thereby establishes a supernatural agreement between the saint and God. The cult-founding speech provided the devotee with a prayer-instruction through which the devotee could commemorate the saint and through which the saint’s promises could be obtained. The cult-founding speech features in the legends of the Holy Helpers Apollonia, Barbara, Blaise, Christopher, Cyricus and Julitta, Dorothy, Erasmus, Giles, Katherine, Margaret, Nicasius, Roch, Ursula and Winifred.​[21]​
Almost all of the Holy Helpers had suffered violent torments before and martyrdoms after completing their cult-founding speeches. The authority gained from the saint’s physical suffering and martyrdom is suggested by the emphasis on suffering and martyrdom in Late Medieval saints’ legends: “the more the tortures inflicted pain, the more they provided the martyrs with the means to their goal of salvation”.​[22]​ Their sufferings and martyrdoms were triumphs over earthly weaknesses and death itself.​[23]​ In Late Medieval hagiography cult-founding speeches usually are abruptly followed by an immediate and violent martyrdom. The final agreement between saint and God is ensealed with the blood of the saint’s martyrdom. The physical ensealment of the cult-founding speech is analogous to the representation of the redemption of Christ in the Middle English textual tradition of the Charter of Christ. In the Long Charter of Christ, Christ grants mankind the right to live in the Heavenly Kingdom in return for charity towards fellowmen and true confession. The Charter is presented as the body of Christ on the Cross: the parchment is made from Christ’s skin, the five seals on the Charter are made from Christ’s blood, the matrices of the seals consist out of the nails and spear of Christ’s martyrdom, the written text is produced by the scourging of Christ, the letters on the Charter represent the number of Christ’s wounds (5,460), the scribes are the tormentors and the pens are the whips that write the ‘text’ on Christ’s ‘body’. One copy of the Charter ascends to heaven (Christ’s body) and another copy of the Charter is given to mankind (the Eucharist Host). In this presentation Christ is both the speaker and the material document itself: his verbal promises and physical martyrdom are intertwined in one document.​[24]​ Like the cult-founding speech, the Charter of Christ presents an agreement between devotee and God and like the cult-founding speech, the corporeality of the mediator (Christ) between devotee and God serves to seal the agreement. Sufferings that precede and martyrdoms that follow the final agreements between saints and God are physical contributors to the saints’ intercessory powers. The engagement between the body and the verbal promises is less explicit for the Holy Helpers, but the association is implicitly present in the abruptness of the physical martyrdom that follows most cult-founding speeches. 
The main question of this study is how the hagiographical cult-founding speeches were propagated and subsequently used as individual prayer-instructions. First it is necessary to study which saints were venerated for their hagiographical cult-founding speeches and how the saints’ hagiographical promises were invoked. From there it is possible to study the prayer-instructions of the Holy Helpers in different hagiographical, devotional and medical contexts that are introduced in the next section. 


2. Prayer-Instructions: Context and Transmission 

The initial sources for the Holy Helpers’ prayer-instructions were the saints’ lives. Hagiographies appear in several types of manuscripts that were produced for both clerical and lay audiences. There are sermon collections with saints’ lives that were read as sermons on the saints’ feast days: collections of saints’ lives, such as the Northern Homily Cycle (c. 1315) and John Mirk’s Festial (c. 1382-1390), were entirely written to provide priests with materials for their sermons.​[25]​ 
Legendaries are collections of several lives that were either privately commissioned by lay patrons or produced for a saint’s community. The larger part of these collections was produced by or owned by monasteries or convents and half of the collections were addressed to religious audiences.​[26]​ Jacob Voragine’s (c. 1230 – c. 1298) Legenda Aurea (c. 1260) was translated into vernacular in the Gilte Legende (1438) and in William Caxton’s (b. 1415-1420, d. 1492) Golden Legend (1483). These vernacular versions were widely distributed and read among the laity.​[27]​ 
Single lives were written and translated by both clerical and secular men, although the clerical writers produced a much higher quantity of saints’ lives. Single lives usually were addressed to aristocratic patrons. Devotional miscellanies, that came to circulate especially during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, mainly included devotional texts that provided instructions for a good Christian life, but could also include prayers, directions for prayers, devotions and single lives.​[28]​ 
Medical compilations sometimes included single lives: the life of Margaret of Antioch was included in medical manuscripts so that it could be read for the benefits of women in childbirth, of whom Margaret was the patron saint.​[29]​ On the one hand these medical manuscripts were compiled and used by tradesmen who can be regarded as ‘ordinary practitioners’ of medicine. On the other hand there were clerical high-learned men, who belonged to an elite of medical practitioners.​[30]​ 
The promises of the cult-founding speeches found in or connected to the hagiographical works in these manuscripts were transmitted individually in prayer-instructions and charms that appear in devotional and medical manuscripts. One type of devotional manuscript that included many prayer-instructions was the Book of Hours (Horae). Books of Hours enabled the laity to emulate monastic piety in a rather uncomplicated way. The core material of these books consists of liturgical material, but many books also came to include popular devotions (prayers to saints, angels, the Virgin Mary and Christ in his Passion).​[31]​ This material was added in response to market demands that were subjected to the tastes and preferences of laymen. There seems to have been no church regulation on the contents of the English books of Hours. According to E. Duffy, clerical control over the Sarum Horae seems to have been “slacker” in comparison to the Continent.​[32]​ 
The producers of these manuscripts could respond freely to the lay opinions which favoured special devotions and prayers that were applicable to “day-to-day hopes and fears”:​[33]​ these books combined liturgical and popular devotions that were applied for both medicinal and spiritual purposes. Evidence for ownership of the early Horae points towards aristocratic or well-to-do owners. In addition, a considerable number of books of Hours were produced for the less wealthy: accessibility for the lower classes increased when the books became mass-produced as a consequence of the introduction of the printing process.​[34]​ 
The process in which prayer-instructions commonly were spread from clerical sources to books of the laity follows from the circulation of the Revelation of the Hundred Paternosters. This devotion to the Seven Bloodsheddings of Christ, was initiated by the English Carthusians, who propagated an intense inward religious experience. The instructions were sent from the London Charterhouse to Mount Grace in Yorkshire, from where they were sent to a parish priest who copied the text and distributed it among various friends. Subsequently, the prayer-instructions were transmitted to a layman, a poor husbandman, who used the devotion to heal his oxen and then copied the instructions for other men as well. According to E. Duffy, this is the process behind the circulation of the multitude of prayers and prayer-instructions that originate in clerical manuscript collections and end up in the books of Hours of the laity.​[35]​ 
Prayer-instructions based on the saints’ cult-founding speeches were brought into circulation in a similar process: the Neville of Hornby Hours (England, c. 1340) includes an Anglo-Norman poem of a miracle in which the Virgin Mary provides a monk Arnaud with instructions for her own commemoration: the prayer-instruction is a cult-founding speech. Arnaud is instructed to pray five Aves each Saturday. Devotees who follow the prayer-instruction are promised five visions before death. In the first vision the devotee observes the Virgin Mary during the Salutation. In the second vision the virgin appears while nourishing Christ. In the third vision she appears in sorrow over the death of her crucified son. In the fourth vision she appears in joy over the resurrection of her son. In the fifth vision she is seen enthroned as Regina of heaven and earth. The prayer-instruction that Arnaud receives is described as a written text: Arnaud is encouraged by the Virgin to read the prayer (“ore pernez / Cest oreisun si la lisez”) and to spread it among the people (“E tant de genz comme vous poez / Cest oreisoun appendre volez”). The original poem, written in Latin in the eleventh century, was translated for a lay audience in vernacular and is included in several fifteenth-century books of Hours.​[36]​ This suggests a textual transmission of the prayer-instruction from monastics, such as Arnaud, to the books of laymen.
The question remains how the prayer-instructions that were based on the cult-founding speeches were propagated by writers of saints’ legends and how the prayer-instructions were used outside hagiographical contexts. The propagation of the cult-founding speech can be studied by analyzing individual renditions of saints’ prayer-instructions in connection to hagiographical material. The use of the prayer-instructions in extra-hagiographical context can be studied by analysis of the prayer-instructions in both devotional and medical contexts. 
As I will argue in the next section, the prayer-instructions could be propagated from hagiographical sources with a reformist ideology and subsequently be spread to manuscripts as individual prayer-instructions. The correlation between prayer-instructions and hagiographical sources reveals religious ideologies that could be significant for understanding the background of the manuscripts in which the individual prayer-instructions feature. 


3. Prayer-Instructions and Reformist Ideology

Some ecclesiastical authors were concerned about the direct contracts between heaven and earth that were made available in the saints’ cult-founding speeches. Aside from clerical condonation and active participation in spreading prayer-instructions that were based on the saints’ cult-founding speeches, there were clergymen who feared possible superstitious, subversive or even heretical elements connected to the direct contracts between the saints and God. On the British Isles explicit renunciation and lawful prohibition of such promises arise with the advent of the Reformation. In The Richt Vay to the Kingdom of Heuine (1533), John Gau (c. 1495- c. 1553) attacks the use of the saints’ prayers that appear in the “skaithful bukis”​[37]​ of “the pepil”.​[38]​ According to Gau, laymen have been falsely instructed in fabulous prayers. The origins of these prayers are ascribed to the fabulous ideas of “sum fuyl or munk”​[39]​ that would have written the texts so that others might “usz thair dremis for godlie prayers”.​[40]​ Gau attacks the clergy for providing the laity with texts that facilitate promises of supernatural protection. He specifies his case with the promises derived from St Christopher’s and St Erasmus’ cult-founding speeches: “Or quhay that redis sancti erasmis orisone apone the sonday thay sal get meit and drink aneuth that ouk Or quhay prais to sanct christofer and seis his ymage sal notht that day haif aduersite or de onchrisinlie And siclik thay dremit”.​[41]​ 
In pre-Reformation England there was a potential danger connected to the saints’ prayer-instructions that were not initiated or mediated by clergy, but by laymen outside ecclesiastical authority. John Mirk (c. 1382-c. 1414), Augustinian canon and abbot of Lilleshal in Shropshire, was concerned about the private veneration of saints that was stimulated by their hagiographical cult-founding speeches. These direct contracts potentially could enable devotees to bypass the mediation of church.​[42]​ With the Festial Mirk aimed to provide priests with the materials they needed to preach on the main feasts on Sunday. In the sermon for the feast of St Margaret Mirk warns laymen to connect her cult to the sacraments of the church and not to turn their veneration of the saint into a matter of private devotion: 
“I warne yow, for as I suppose ther ben somme that have suche love to hure, that 
he wyl fasten hur evon. Bot than ye that faste hur evyn, ye quyte yow not to hyr 
os ye schulde bot if ye comon to chyrch on morowun and heren a masse of hure; 
for scheo wyl cun yow more thank to makyn a masse isayde in worchep of hur 
than to faston many evenes brede and watur wythoute masse.” (ll 3-7)​[43]​

For the feast of St Winifred, Mirk stresses the necessity to visit the church: “ye that have devocion to this holy seynt, comet that day to the chyrch to worschypp God and this holy mayden and martyr”.​[44]​ Both Margaret and Winifred provide cult-founding speeches in their legends in which commemoration of the saints is said to be rewarded with various promises of protection. In the sermon for the feast of St Katherine, Mirk omits Katherine’s entire cult-founding speech in which God grants her request that anyone who venerates her will be answered in all petitions to God.​[45]​ Private prayer and devotional study among laymen could lead to deviation from Catholic faith and church practices.​[46]​ As J.A.F. Thomson states: “there was […] a danger that such do-it-yourself religion might slip out of the authorities control”.​[47]​ In the piety of the gentry there was no clear-cut distinction between heresy and Catholic faith: many held an eclectic attitude to their beliefs in which both Catholic and heterodox notions 
could coalesce. J.A.F. Thomson states that it was “the kind of piety which bypassed the intermediary role of the church, something which the Lollards exemplified”.​[48]​
A prayer-instruction connected to a fifteenth-century miracle of St Ursula demonstrates the potential threat that a hagiographical cult-founding speech could pose to ecclesiastical authorities. The miracle is set in Langley in the county of Shropshire in 1411. In the miracle the hermit John of Warwick is instructed by Ursula to drive a demon from Langley. In a vision he receives a prayer-instruction that is based on Ursula’s cult-founding speech. Connected to the prayer-instruction, the hermit also receives Ursula’s revelation that includes a number of religious reformist ideas. Hagiography provided an authorative medium that allowed reformist or heterodox writers to express their ideas without creating suspicion of deviation from Catholic faith. As S.L. Reames states: “The ancient saint’s legend [was] a genre which provided an ideal screen for potentially dangerous ideas […] because it was so clearly identified with orthodoxy and yet so full of material that did not necessarily uphold the Late Medieval status quo”.​[49]​
As I will argue, the author of the Shropshire miracle has turned Ursula’s cult-founding speech, which had a long-standing tradition in Ursula’s legends, into a vehicle of revelatory writing for a reformist ideology. By consciously writing for an aristocratic audience, including ecclesiastical testifications and a narrative directed against Lollardy, the author aimed to gain authorization of the miracle, the revelation and the prayer-instruction. In obtaining the authorizations, the author aimed to counter ecclesiastical concerns over revelatory and reformist writings. These concerns had caused Archbishop Thomas Arundel (1353-1414) to ban unvalidated revelatory writings and to condemn and persecute the Lollards in the early fifteenth century.​[50]​ But Arundel’s ban on unvalidated revelatory writings in 1406 was a failed attempt of censorship. In the same period many revelatory writings came to be widely spread throughout England.​[51]​ Whereas Arundel’s anti-revelatory Constitutions had aimed to suppress revelatory writings, it had provided revelatory writers with the requirements they had to meet in order to be ensured of visionary recognition. One of these elements was ecclesiastical validation of the miraculous revelation.​[52]​ As I will argue, for this reason, the author of the Shropshire miracle has included a number of ecclesiastical testifications to the veracity of Ursula’s miraculous manifestations.    
The Lollards were the followers of the ideas of the Oxford theologian John Wyclif (1330-1384) who denounced the authority of the pope and proclaimed absolute authority of the bible. In following Wyclif, the Lollards, to varying degrees, denounced ecclesiastical wealth, veneration of images, pilgrimages and the idea of transubstantiation.​[53]​ Lollards sought to diminish clerical mediation and encouraged laymen to read the bible in vernacular without exegesis by churchmen. Ecclesiastics feared that this could lead to heretical interpretations of religion that would lead to subversion of ecclesiastical authority.​[54]​ Lollard teachings became manifest on the one hand in the scholastic circles that followed Wyclif and on the other hand in a popular religious movement, supported by influential laymen. These laymen were not educated in the theological and philosophical thoughts of the academics and were mostly concerned with current modes of piety. In many cases the piety of these influential laymen was not homogeneous: they sympathized with both Catholic and heterodox ideas without necessarily being opposed to the church.​[55]​ 
The mixture of Catholic and heterodox ideas among the Lollards created a heterogenous group rather than a collective with consistent ideas. There were Lollard preachers who were strongly opposed to the promises that were attributed to the saints. As E. Steiner states: “the multiple connections among the Charters [of Christ], indulgences, and relic-worship would repulse Lollard preachers, who notoriously campaigned against relic-worship and who denounced pardons as the insidious workings of the Roman Antichrist”.​[56]​ On the other hand there were also Lollards who regarded John Wyclif as a saint and venerated him to obtain his special intercessions and wonderworkings.​[57]​ Wyclif himself was not opposed to saints, but rather to the saints’ identities as they were created by the church. He regarded the saints as equal members of the church. The saints represented the ‘predestinate’, the ‘saved’ or ‘just’, rather than supernatural beings that occasionally provided miraculous intercession. Nonetheless, Lollards who were less educated in Wyclif’s teachings turned Lollard saints into conventional saints of popular religion.​[58]​ 
In the Shropshire miracle the author strongly reacts against a devotion to a Lollard saint and Wyclif’s teachings. The author’s anti-Lollard ideology serves to affirm his adherence to and acceptance of ecclesiastical authorities. The affirmation is a pre-requisite for obtaining the required ecclesiastical authorization and validation of Ursula’s prayer-instruction and revelation. 
As I will argue, the reformist ideas in Ursula’s revelation are related to a tradition that was based on teachings of the Italian theologian Joachim of Fiore (c. 1135 – c. 1202). Joachim’s prophecy of a future age of ecclesiastical reform and age of spiritual renewal before the Last Judgment was widely condemned and persecuted in the fourteenth century.​[59]​ In England the Joachite tradition was repressed through papal inquisition and the destruction of books with Joachite teachings.​[60]​ The influence of Joachimism on English writers has not received much scholarly attention and is largely unstudied. Therefore, K. Kerby-Fulton argues for revising the existing narrative of heresy in Late Medieval England in which Wycliffism often is the main and only protagonist. A less documented and less studied history of heresies in Late Medieval England is partly explained by scholarly interests: “It suited Protestant Reformation historians, understandably, to valorize Wyclif, England’s most obvious proto-Luther, above any other dissenting voice. Equally, it suited Catholic Reformation historians, also understandably, to see Wycliffism as the only threat to an otherwise pristine record of Insular orthodoxy”.​[61]​ The emphasis on Wycliffism has “obscured our sense of what the theological world actually looked like”.​[62]​ Hence, literary-historians have mainly regarded Lollardy as an influence on fourteenth and fifteenth-century authors. One of the areas that was at least as controversial if not considered to be even more dangerous than Lollardy was revelatory theology.​[63]​ The evidence for many of the cases involving other reformist ideologies have been less recorded, and those that have been recorded are still mostly unedited and unstudied.​[64]​ 
In the analysis of the Shropshire miracle it will be demonstrated how a saint’s prayer-instruction could be turned into a revelatory channel for Joachite teachings. The analysis reveals a friction between revelatory theology and Lollardy, which served the author’s agenda to avoid heretical associations. K. Kerby Fulton argues that religious ideas were pronounced heretical only when they posed a large and visible threat to political and ecclesiastical power structures. Examples of this are the Lollards’ renunciation of the sacraments and the Joachite Third Status.​[65]​
The author’s claim of ecclesiastical validation is a requirement for the acceptance and spread of Ursula’s revelation and prayer-instruction: the prayer-instruction in the Shropshire miracle was transmitted independently from the hagiographical context to at least two devotional manuscripts. I will argue that these prayer-instructions reflect the religious contexts of the versions of the Shropshire miracle from which and the contexts of the manuscripts to which the prayer-instructions were transmitted. In one case, the prayer-instruction was transmitted from a version of the Shropshire miracle with a reformist ideology and transmitted to a manuscript in which a similar ideology might have been expressed. In another case, the prayer-instruction was transmitted from a version of the Shropshire miracle which lacked the reformist ideology and was adapted for an audience that mainly was interested in Ursula’s intercessory powers. The prayer-instruction connected to this version was transmitted to a manuscript context in which a similar audience was addressed. The versions of the miracle and the individual prayer-instructions have remained unstudied and have never been brought into connection with each other. These texts are important for understanding the adaptation of hagiographical material to the religious ideologies in Late Medieval England. Studying the spread of a prayer-instruction from hagiographical contexts to extra-hagiographical contexts can provide new religious dimensions to the manuscripts in which the prayer-instructions feature and on a broader scale to the dimensions of Late Medieval popular religion.  


4. Chapters and Sections

The main question of the thesis centers on the propagation of the Holy Helpers’ cult-founding speeches as prayer-instructions in hagiographical contexts and the use of the prayer-instructions in extra-hagiographical contexts. In the first chapter I will demonstrate the importance of the hagiographical cult-founding speeches in the devotions to the saints in Late Medieval England. This will be done by analyzing the prayers to collectives of Holy Helpers. The chapter provides an analysis of the manners in which the devotee could invoke the Holy Helpers: either by addressing the saints’ promises (section 2) or by invoking the saints through associations and analogies (section 3). Chapter 2 is devoted to texts that present individual renditions of the prayer-instructions that follow from the saints’ cult-founding speeches. In the first section it is shown how individual renditions of the cult-founding speeches were propagated in connection to the hagiographical sources. In the subsequent sections the uses of the hagiographical prayer-instructions in devotional (section 3) and medical contexts (section 4) are studied. 
The third chapter is devoted to Ursula’s prayer-instruction of the eleven thousand Paternosters and Aves and the miracle in which the text features. In this chapter it is studied how a saint’s prayer-instruction could be employed as a revelatory channel. The chapter includes a general outline of the cult of Ursula in the Late Middle Ages (section 2), followed by analysis of the Shropshire miracle: the manuscripts (section 3), a summary of the narrative (section 4), the aristocratic background (section 5), analysis of the reformist ideology in Ursula’s revelation (section 6), analysis of the reformist ideology in the miracle (section 7) and analysis of the significance of Ursula’s voice in her cult-founding speech (section 8). Subsequently, the spread of the prayer-instruction to two devotional manuscripts is studied (section 9). The final conclusion serves to comment on the saints’ prayer-instructions in Late Medieval England in relation to reformist ideology and popular religion


5. The Source Material

The source material has been collected with the help of available catalogues of medieval manuscripts of British libraries, secondary works that include editions of texts, Early English Books Online​[66]​ and the study of a number of medieval manuscripts. The selection of the source material is based on the criterion that a text should be written or printed in Late Medieval England or on the Continent for the English market (Durham, University Library, S.R. 2.B.3 is an exception to this rule). In this study I have edited source material from manuscripts of a number of British Libraries: Aberdeen, University Library (MS 123), Bristol, Public Library (MS 14), Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum (MS 48), Cambridge, Magdalene College (Haenel 16), Cambridge, Pepys library (Pepys 2125 and Pepys 1576), Cambridge, Sidney Sussex College (MS 80), Cambridge, University Library (MS Ii 6.2), Cambridge, Wren Library (MS R.14.51), Durham, University Library (S.R. 2B.3 and Cosin MS VIII 10), London, British Library (Additional 33381, Additional 37787, Harley 2558, Royal 12 G IV and Royal 17A xxxii), Manchester, Chetham Library (MS A.3.127), Manchester, the John Ryland’s Library (MS 395), Nottingham, University Library (WL/L/11), Oxford, Bodleian Library (Ashmole 1443 and Bodleian 939) and Oxford, St John’s College (MS 94). In addition, source material has been gathered from Dublin, Trinity College Library (MS 83 and MS 319), San Marino, Huntington Library (HM 64, HM 140, HM 142 and HM 1559) and Nijmegen, University Library (MS 194). Specific information on the manuscripts is provided in the sections that include the edited texts. I have aimed to present or refer to a considerable number of surviving texts that include the Holy Helpers’ prayer-instructions. 
One limitation in locating the source material is the absence of a distinction between ‘prayers’ and ‘prayer-instructions’ in many catalogues. In several instances where a prayer-instruction is connected to a saint’s prayer the catalogue does not specify the prayer-instruction and classifies both items as a ‘prayer’. Different renditions of one prayer-instruction have been catalogued both as a ‘prayer’ and as ‘charm’. Another problem related to the catalogues is the brevity of the descriptions of many of the medical manuscripts. The medical manuscripts contain many charms and prayer-instructions that are based on the cult-founding speeches of the Holy Helpers. Accessing a number of medical manuscripts has provided sources that hence would have gone undetected (such as the prayer-instruction to George in Cambridge, Wren Library, MS R.14.51 and the amulet-instruction of Barbara in London, British Library, Royal 12 G IV), but it is likely that there are still several examples to be found in medical manuscripts. 
Despite these limitations, this study aims to present and to refer to a substantial part of the surviving prayer-instructions and charms that address the Holy Helpers of Late Medieval England for the promises established in their cult-founding speeches. For the first chapter, only prayers that address a collective of Holy Helpers and prayers that invoke the Holy Helpers by analogy have been selected. For the second chapter, only prayer-instructions and charms that, either explicitly or implicitly, are based on the saints’ cult-founding speeches have been selected. In the third chapter the manuscript and prints of the versions of a fifteenth-century miracle with a prayer-instruction and the manuscripts that contain the individual renditions of the prayer-instruction are discussed. 
The source material in this study represents only a fraction of the hagiographical prayer-instructions that were used in Late Medieval England. First of all, the saints’ prayer-instructions that were connected to prayers or devotional practices required no written form: devotees could gain knowledge of the saints’ promises by reading or hearing their legends and subsequently engage themselves in veneration with memorized instructions, that only in their minds were connected to prayers and devotional practices. 
Secondly, many texts, bearing the promises of saints, were erased or destroyed as a consequence of the Reformation. A number of sources also perished in pre-Reformation England. In the legend of Margaret of Antioch, the saint establishes a cult-founding speech before her martyrdom in which she requests and is granted a wide variety of protections for those who commemorate her: “petitions for the preservation of chastity, safe childbirth and healthy offspring, protection from other kinds of danger, and forgiveness of sins suggest the wide range of believers who might turn to this saint in times of trouble”.​[67]​ In Medieval France Margaret was a popular patron saint for pregnant women. Many birthing amulets invoke her for the protection she is bestowed with in her legend.​[68]​ These amulets probably also existed in England, but no instructions based on her cult-founding speech have survived, probably because the amulets were likely to be damaged or destroyed in the process of childbirth. On the loss of these texts J. Wogan-Browne notes: “It is a sobering thought that, apart from a few chance remains, an entire world of hagiographic textual practice centered on an important audience constituted by pregnant women has virtually disappeared”.​[69]​ 






Among the most popular saints in Late Medieval England were the early Roman virgin martyrs. By the fifteenth century the popular martyrs Barbara, Katherine and Margaret had been joined by “a whole galaxy of more or less cloned and identical virgin saints”. ​[70]​ The popular legends of virgin martyrs are characterized by an emphasis on the saints’ extraordinary torments and sufferings that are described in great length and vividness.​[71]​ For laymen part of the appeal to these saints was the saints’ chastity, not so much as a model for imitation, but as a source of power for divine intercession. The connection between virginity and intercession was based upon the idea that virginity was a corporeal fulfilment of the divine spirit.​[72]​ An example of the literary manifestations of the popular virgin martyr saints’ lives is the Legendys of Hooly Wummen. This collection was written by Osbern Bokenham, a fifteenth-century Augustinian canon in Suffolk. A large number of poems and lives of virgin martyrs were written by John Lydgate who was a Benedictine monk at Bury St Edmunds in Suffolk. The audience of these writers mainly consisted of aristocratic or well-to-do laymen. According to E. Duffy they were especially interested in the sententious, moral and spectacular narratives of the saints’ lives.​[73]​ 
C. M. Waters states that the violent sufferings and martyrdoms in these saints’ lives increased the saints’ intercessory powers.​[74]​ Whereas E. Duffy mainly explains the emphasis on violence and suffering in the saints’ lives as a consequence of laymen’s interests in spectacular narratives, I suggest that these elements were more significant to laymen as constitutive elements of the saints’ intercessory powers. The sufferings and violent martyrdoms gave authority to the saints’ cult-founding speeches. The agreements between these saints and God, in which the saints’ intercessory powers were explicitly verbalized, were ensealed with the saints’ blood and as such provided divine contracts through which devotees could obtain the saints’ promises. The martyrs that had established a cult-founding speech were all considered to be helper-saints. 
A large number of surviving rood screens in English churches presents the virgin martyrs grouped together. Originally, these screens were placed under the cross: this represented their “dependence on and mediation of the benefits of Christ’s Passion”.​[75]​ In the fifteenth century the virgin martyrs and the objects that were related to their martyrdoms became increasingly popular in depictions that were financed by wealthy laymen.​[76]​ The popularity of these saints on screens and walls in Late Medieval England can only be explained by their roles as helper-saints.​[77]​ 
A Late Medieval devotion that specifically addressed an assembly of martyrs for their qualities as helper-saints manifested itself in the cult of the Fourteen Holy Helpers. The Fourteen Holy Helpers or Auxiliary Saints were a group of saints venerated in a collective cult that originated in the Rhineland in the fourteenth century. The cult spread from Ratisbon and Bamberg to the rest of Germany, Hungary and Sweden (with little following in France and Italy). The cult flourished in the fifteenth and sixteenth century, although eventually it was attacked by reformers and the Council of Trent (1545-1563).​[78]​ The saints that constituted the Fourteen Holy Helpers could vary regionally as their inclusion in the Fourteen Holy Helpers probably was determined by the specific needs and preferences of a community. Generally, the group of Fourteen Holy Helpers consisted of Acacius, Barbara, Blaise, Christopher, Cyriacus, Denis, Erasmus, Eustace, George, Giles, Katherine, Margaret, Pantaleon and Vitus. In substitution of one of these saints sometimes Anthony, Leonard, Nicolas, Roch or Sebastian were included.​[79]​ The following sections focus on the manners through which the devotee could invoke the intercessory powers of the Holy Helpers in Late Medieval England.  


2. Invoking the Saints’ Promises 

There is only meagre evidence for devotion to the group of Fourteen Holy Helpers in England as it existed on the Continent: I have only found one prayer in Cambridge, Magdalene College, Haenel 16 (England, 1518). This miscellany of devotional material was written by or for the London Dominican Jasper Fyoll at Syon Abbey (the monastery of the Bridgettine Order in Middlesex).​[80]​ The manuscript includes a prayer on f. 119r with the title: Ad sanctos xiiii. sanctos auxiliatores homini.​[81]​ The helper-saints in this prayer are Acacius, Barbara, Blaise, Christine, Cyriacus, Denis, Erasmus, Eustace, George, Giles, Katherine, Margaret, Pantaleon and Vitus. In the prayer the saints are said to be bestowed with special privileges by God for those who request their help. 
In Late Medieval England there were venerations to similar collectives of saints that were believed to hold a special efficacy against spiritual and physical ailments. The number of saints that were included in these groups varied from nine to more than twenty saints.
E. Duffy points to one devotion to a collective of auxiliary saints (mostly virgin martyrs) in Late Medieval England: in a poem of John Lydgate ten saints are presented as a group of privileged saints that are said to grant the requests of petitioners: “These holy seyntys folwyng ar preuyledged of our lord Ihesu that what man or woman praieth to them rightfully shal haue his bone”.​[82]​ In the poem it is requested that those who commemorate the individual saints Barbara, Blaise, Christine, Christopher, Denis, George, Giles, Katherine, Margaret and Martha will receive their intercession: “Pray for alle tho, that grace vp-on hem shyne, Which euery day haue the in memory”.​[83]​ Lydgate’s prayer to ten saints has been transmitted to an English Book of Hours (1440-1450).​[84]​ A stanza of this prayer addresses the saints to remember the grants that they received from God during their lives. These grants assert that whosoever commemorates the saints will receive their aid in response to the devotee’s request. The passage in Cambridge, Sidney Sussex College, MS 37 (f. 143v) reads as follows:
C

 f. 143v               allyth* to mynde* how that                                          call; mind
                     in youre lyues . God grauntid*                                    granted 
you while that ye* were here To eche                                     you
of you syngeler* prerogatyues* . who                                      special; privileges
prayeth to you of hole herte and enty-
re . Alle ther* requestis graciously to                                      their
here* . Geyn* worldly tempestes and                                       hear; gain
troblesse* transytorie* ffor the wiche                                      troubles; transitory
remembrith* in your specialle prayere . On                            remember
alle þat haue you deuoutely in memo[ry]​[85]​

As E. Duffy suggests, the list of saints in Lydgate’s poem could be based on a rood screen in a small church of East Anglia. The prominence of many similar screens, that depict the early martyrs grouped together, implies a prominent role for the church in mediating the cult of Holy Helpers to laymen.​[86]​ As books of Hours were used in churches, it is possible that the prayers to collectives of saints were recited in front of the church screens.​[87]​ 
For another devotion to a group of Holy Helpers, E. Duffy points to a Latin prayer in Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, MS 55, an East Anglian Book of Hours (about 1480), on f. 139v.​[88]​ This prayer also appears in Nottingham, University library, WL/L/11 (f. 40r), a fifteenth-century Latin prayerbook in Oxford binding (c. 1460) from the private library of the Willoughby family in Nottinghamshire:​[89]​  
                        
E
 gidi christofore blasi lux diuina · dioni-    
 si georgi in te medicina · margareta barbara martha katerina · nos
ab omni sceleris purgate ruina · versiculus · Orate pro nobis vos dei dilecti · Ut digni 
[efficiamur] · Oremus · [3]
D
eus qui sanctorum martirum tuorum georgii · christofori · dionisii · blasii · egidii ·
atque sanctarum virginum martirumque tuarum katerine · margarete · barbare · et 
marthe · patrocinia inuocantibus tuum in angustiis promisisti succursum · presta
nobis quesimus ut eorum earumque meritis et intercessionibus consequemur effectum · et
graciam atque auxilium in cunctis necessitatibus senciamus oportunum per christum dominum · 
enim · [8] 
Gaudent in celis anime sanctorum​[90]​ etcaetera · versiculus · letamini in domino​[91]​.​[92]​

This prayer addresses the core of the Holy Helpers (Blaise, Christopher, Denis, Giles, George, Katherine and Margaret) that is invoked in all the prayers that are directed to collectives of Holy Helpers. In the second part of the prayer it is said, that God promised help to those who invoke the Holy Helpers for protection in fearful times. There can be no doubt that these are the same promises that are established in the cult-founding speeches of the saints. As is demonstrated in the following chapter, the saints Barbara, Blaise, Christopher, George, Giles, Katherine and Margaret provided such cult-founding speeches in their legends. With the exception of Giles, all these saints suffered torments and violent martyrdoms. 
In devotional manuscript London, British Library, Additional 37787 (England, s. XVin) these saints, with addition of Eustace, are included in a similar prayer (f. 179r). The prayer invokes the special promises that are provided to the Holy Helpers. Additional 37787 is a large compilation of Latin and English devotional instructions and prayers. The manuscript includes many indulgences (e.g. connected to devotion to the Arma Christi, the elevation of the Host, the gospel of St John, the psalter of Mary and the Wounds), several charms (e.g. the so-called Himmelsbrief that invokes the names of God for protections and a charm against fire attributed to St Columkille) and devotional instructions with supernatural promises (e.g. an instruction to recite a large number of Aves to the Virgin Mary that ensures a vision of her before the devotee’s death). In the manuscript original ownership is ascribed to the monk John Northwood. According to an inscription, John Northwood compiled the manuscript and read the book either for private devotion during Mass or to pray for his own soul: "Iste liber constat Johanni Norpewode monacho. qui ipsum habuerit. vel qui in eo legerit habeat eum karitatiue specialiter recommendatum in missa sua priuata commemoracione. vel saltem oret pro anima eius".​[93]​ The prayer on ff 179v-180r reads as follows: 
O

f. 179v           mnipotens sempiterne deus qui sanctis tu-
                         is Dionisio . Georgio . Christoforo.
Eustachio . Blasio . Katerine . Margare-
te . et Egidio . hanc specialem prerogatiuam
peticionem . in hora mortis eorum concessisti
quod si quis illos aut aliquem illorum in
quacumque necessitate inuocauerit tu cicius
exaudires . et illorum mediantibus meritis mi-
sericorditer subvenires concede quesimus ut
                     eorum assidua intercessione omnia nobis aduer-
sancia valeamus conuincere . et cum ipsis
 f. 180r            ad gaudia perpetua peruenire . Per . dominum​[94]​

According to this prayer God granted a special privileged request (“specialem prerogativam peticionem”) of the saints in the hour of their deaths. The granted request comprises that if anyone in any necessity will invoke God, the petition will be answered. God will bring aid to the petitioner through intercession of the saints. In contrast, the promises in the cult-founding speeches in the saints’ legends are much more specific than ‘any necessity’ (“in quacumque necissitate”). The individual saints were granted very specific protections, e.g.: for women in childbirth, against diseases, natural elements, evil spirits and poverty. In this prayer it is possible to refer to protection in ‘any necessity’, probably because the total of the promises that were individually bestowed to the saints could cover the main necessities of the devotee.  
Another manuscript that includes a devotion to a group of Holy Helpers is Cambridge,  Magdalene College, Pepys 2125 (England, s. XIV/XV1). This devotional manuscript includes a seemingly personal selection of fourteenth-century religious verse and prose, predominantly in English. According to R. McKitterick and R. Beadle the manuscript could have been compiled for and the contents selected by a (male) recluse: a large number of selections attributed to the hermit Richard Rolle (1290–1349) and a prayer-instruction attributed to the hermit John of Warwick would point to an owner that was a recluse or someone with an interest in the solitary life.​[95]​ The manuscript mainly includes devotional treatises, a number of prayers and religious instructions. One prayer (f. 116v) includes an extended group of saints that are said to have been bestowed with special intercession for those who commemorate them. Above the first line a reference to the martyred Acacius and his 10.000 companions (Achacij sociorumque eius) has been written as an addition to the list of saints in the prayer:  

¶ Omnipotens et misericors deus qui sanctorum tuorum Dionisii Georgii Christoforii Blasii 
Egidii [1] atque Cirici Sanctarumque virginum et matronarum tuarum Katerine Margarete Barbara mart[ha] [2] atque Julitte patrocinia invocantibus tuum in angustiis promisisti succursum concede [3] nobis quamuis eorum intercessione salutarem nostre peticionis effectum et auxilium in cunctis  necessitatibus oportunum per Christum Dominum nostrum Amen 
¶ Orent pro nobis omnes sancti et sancte dei in celis quorum memoriam agimus in terris ut
delea[ntur] [7] delicta nostra per invocacionem nominum illorum exaudi nos domine sancte 
pater [8] psallentes et [] / deprecantes in tua Justitia per dominum nostrum​[96]​ 

In the second part of the prayer it is requested that the saints, whom the devotees would hold in their memories on earth, may pray for the faithful in heaven so that they will obtain remission of sins. 
To the lists of saints in these prayers additions could be made according to personal, communal or regional preferences. This is demonstrated by a prayer in London, British Library, Additional 33381 (s. XIV-XV) on  f. 179v. ​[97]​ This manuscript, connected to the priory of Ely, includes prayers, offices and religious treatises. In a prayer, preceding a prayer that is similar to the prayer in Additional 37787, another hand has added an extra verse line for St. Winifred: 

f. 179v     Fratres pro subsidio sanctos inuocamus
               hinc hinc consorcio sacro sic dicamus
               Marthe Dionisio vobis supplicamus
               Barbara Christoforo sanctis conclamamus
               Katerine Egidio preces demonstramus
               ¶ Wenefredam virginem supplices exoramus
               Margarete Blasio uota nobis damus
               In sancto Georgio nostram spem firmamus
               Tibi que Eustachio nosmet commendamus
               O beata consorcio da quod postulamus
               Quia sine dubio in te nos speramus
               In quocumque tedio vestrum vocamus
               Nobis tunc auxilium currat ne cadamus
               Et sit supplicacio vestrum · quod viuamus
               Vobiscum in gaudio semper sic rogamus
               Cetus predictus sanctorum sit benedictus
               Et chorus illorum nos ducat ad alta polorum​[98]​

The additon of Winifred in this prayer can be explained by the promises of the cult-founding speech in her legend. Winifred’s cult-founding speech is not established by herself, but is announced to her by her uncle Beuno: Whosoever shall implore her three times in sickness and misfortune will be aided. If the devotee is not aided after the third invocation, the devotee will gain spiritual benefits for apprehending death.​[99]​ 
The possibility of variation and extension of these lists is further demonstrated in a series of three prayers to the Holy Helpers in Manchester, the John Ryland’s Library, MS 395 (England, s. XV). The three prayers are written on the same page (f. 131r). The manuscript is a miscellany written in Latin and English. It includes works by the hermit Richard Rolle, extracts from the writings of a number of saints, meditations on the Passion of Christ, writings of John Russell (bishop of Lincoln), De Vitis Patrum, a legend on bishop Samson of Dol and a number of English verses. The contents of this work suggest ownership of a monk or another member of the clergy.​[100]​ In the opening of the first prayer the address to ‘fellow brethren’ (“Fratres”) could be a reference to a monastic or lay community that received the text from a priest. The first prayer invokes the saints individually or as couples and subsequently as a group (“beata concio”) in order to provide the devotee with their intercession:

f. 131r        ¶ ffratres pro subsidio sanctos invocamus ·
hinc hinc consorcio sacro sic dicamus
Sancto Dionisio tibi Supplicamus
Et tibi Christofore sancto conclamamus
Katerine Egidi preces demonstramus
Margarete Blasio vota vobis damus
In sancto Georgio nostram spem firmamus
Sanctoque Eustachio nosmet commendamus
O beata concio da quod postulamus
Quia sine dubio in te nos speramus
hinc in omni tedio vestrum quem vocamus
Nobis cum auxilio currat ne cadamus
Et sit supplicacio nostra quod vivamus
                  vobiscum in gaudio semper sic rogamus Amen
                  versiculus Letamini in domino et exultate iusti· Et gloriamini​[101]​ · ¶ Oremus​[102]​
Explicit reference to the hagiographical promises connected to the saints appears in a subsequent prayer on the same page. In this prayer the same list of saints is supplemented with Anthony, Barbara, Martha and Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins: 

f. 131r         Omnipotens sempiterne deus qui sanctis tuis Dionisio Georgio Christoforo
Sebastiano Eustachio Blasio Egidio et Anthonio · Katerine Margarete 
Marthe Barbare ac Ursule cum sociis hanc specialem et prerogativam
peticionem in hora mortis eorum concessisti quod si quis illos aut eorum
aliquem in quacumque inuocauerit · tu cicius exaudieris · et 
illorum mediantibus meritis misericorditer subuenires · Concede quaesumus ·
ut eorum assidua intercessione omnia nobis aduersancia valeamus con-
vincere · et cum ipsis ad gaudia perpetua peruenire · Per dominum nostrum
Cetus predictus sanctorum sit benedictus · Et chorus illorum nos ducat ad alta 
polorum · Letamini in domino et exultate iusti​[103]​ · Et gloriamini ·​[104]​

A third prayer on the same page presents yet another and more extensive list of eighteen saints. Like the second prayer it starts with the statement that God has promised that whosoever invokes these saints in their needs will receive their help:  

f. 131r           Omnipotens et misericors deus qui sanctorum tuorum Cristofori Dionisii · Se-
bastiani Georgii Blasii · Egidii Eustachii Anthonii atque Wyn-
walli · sanctarumque tuarum · Anne Marthe Margarete Radegundis 
· Katerine Ursule · cum Sociis ac Cecilie Barbare Keneburge
patrocinia inuocantibus · tuum in angustiis promisisti suc-
cursum · Concede nobis quesimus · eorum intercessione salutarem
nostre peticionis effectum et Auxilium in presenti et in cunctis
necessitatibus oportunum remedium per dominum ​[105]​ 

It is curious that two similar prayers with different lists of saints appear on the same page below each other. Because all the saints of the second prayer are included in the third prayer with additions, it seems unlikely that both prayers were read at the same instance. Possibly, each prayer was used in a different social, communal or regional context. This enabled a clerical user of the manuscript to choose the prayer that was most appropriate for the community to which he was addressing himself. The second prayer could have been generally applied as it includes only universal Roman martyr saints. The third prayer points to a more regional bound audience as it includes the Cornish saint Winwaloe​[106]​ and Cyneburgha, who was a saint of Gloucestershire.​[107]​ 
Regional variances aside, during the fifteenth century the list of saints in these prayers came to include more than twenty saints. Authors and printers may have aimed to be all-inclusive in order to make the prayer to the collective of Holy Helpers generally applicable for all devotees of different regions and communities: in London, British Library, Harleian 210, containing Middle English and Latin prayers (England, s. XV),​[108]​ a number of twenty-eight saints are included in a prayer and are said to have been bestowed with the promise that whosoever invokes them will be granted with their intercession (f. 46r).​[109]​ A similar prayer with an extended list of twenty-five saints appears in printed books of Hours of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century.​[110]​ My edition of this prayer is based on a version in a Book of Hours that was printed in England in 1510 (p. 103).​[111]​ The manuscript contains Latin prayers that in some instances are preceded by vernacular prayer-instructions and indulgences. The prayer to the Holy Helpers reads as follows:
O 
                                                                                      
p. 103   mnipotens et misericors deus : qui sanctorum
           tuorum dionysii / georgii / christo-
                   fori / blasii / egidii / anthonii / eutropii
                   pantaleonis / liuinii / eustaceii / leo-
                   nardi / nichasii / atque cirici / sanctarum
                   virginum et matronum tuarum / katherine /
                   margarete / barbare / marthe / hono-
                   rine / dorothee / wenefrede / christine / fre-
                   deswide / atque iulite / et decem milia
                   martyrum / et undecim milia virginum
                   patrocinia invocantibus / tuum in angu-
                   stiis promisisti succursum : tribue no-
                   bis quesumus eorum intercessione salutarem nostre
                   petitionis effectum / et auxilium in cunctis
                   necessitatibus oportunum. Per christum do-
                   minum nostrum. Amen.​[112]​





3. Invoking the Saints by Analogy 

The collective of Holy Helpers could also be addressed for their successful petitions to God in order to make an analogy to the petitions of the devotee. This is witnessed in Oxford, St John’s College, MS 94. This manuscript includes the Hours of the Virgin and Middle English devotional texts (probably early fifteenth century). The manuscript was copied and illuminated by John Lacy, a Dominican recluse of Newcastle upon Tyne. ​[113]​ A prayer to the core of the Holy Helpers, with addition of Vincent, reads as follows: 
D

f. 112r                        eus qui sacratissi- 
                         mis martiribus   
f. 112v            suis · Blasio · Christoforo ·
Georgio · Dionisio · Vincen
cio · Egidio · Katerine · Mar 
garete · Barbare · petici-
ones suas in passionibus 
suis concessisti : tribue mihi
peccatori · et omnibus in te cre
dentibus veniam delictorum ·
et peticionum nostrarum saluta
rem effectum · Per Christum · dominum · nostrum ·​[114]​

In the prayer the devotee recalls God’s grants of the saints’ requests in the cult-founding speeches before their martyrdoms. In contrast to the previous prayers, this prayer is not directed at gaining the saints’ promises: God’s grants of the saints’ requests serve to make an analogy to the devotee. The devotee requests that her/his petitions to God will be answered just like God answered the saints’ requests in their cult-founding speeches. Through the analogy, the devotee aims to gain indulgences for sins and benefits as rewards to the prayers of all Christians. 
Intercession of the Holy Helpers was partly dependent upon the associations and analogies between the acts and sufferings of the saints and the ills and needs of the devotees. Bringing forth associations and analogies between saints and devotees was a common aspect of prayers and charms that were directed to gain the saints’ intercessions. Charms and prayers address the diseases, needs and anxieties of medieval people and “tap into or find remedies in Christian lore”.​[115]​ In many of these texts narrative elements from biblical, apocryphal and hagiographical sources were used to request and establish remedies against many different ailments, e.g. for childbirth there were Anne-Elizabeth and Mary, for insomnia there were the Seven Sleepers, for headache there were Susanna-Mary Magdalene-Jonah and Daniel and for removing an arrow point there was Nicodemus. Veronica could be invoked for blood-staunching, the Three Kings protected against epilepsy and for venom one could invoke John. The relation of the saint to the remedy often depends on an associative network in which the suffering or an act of the saint and the suffering of the patient are brought into analogy.​[116]​ 
The hagiographies of the Holy Helpers were popular sources for invocations in prayers, charms and instructions that were based on analogy and association. A common invocation to Erasmus for intestinal disorders was based upon analogy to the torment in which his bowels were removed with a windlass. Sebastian’s intercessory power against pestilence was based upon analogy between the flying arrows that pierced his body and the plague that, like the arrows, was believed to travel through air.​[117]​ Invocation to Margaret against the dangers of childbirth was a general practice that was propagated in liturgy and preaching. Her patronage of women in childbirth was based upon her hagiographical act of bursting out of a dragon´s belly. Her escape-act was brought in analogy with childbirth itself.​[118]​ Barbara was invoked for protection against thunder. Her efficacy in this instance was probably based on the lightning that killed her tormentor in a divine retribution.​[119]​
It did not require a simple analogy between the suffering of the saint and the suffering of the devotee. A complex associative network could underlie the relation between the saint and the ailment. This is demonstrated with an example of a charm that addresses the intercession of the Holy Helper Anthony. Anthony usually was invoked against ergotism in analogy to his hagiographical quality to ward off evils.​[120]​An invocation to Anthony and Cyriacus in San Marino, Huntington Library, HM 64 (f. 170v), an astrological and medical compilation (England, s. XVex),​[121]​ is based on associations and analogies that relate the saints’ intercessory powers to the need of the user of a charm to capture moles (“wontes”). Lay interest in this manuscript is evidenced from several ownership notes. A few early sixteenth-century notes include information about the names and professions of the owners: a “Hughe drapere merchaunt” (f. 196v) and a “Iohn Bosgrove” who “ys a mytte man and man of the lerneing wythall” (f. 81r). ​[122]​ The charm, embedded within a large collection of medical recipes, instructs to pray five Aves, Paternosters and a Creed towards the four cardinal directions (east, north, west, south) in name of Christ and the saints Anthony and Cyriacus. Subsequently, one is to make three crosses from a young hazel branch and place these in the molehills. In a Latin conjuration the moles are ordered to assemble at the place where the crosses are fixed in the ground. This is done by invoking the stages of the life of Christ, the names of God and groups of spiritual intercessors. Finally, Anthony and Cyriacus are invoked to establish that the moles will quickly assemble at the designated location:

f. 81r              ffor to take wontes* Byholde* the · 4 ·                                          moles; behold
quarters of the worlde ¶ Est · Northe · Weste ·                     
and Sowthe · And saye · 5 · pater nosters · And · 5 ·       
Aues and a Crede In euery of the parteyes*                                                    parts
in the worschippe* of   Ihesu criste  And Saynte                     worship
5                   Antoni and Saynte Ciriaci Take an hasell*                                            hazel
yerde* of won* yeris scheote* and make · 3 ·                                stick; one; shoot
Crosses ther of and Set hem in the hoolys*                                                    holes
of the wontes and doo so from hoole to hoole
And then Saye this ffolewynge ¶ Ego Conjuro
10                 vos talpas in quacumque parte estis formica 
qui veniatis ad locam nostram ubi cruces sunt fixe
 In nomine domini nostri  ihesu  christi  Per passionem 
eius  Per mortem eius  Per resurreccionem eius
 Per ascencionem eius  Per graciam sancti spiritus pera
15                 cliti venientes inter apostolos cristi  Per Bap
tismum suum  Per circumsicionem suam  Et per omnia
nomina dei  effabilia et ineffabilia  In nomine
omnium sanctorum Angelorum et Archangelorum patri
archarum prophetarum Apostolorum Evaunge-
20                 listarum Innocencium Martirum Confessorum
atque virginum ut non tardatis Set cito ve
niatis In nomine sancti Antoni Et sancti Juliani que 
         ita fiat fiat Amen​[123]​

In order to understand the association between the saints and the devotee’s need in this charm, first one has to understand the negative associations that were attributed to moles in medieval animal symbolism. According to the bestiary of Pierre de Beauvais (d. 1217) the mole was an unclean creature that was associated with earth, the element in which it lived. This probably established the association between moles, death and the devil.​[124]​ Secondly, Anthony and Cyriacus were known for warding off and exorcising demons in their legends. The association between moles and demons allows an analogy between Anthony’s power to ward off evil and the devotee’s wish to drive the moles away. From this it can be concluded that many of the prayer-instructions were based on analogies and associations to narrative elements in the saints’ hagiographies. 


5. Chapter’s Conclusion 

In similarity to the Continent, there were prayers to collectives of Holy Helpers in Late Medieval England. In these prayers the saints were addressed for their special promises of intercession they were believed to be bestowed with by God. These saints were often virgin martyrs, whose Late Medieval saints’ legends describe their violent torments and martyrdoms in great length and vividity. The choice for certain saints probably was determined by personal, communal or regional preferences in veneration. Additions to the saints’ lists in these prayers could be made by individual scribes. Prayers with different saints’ lists could coexist in the same manuscript: the two prayers with different saints’ lists in Manchester, the John Ryland’s Library, MS 395 could have been applied for different communities by the clerical owner and user of the manuscript. The group of saints that was invoked in these prayers increased from nine to more than twenty saints during the fifteenth and early sixteenth century. Prayers to collectives of Holy Helpers survive both in books used by laymen (books of Hours) and books used by clergy (devotional manuscripts). Clerical users of these manuscripts used the prayers both in private devotion and public preaching. 
A large part of these saints established the promises in the cult-founding speeches of their saints’ lives. Another part of the saints is not known to have established cult-founding speeches. These saints were invoked for promises, possibly because they were associated with saints that provided hagiographical cult-founding speeches on church screens. Another explanation is that versions of their legends or miracles that included their cult-founding speeches have not survived. 
The Holy Helpers’ promises were also collectively invoked to create analogy to the devotee’s petitions to God. The Holy Helpers were invoked individually to create analogies and associations between the ailments of the saints and the ailments of the devotee. The network of associations and analogies that was used in prayers and charms could be based on complex symbolical relations between the ailment of the devotee and the ailment of the saint. 
All prayers to collectives of Holy Helpers address the saints’ special promises. In many cases these promises are established in the hagiographical cult-founding speeches. So far, this prominent feature of the saints’ lives and of the saints’ cults in Late Medieval England has received little scholarly attention. Nonetheless, the cult-founding speech was an important element of the Late Medieval saints’ cults and it explains the popularity of a number of helper-saints. The hagiographical cult-founding speeches provided an important source for prayer-instructions through which devotees could contract themselves to their helper-saints. The following chapter demonstrates the applications of the prayer-instructions in a variety of hagiographical, devotional and medical contexts.   






The hagiographical cult-founding speeches were sources for texts that employ the agreements between saints and God as instructions for devotees. These texts appear in direct connection to saints’ legends and feature in devotional and medical contexts. The first section of this chapter is centered on the propagation of the prayer-instructions in connection to hagiographical sources. In the subsequent sections the uses of the hagiographical prayer-instructions in devotional and medical contexts are studied. 


2. Prayer-Instructions in Hagiographical Contexts
   
The main sources of the Holy Helpers’ prayer-instructions were the saints’ legends. Hagiography is only one manifestation of a saint’s cult. Images, shrines and miracles could evenly attract devotees without the support of hagiographical material. Hagiographical narratives served to increase the veneration to a saint. The texts and shrines of a saint could operate independently or could be combined by displaying hagiographical material at the saint’s shrine.​[125]​ In Norfolk, St Walstan of Bawburgh was a popular saint during the fifteenth and sixteenth century. The clerical custodians of his shrine and writers of his legend presented him as a miracle-working saint.​[126]​ His intercessory powers, that grant protections against sickness and pain, are codified in a request to and grant by God. Walstan requests God that those who cannot work because of sickness may be aided by the saint and sick animals may be healed when God is invoked in Walstan’s name. A voice from heaven grants the request:   

	“For the succoring of many a man
            Both Priest, Labourer, & also knight;
            that what man or woman labour ne might
            because of sicknes or ache of bones
            by Walston to be holpen more times than once. 

            If beast also in sickness shuld fall 
            that Mans labour better should be
            In Walston’s name, man, to God doe call
            A ready remedie thou shalt soon see.
            A voyce from heaven then heard he
            answering to him & said thus
            “Thine asking is graunted, come dwell with us.”​[127]​

The fourteenth-century vernacular verse legend that includes these promises was hung over Walstan’s tomb at Bawburgh, so that it could be read by or to pilgrims who visited such shrines for the saints’ efficacies against ailments.​[128]​ The displayed hagiographical narrative at the saint’s shrine is a textual witness and codification of the saint’s intercessory powers. Direct connection between the saint’s intercessory powers and the hagiographical source provided authority for the saint’s promises that were invoked in prayers, charms and prayer-instructions. In Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, MS 51, a prayer to St Armagil is introduced with a number of promises for the devotee who performs the prayer. The promises are given special authority by a direct reference to Armagil’s legend in which, according to the instruction, the promises have been made manifest: “He that prayth hartely to god and to Seint Armyl shalbe delyuerd fro all these sekenes vndre writen. That is to sey of all Gowtis Aches Agwis Axces Feuers and Pockes and many other ynfirmytes as it apperith in his life and legende the which was brought oute of Britayne at the ynstans off the kyng owre souereyne lord harry the vijth”.​[129]​ Likewise, the authority of the cult-founding speeches was derived from the hagiographical sources.
A number of hagiographical writers explicitly promoted the Holy Helpers’ cult-founding speeches as prayer-instructions for devotees. The prayer-instructions could be highlighted in supplemented verses that recapitulated the saint’s prayer-instructions. London, British Library, Additional 26983, includes saints’ lives and devotional treatises. Among these texts is a vernacular verse life of Erasmus that provides an extensive list of the promises that were established in his cult-founding speech. In Erasmus’ cult-founding speech it is stated that whosoever worships God and Erasmus devoutly every Sunday with a Paternoster (or other prayer), almsgiving of food or money to the poor and a candle that burns at evensong, matins or Mass, will receive a number of promises during his lifetime: provision of food until death, protection against enemies, answers to all requests, relief of all diseases and a death “in þe riȝt beleue & feythe”: ​[130]​ the devotee is promised confession, remorse for sins, Eucharist and Extreme Unction before death. These requests are granted by a voice from heaven. Subsequently Erasmus dies from his wounds.​[131]​
The cult of Erasmus was one of the most popular cults in Late Medieval England. Erasmus’ legend, that includes fifty-two separate torments, appealed to an audience of laymen that was interested in legends with extreme torments and sufferings. E. Duffy describes the legend as “a compendium of most of the major motifs of the Late Medieval cult of martyrs”.​[132]​ Moreover, the spectacular and vivid descriptions of the torments emphasized the intercessory powers of Erasmus and provided authority to the promises that are granted in his cult-founding speech.​[133]​ Following a list of fifty-two torments that Erasmus suffered on the Sunday of his martyrdom, a rubricated Latin text recapitulates the promises of Erasmus (rubbed with black ink):

“Quicumque hanc antiphonam cum oracione subscripta corde contrito quali die
dominica deuote dixerit in honore sancti Erasmi Episcopi & martiris, deus ipsi pro-
uidebit de omnibus sibi nessessarijs, absque eucaristia et sacra vnxcione non mo-
rietur, ab omnibus inimicis tutus erit , et decem milia dierum indulgencie pro mer-
cede habebit.”​[134]​

The recitation of a prayer in honour of Erasmus on Sunday is linked to the promises for provision of help in all necessities, protection against death without Eucharist and Extreme Unction, protection against all perils and ten thousand days of indulgence. According to the instruction, the prayer to Erasmus is written ‘below’ the rubricated text. Nonetheless, this prayer is not included in the manuscript. The absence of this prayer could be explained by an anticipated transmission of the prayer-instruction to the private books of the audience: the prayer-instruction enabled readers or listeners to either write or memorize the prayer-instruction as an addition to the prayers to Erasmus in their own private books. For example, the prayer-instruction appears in connection to two suffrages to Erasmus in San Marino, Huntington Library, HM 142, a manuscript of religious prose and verse (England, s. XVmed and 1467).​[135]​ The prayer-instruction that precedes the suffrages reads: 

f. 52v      Quicumque hanc oracionem omni die dominico dixerit 
  aut aliquam elemosinam dederit in honorem sancti 
  herasmi martiris quicquid petierit a domino nostro ihesu christo 
  sine dubio impetrabit​[136]​

Another saint whose prayer-instruction was supplemented to the hagiographical source is St Dorothy. In the cult-founding speech of the vernacular versions of Dorothy’s legend, Dorothy requests promises for protections against tribulations, shame, poverty, thievery, and the guarantees of confession and remission of sins before death for those who commemorate her. 
This request is granted by the voice from heaven in the moment before her martyrdom.​[137]​  
There are two mid-fifteenth-century poems of Dorothy’s legend: these appear in London, British Library, Harley 5272 and Arundel 168. To both vernacular poems a Latin verse has been added that prescribes devotees to place an image of the saint in their houses. This will provide the devotee with Dorothy’s promises for protection in childbirth, against fire, thievery, evil death and the benefit of divine nourishment for deceased souls.​[138]​ In Dublin, Trinity College Library, MS 319 (England, s. XVmid), including Middle English saints’ lives,​[139]​ a vernacular legend of Dorothy has been supplemented with a similar Latin prayer-instruction. In this version, the text is presented as an antiphona (‘sung-response’), which suggests that the Latin texts were meant to be used by the listener or reader as a response to Dorothy’s legend:  

f. 6v         Antiphona. In quacumque domo nomen fuerit vel imago virgin[is]
exume Dor[othea] martiris alme Nullus abortuus infans nas-
cetur in illa. Ignis nec furti domus illa pericula sentit Nec
quisquam in ibi poterit mala morte perire Celestique pane mori[ens]
quin participetur​[140]​

Whereas this example suggests that the prayer-instruction was read in an individual or collective response, Dorothy’s prayer-instruction could also be connected to a saint’s legend that was read as a sermon on her feast day. Durham, University Library, S.R. 2B.3 includes predominantly sermons and passion narratives. The manuscript was written in Germany, probably Huysburg, in 1444 by a member of the Bursfeld congregation.​[141]​ In the manuscript, a Latin legend of Dorothy has been supplemented with her prayer-instruction. This version includes a contemporary exemplum that demonstrates the benefits of devotion to the saint: according to the text, a house in Brunswick survived a fire because an image of Dorothy was placed inside it, whereas another house nearby, without Dorothy’s image, was destroyed by the fire. The supplemented prayer-instruction was probably used in a sermon on the feast day of Dorothy: 

f. 76r        In quacumque domo nomen fuit uel ymago // Virginis egregie
dorothee martiris alme // Nullus abortiuus infans nascetur
in illa / Nec domus nec ignem nec furtum aut pericula sentit //
Nec quisquam poterit ibi mala morte perire // Celesti pane mo-
riens quin participetur Amen // ffertur temporibus nostris fuisse veri-
ficatum in Brunswigk quia vicina domus incendio interiit et domus in qua
ymago beate dorothee extitit mansit ab incendio illesa // deo gracias​[142]​






3. Prayer-Instructions in Devotional Contexts

In this section prayer-instructions are analyzed that feature in predominantly devotional contexts. The saints’ prayer-instructions appear in manuscripts that were used by both laymen and clergy. One type of manuscript that was used by clergy was the Missal: this was the book that included the texts that were necessary for the celebration of the Mass. These books sometimes included the Mass of the Five Wounds to which promises for the remission of sins were connected, a Mass against pestilence and indulgences connected to the Mass of St Gregory. A late fifteenth-century Missal, owned by the Fitzwilliam family, includes a set of promises attached to the Mass of St Anthony: those who recite or hear the Mass and fast on bread and water, will be rewarded with protections against ill fortune, famine, dropsy, cancer, the spasm, leprosy, asthma, unclean spirits, fire, water, tempest, pestilence and were rewarded with prosperity of goods. The Mass was considered to be the most powerful of all prayers and sources of blessings. Because of this, the laity sought to apply the Mass to console their personal needs.​[143]​ In the saint’s cult-founding speech the Mass could be prescribed as a means through which the devotee could commemorate the saint and obtain the saint’s promises. An example is the devotion of the Seven Masses of St Giles. 
In Giles’ legend, Charlemagne requests the saint to make a prayer for his ‘unspeakable sin’. In return, Giles sings Masses and prays for Charlemagne. Subsequently, an angel descends from heaven and provides a prayer-scroll to Giles. The prayer-scroll records indulgences for Charlemagne and aid to anyone who invokes Giles for remission of sins. In addition, the devotee should show repentance and confess all sins.​[144]​ The promises of this grant are found in a prayer-instruction in London, British Library, Additional 37787 (see chapter 1) on ff. 47v-48r. In the instruction, the recitation of the seven Masses that were sung by Giles is connected to the promise of remission of all tribulations and fears and the guarantee that all requests in the devotee’s prayers will be answered. This prayer-instruction creates an analogy between the recitation of the Masses by Giles and the recitation of the Masses by the devotee. This should provide the devotee with the rewards that were obtained by Giles in the same manner.  
With this kind of promises connected to the Mass, it is no surprise to find similar promises of saints included in clerical manuscripts: a prayer-instruction of Barbara is included in Dublin, Trinity College Library, MS 83, a Missal with the use of York (England s. XIV/XV).​[145]​ In the Gilte Legende Barbara’s cult-founding speech includes her request for protection against sudden death without confession and the Eucharist, the snares of the devil and remission of sins for those who commemorate her passion and venerate her annually.​[146]​ The request is directly followed by a voice from heaven that grants the requests: “And nowe it is graunted and given to the alle that ever thowe haste desired and asked of me”.​[147]​ Subsequently, Barbara thanks God and willingly accepts her martyrdom: “than sche leyde forthe her feyre white and holy necke that her precious hede schulde be smyten of by the wicked handes of her owen father. And so it was done vereli in dede”.​[148]​ Among the laity she was a popular saint because of her protection against sudden death:​[149]​ in the fifteenth century Barbara was often depicted with the Eucharist chalice. This symbolized her protection against sudden death without the Eucharist.​[150]​ 
Dublin, Trinity College Library, MS 83 includes a faded and blurred rendition of Barbara’s hagiographical prayer-instruction. According to the instruction, those who fast on the evening before her feast day (4th of December) will gain protection against diseases and death without the Eucharist. The text is preceded by a Latin promise that whosoever nourishes with water and bread on the night that precedes Barbara’s feast day, will never sense the abyss of hell during life:

f. 1v    ¶ Barbara nocte tua pane qui cibatur et unda ·
            Hic numquam poterit baratri sentire profunda​[151]​ 

          ¶ Whoso wyll þe euyn* fast of Barbara water and  brede*        evening; bread
þe [thir]d day of december is it euyn* as we rede*                  exactly; read
what seknes* as þai* haue þai sall haf a gainis* sone               sickness, they, merriment  
Ne dye mon* þai noght* er* þai resayue* gods sone                may; not; before; receive     
In þe forme of brede sertayne* as he s[uffe]rd* clere*             certain; suffered; brightly 
þerfore serue hir baynly* this uirgyne br[ig]ht and d[ere]​[152]​  obediently

These texts are followed by a Latin prayer in which the intercession of Barbara is requested. In the Late Middle Ages fasting on water and bread was a conventional way of honouring the saints. One was expected to fast on the evening before the saint’s feast day. Moreover, as John Mirk stresses, one was expected to attend the Sunday Masses at matins, mass, and evensong.​[153]​ Barbara’s promises follow the saint’s legend in including protection against sudden death, but diverge from her cult-founding speech in promising protection against sickness. Nevertheless, the text claims to be in congruency with a source of the legend of Barbara: “is it euyn as we rede”. This suggests that there was another version of the legend that included the promise for protection against sickness. The plural form (“we”) implies that this text was addressed to a parish community that attended the Mass. 
A priest’s handbook of Salisbury Cathedral includes a rubric with the promise of St Roch: “Whosoever sayeth this prayer following in the worship of God and St Rock shall not die of the pestilence by the grace of God”.​[154]​ According to Caxton’s Golden Legend, Roch, who had suffered from pestilence himself, prayed to God that whosoever commemorates him will be protected against pestilence. After his death, an angel placed a writing tablet under the head of Roch’s body. The tablet recorded God’s grant of Roch’s request written in golden letters.​[155]​ Roch’s promises were also added to prayers in books of Hours: e.g. in a printed Book of Hours in the British Library (Horae ad usum Sarum 1505) recitation of a Latin prayer to Roch is connected to a promise for protection against pestilence and all epidemics.​[156]​
Dorothy’s prayer-instruction, propagated in additional verses to her legend, survives in a number of devotional manuscripts as individual rendition and in connection to prayers to the saint. In Cambridge, University Library, Ii 6.2, a Book of Hours (c. 1400) produced in Flanders for the English market,​[157]​ a prayer requesting the intercession of Dorothy is preceded by her prayer-instruction. This version excludes her protections against theft and fire:  

f. 3v         In quacumque domo nomen fuerit vel imago
Virgine exume dorothee matiris​[158]​ alme
Nullus abortiphus infans nascetur in illa
Nec quisquam poterit in ibi mala morte periere​[159]​

Just as in the latter example, many of the saints’ prayer-instructions were added to prayers that commemorate the saints. San Marino, Huntingon Library, HM 1159, a fragment of a Book of Hours (England, s. XVin),​[160]​ includes a vernacular prayer-instruction that precedes a Latin prayer to Erasmus. The prayer-instruction is based on Erasmus’ cult-founding speech. The devotee who commemorates Erasmus is provided with five promises: a good life, protection against enemies, answers to all requests in prayers, protection against tribulations, diseases and protection against a sudden death. The prayer-instruction reads as follows: 

G
f. 9v               od allmyghty hathe graunted* that what                         granted
man or woman or child redith* this                                 reads
preyer that ffolouth* euery sonday or yeueth*                         follows; gives
any almes* to a poorer man or a woman or a                           alms
5             candill* of wex* brennyng* in the worship                               candle; wax; burning
of god and saint Erasme he shal haue                            
v yeftes* of god þe furste is þat he shal haue                            gifts
resonable* good oon to* his liues end The                                sufficient; until
secund is that his enmys* shal haue no                                     enemies
10           [pouer]* to do him harme The third is what                              power
[re]sonable prayer þat he asketh it shall be gran
tid him The fourth is he shall be unboun
den* of his tribulacoune and disases* The ffifte                        freed; diseases
[is] that at his last end he shall haue so                     
15           [g]ret repentaunce þat he shall [not die] with
f. 10r        outen shrift* or [ho]wsell* and receiuing the holy                     confession; Eucharist
               sacrament of goddess bodi in fourme* `of´ breed​[161]​                 form; bread

The promise of time for confession and Eucharist before death emphasizes the intermediary role of the church in the commemoration of the saint. Erasmus’ prayer-instruction could have been derived from the saint’s legend or another source, e.g.: the fresco painting on the north wall of Trinity Chapel in Cirencester Church. The painting depicts Erasmus with his bowels drawn out by a windlass. Beneath this image is an inscription with the same five promises of Erasmus for those who venerate him every Sunday with a Paternoster and Ave, by almsgiving or by burning a candle for his veneration.​[162]​ Below the image is an inscription with the coat of arms of William Prelatte (d. 1462), who had been in the service of Richard, Duke of York (1411-1460), and who was buried in the chapel. According to the inscription he was a special benefactor to the chapel.​[163]​ In the Late Middle Ages testators established such chapels so that others could pray for their souls and the souls of other deceased, but also for the living community of a church. Priests in chantry chapels concerned themselves mostly with obtaining intercession for the soul of the patron.​[164]​ In this case, the prayer-instruction of Erasmus might have served the parish community to obtain Erasmus’ intercession. At the same time, devotees who were attracted to the chapel could pray for the soul of William Prelatte.  
In combining Erasmus’ prayer-instruction with an image of Erasmus during his final torment, the presentation in the Cirencester Church demonstrates the direct connection between prayer-instruction and the saint’s corporeality (see Introduction). For a number of saints, the combination of prayer-instruction and the saint’s image was a common depiction. Early Medieval devotion was more focused on relics, whereas Late Medieval devotion was characterized by an increased focus on images. Throughout England cults were established around images of saints.​[165]​ These images were kept in local shrines, but also ornamented the windows, walls and screens in the churches.​[166]​ St Christopher was one of the saints whose image was especially popular on church walls and whose image was connected to the prayer-instruction based on his cult-founding speech. 
In the legend of Christopher in Lincoln, Cathedral Library, MS 91 (England, s. XV), copied and owned by the layman Robert Thornton,​[167]​ the saint requests a boon from God in the moment before his martyrdom. He requests that whosoever commemorates him, hears or reads his legend will find God’s grace in prison, sorrow and care, pregnancy and in crossing wild waters. The voice from heaven grants the requests and subsequently Christopher is beheaded.​[168]​ 
Wall-paintings and statues of Christopher featured in many of the parish churches. Usually the images were placed opposite to the main entry door, so that the images would immediately be seen by those who entered the church. The wall-painting in the church at Wood Eaton in Oxfordshire includes a promise based on Christopher’s cult-founding speech: “Ki cest image uerra le jur de male mort ne murra”.​[169]​ In a church at Chapwick in Dorset a church-bell bears the inscription: “Illo nempe die nullo languore gravetur Christophori sancti campanam quicumque tuetur”.​[170]​ The prayer-instruction has been adapted to the material on which the text is written: the text directs the devotee to look at the church-bell in order to obtain Christopher’s promise against death.​[171]​ 
In an image of the Neville of Hornby Hours (England, 1335-1340), Isabel de Byron and Robert de Neville kneel before an image of Christopher. The prayer that accompanies the image ends with the following prayer-instruction: “Christofori sanctam speciem quicumque tuetur / illo nempe die nullo languore tenetur”.​[172]​ Many of the prayer-instructions prescribe an image of Christopher as the medium through which the devotee could obtain the promise for protection. One of these renditions is found in Bristol, Public Library, MS 14, a fifteenth- century Book of Hours that was owned by Isabel Ruddok:​[173]​

f. 12r.    Tu ihesus es testis . ubi Christoforus nominatur.
Vix fames aut pestis mala mors ibi 
non dominatur. Hec homo nec pecora
queuis subiunt gramora. Sic dedit abs-
que mora ; Christi uox mortis in hora. 
Martir Christofore pro saluatoris honore.
ffac nos mente fore ; dignos deitatis a-
more. Promisso christi quia quod petis op-
tinuisti. Da populo tristi bona que mo-
riendo petisti. Confer solamen et men-
tis tolle grauamen. Ludicis examen ; 
fac mite sit omnibus. Amen.​[174]​

Another popular prayer-instruction in which veneration to and devotional use of an image is centralized, is the prayer-instruction of Cyricus and Julitta. Cyricus and Julitta, introduced in England by the Anglo-Normans, were especially popular in Wales and Cornwall where numerous churches were dedicated to them.​[175]​ The lives of mother and son, both martyred for their Christian faith in Rome, were known from their legends in the Legenda Aurea and its translations. 
Their prayer-instruction survives in a few books of Hours, e.g.: in the Carew-Poyntz Hours (Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, MS 48) the prayer-instruction is connected to a protective image of the length of the Cross. According to the instruction, the promises of Cyricus and Julitta are obtained by those who look at the image and who bless themselves three times with the measure of Christ on the Cross. The image is to be measured fifteen times in order to represent the true length of Christ on the Cross. The saints’ promises are protections against the devil, deadly sins, fire, water, demons, lightning, thunder, tempests, death in battle, sudden death, maladies and fevers. The manuscript originally was written for a female member of the family of Sir John Carew. It was passed in the female line by marriage into the Poyntz family. Elizabeth Poyntz has included an inscription in which she asks her half-sister Katherine Carew for prayers. Many prayers have been acquired as additions to the manuscript. One of these additions is the prayer-instruction of Cyricus and Julitta that surrounds a green cross figure.​[176]​ The text reveals a dialect of Northern England: verbs in the second singular have an -es ending​[177]​(“lokes” and “blissis” in line 5) and the words “qwat” (l. 3), “oppon” (l. 4), “na” (l. 16) and “noght” (l. 17) strongly point towards a Northern dialect.​[178]​ The prayer-instruction reads as follows: 

f.2v           Thys is · þe · mette* of                                                            measure      
                 owre lord ihesu crist wen it ys
                 mettyn* · xv · tymes and qwat* day þat                                  measured; what
                 þou · lokes* þer oppon* and blissis þe tris*                             look, upon, three times
5               þer · with* in þe · name of god and                                        therewith                             
                 of his length þat day no devil þe                      
                 schallt noth- greue*: and yffe*                                                 grief, if
                 þou · be in dedely · syn þou schalt noth                                 
                 be acomeberyd* þer in nolder* waking                                   bothered, neither
10             ne slepyng be day ne be nyth*                                                 night
                 ne ffire ne water ne wykkyd* gost                                           wicked
                 ne lynyng* ne thurndur* ne tempest                                         lightning, thunder
                 on land ne water ne þou schalt nogh*                                      not
                 be ouercomen in batell* · nor dyeþ*                                         battle; die
15             no sodene* deth nor no euyll nor                                              sudden
                 na* maner* of ffeuer* schalt þe                                                 no; kind; fever 
                 nogth grewe* · bot Seynt                                                          grief
                 Serice and Seynt Julice of
                 all harmes* and of all poyssyn*                                                 injuries; poison
15             Schalt de* delyuer the amen. For                                              do           
                 Charite · v · pater nosters
                 And · v · aues et iij ·credis· // ​[179]​ 

Another rendition of the Tau Cross appears in York, Minster Library, MS Add. 54, a defective Sarum book of Hours (s. XIVex), written in England and owned by the Mountenay family of Wheatley near Doncaster, and Stonecroft from s. XIVex to s. XVIImed. The black Tau cross on p. 64, flanked by a Latin prayer that refers to the martyrs Cyricus and Julitta, is a later addition to the free space of quire 5.​[180]​ 
What is the origin of these promises and what is the connection between Cyricus and Julitta on the one hand and the Cross on the other? L. Gougaud suggests that Cyricus and Julitta might have been connected to the measure of the Cross through a misidentification of Cyricus with Cyriacus: in the legend of The Invention of the Cross the location of the Cross is revealed to Cyriacus. As L. Gougaud states: “L’explication de ce phénomène serait, peut-être, à chercher, dans la tradition qui attribuait à un autre S. Cyrice, honoré le 4 mai, l’honneur d’avoir découvert la crois du Christ. Cyriacus qui crucem Christi invenit, lit-on dans une glose du martyrologe d’Oengus”.​[181]​ This suggestion does not explain the specific promises of protection that are connected to Cyricus and Julitta.  
There is no reference to special promises that are bestowed to Cyricus and Julitta in the known saints’ legends that circulated in Late Medieval England. I suggest that the origin of the prayer-instruction can be explained by an obscure narrative that includes their cult-founding speech. The Passio Cyrici et Julittae, rejected on a sixth-century list of apocryphal documents by Pseudo-Gelasius I (d. 496), survives in only one Latin manuscript of the Monasterium Bodecense in Westfalen and multiple versions survive in Eastern sources.​[182]​ According to the narrative of the Latin version, Cyricus instructs his tormentors to create the instruments that establish Cyricus’ and Julitta’s martyrdoms in the likeness to the objects of the crucifixion of Christ: “S. Cyricus dixit: Fac […] lectum aereum in similitudinem crucis & configes clavos tres ferreos & tres plumbeos secundum aetatem meam & scribes in capite eorum; Trinitas inseparabilis, ne separeris ab invocantibus te”.​[183]​ These objects, imitating the Nails and the Cross, purpose to facilitate the martyrdoms of Cyricus and Julitta. The commemoration of their martyrdoms that are established with the imitations of the Nails and Cross is connected to the saints’ promises in a cult-founding speech. This cult-founding speech is established by Cyricus in the moment before his martyrdom: 

Domine ait, oro [orat Cyricus pro se culturis aut invocaturis]
Ut quicumque in nomine meo quidquam petierint, impetrent pro necessitatibus
misericordiae tuae dona, & consolationem vitae. Da eis, Domine mercedem qui me in 
hac vita honorificaverint de sua substantia, vel a fructu terrae ipsorum; benedicas vinum, & oleum atque frumentum ipsorum multiplices & omnem substantiam dilates: Quicumque coluerit vel scribe fecerit passionem meam, vitae aeternae recipiat mercedem.​[184]​ 

In response to this, Christ descends from heaven with his angels and acknowledges Cyricus’ requests. The specific promises in the prayer-instructions in Late Medieval England could be specifications of Cyricus’ general request for consolation (“conslationem”) for those who commemorate Cyricus’ and Julitta’s martyrdoms. Their martyrdoms are established with a grill-bed that has been constructed in imitation of the Cross. Veneration to this cross is a commemoration of the saints’ martyrdoms and thus a means through which the promises of their cult-founding speech could be obtained. This would explain the connection between Cyricus’ and Julitta’s promises and the Tau cross in the prayer-instruction of the Carew-Poyntz Hours. There is no evidence that this narrative was known in Late Medieval England, but the promises could have been transmitted orally or textually through the ages even without the entire narrative of the legend. 


4. Prayer-Instructions in Medical Contexts

This section focuses on the application of the hagiographical prayer-instructions in predominantly medical contexts. The hagiographical prayer-instructions in this section are included in medical manuscripts or distributed by hospitals. For example, a sheet of paper (1522) pasted inside the front cover of an eighteenth-century commonplace book contains an image and prayer-instruction of Roch. In the instruction the benefactors to the hospital of St Roch in Exeter are rewarded with protection against pestilence if they recite a Paternoster, Ave and Creed: 

The graces folowyng be graunted* to al                           granted
The bretherne* and systers benefactours and                   brothers     
good doers* unto the hospytall of þe bles                        welldoers     
syd confessour saynt Rocke founded and esta-                          
blyssyd within the of Cyte​[185]​ Excester þe daye                      
that they do say a pater noster an Aue / and
a Crede it is graunted them that they shal
neuer be infecte* nor greued* with the stroke*                 infected, grieved, blow
of þe pestylence as more playnly* it dothe*                     clearly, does
appere in hys legende how and whan* al                         when
myghty god graunted thys petycyon* to                           petition
the sayd blessyd confessour saynt Rocke /and
sent yt by hys angell Raphaell​[186]​

In Late Medieval England, the hospital was a spiritual institution: hospitals were usually endowed with one or more priests and included a chapel. The occupants were expected to visit local parishes or chapels connected to the hospital, where they were required to engage in daily prayer. Similarly, hospital churches attracted visitors to altars and images. Like monasteries, hospitals acquired indulgences to encourage gifts from benefactors.​[187]​ In this case the benefactors are provided with the indulgence of protection against pestilence as reward for their donations.  
A saint whose cult-founding speech was applied for direct medical purposes was St Blaise. Blaise already enjoyed popularity in Early Medieval England and at least four churches were dedicated to him.​[188]​ In the nineteenth century a service of the Benediction of the Throat, held on Blaise’ feast day (3rd of February), was re-introduced in England at St Etheldreda’s Church near Lincoln’s Inn Fields. The blessing involved two blessed candles that were tied into a V shape. This construction was used to touch both sides of the suppliant’s throat, while the minister recited: “Per intercessionem S. Blasii liberet te Deus a malo gutturis et quovis alio malo”.​[189]​ The intercessory power of Blaise is based on a miracle in which he cures a boy who swallowed a fishbone and in addition Blaise verbalized this intercessory power in his cult-founding speech. In the South English Legendary Blaise establishes an agreement with God that whosoever commemorates the saint and requests his help will gain aid in perils, protections against evil and against obstructions in the throat. Blaise also requests God that food that is assigned in honour to his name may become more tasteful. After the voice from heaven grants these requests, Blaise is immediately martyred by his tormentors.​[190]​ In Oxford, Bodleian Library, Ashmole 1443, a fifteenth-century medical compilation, a medical practitioner recommends Blaise’s prayer against obstructions in and diseases of the throat or thorns and diseases in other limbs in combination with medical instructions for bloodletting and herbal drinks. The patient is prescribed to make an offer to Blaise: offerings at a saint’s shrine or image made with pilgrimages, coins and candles belonged to the most usual ways to gain the saint’s intercessory power.​[191]​ Secondly, the patient is prescribed to repeat a prayer that requests Blaise’s promises for protection three times. Each recitation is to be accompanied by three Paternosters and Aves: 

f. 226v                    ffor þe þrote
F

            or euelis in þe throte* y holde*                             throat; consider
         blode lettyng* under þe tonge*                             bloodletting; tongue                          
         best ȝif* hit be do* by tyme* and                          if; done; in time
             most ȝif þer be eny rysing* or swelling*                               eruption; pustule
5          Also this is emperik* to pray deuoutly                                   empirical
             or offir* to seynt Blase or mesury* by                                   offer; to be moderate
             goddis grace hit sauiþ* a man þat ha                                     cures
             þe a bone or euil* in his throte or þorn                                  sickness
             or eny yre* in eny oþer lym* of the body                              ire; limb
10         Also a gode man usid þis preyour* for                                  prayer
             euelis* in þe þrote and esyd* many þer with                         diseases; relieves 
D
 ominus ihesus cristus verus deus pater
 noster per uirtutem nominis tui
 et oracionem sancti Blasii serui
15        tui liberare digneris famulum N·​[192]​ and
            ȝif  hit be for a woman sey famulam 
             tuam de infirmitate gule gutturis [uu]
             uuule et aliorum membrorum suorum Qui ui
             uis et regnas deus per omnia saecula saeculorum Amen
f. 227r     Sey this prayer iii tymys* and at euery​[193]​                                 times                    
             tym thre pater noster and thre Aue ma​[194]​
             Also for sore þrote þat a man may not swol
             low ys gode this charme by fore and                                          
             to blede undir* þe tong and to haue a                                       under
25         laxatiue* of pelettis* and glistere* ys gret                                 laxative; pallets; clysters
             help and a gargarisme* whan flewme*                                      gargle; phlegm
             is in cause for þus y halpe* sum* þat were                                help; some
             in dispeyre* boþe men and women Also                                   despair 
             hit ys gode* to drink mathew* and also                                     good; mayweed
30         columbyne* an poudir* of tormentil*                                         columbine; powder; tormentil
             rotis*​[195]​                                                                                      roots

The physician in this text regarded Blaise’s prayer-instruction as an empirica (“emperik” l. 5). This classification was applied by medical compilers such as John Gaddesden (c. 1280- c. 1360) and Thomas Fayreford (writing between 1420 and 1460), whose medical manuscripts include many medical charms. They classified the methods which relied on verbal healing and amulets as empirica or experimenta. In learned texts, empirica are remedies that deviate from the standard cures prescribed in scholastic medicine.​[196]​ Thomas Fayreford considered charms to be legitimate additions to scholastic remedies. This is demonstrated with a similar and condensed version of Blaise’s charm that is included in London, British Library, Harley 2558 (f. 87r), a commonplace book and medical miscellany (England, s. XV1), composed by Thomas Fayreford.​[197]​ The prayer-instruction, appearing below recipes for the throat (De Guttere), prescribes the recitation of a similar prayer that requests Blaise’s intercession with three Paternosters and Aves:  

Dominus ihesus christus verus deus noster per virtutem nominis tui oracionem sancti blasii serui tui [1] liberare digneris famulum tuum vel fa​[198]​ tuam de infirmitate gule gutteris uuule
et aliorum membrorum suorum qui uiuis et regnas deus per omnia saecula · saeculorum · Amen tur​[199]​ dicatur [3] et iij pater noster et Aue maria​[200]​ 

The hagiographical cult-founding speeches of a number of the Holy Helpers were sources for amulet-instructions that, included in medical manuscripts, were applied for medical purposes. An amulet is an object that, when worn on the body, acts preservative against various ailments and afflictions.​[201]​ According to D.C. Skemer amulets were widely produced by clergy from the Early Middle Ages onwards. In the Late Middle Ages church-sanctioned amulets based on apotropaic prayers, indulgences, benedictions and reliquary books, were made available to the laity by clergymen.​[202]​ 
One of the most popular Holy Helpers to be invoked on amulets was St Apollonia. According to the original legend Apollonia was an elderly woman whose teeth were smashed in torment and who was subsequently martyred in Rome.​[203]​ In analogy to her suffering she was often invoked against toothache in prayers and charms. In the fifteenth century a double of the Life of St. Apollonia of Alexandria appeared, in which another Apollonia was also deprived from her teeth during torment. In this version Apollonia establishes a cult-founding speech before her martyrdom: she requests that whosoever commemorates her martyrdom will be saved from tooth- and headache. An angel from heaven provides her with a confirmation of the requests on a letter written in gold.​[204]​ F.C. Sautman states: “It seems that this “double” used the motive of the prayer and at the same time contributed, by authenticating it, to the reinforcement of the charm’s popularity, which has persisted through modern times”.​[205]​ The Apollonia charms that are based on her cult-founding speech are too numerous to include in this study. The charms especially feature in medical manuscripts. One example is found in medical compendium London, British Library, Royal 12 G IV (England, s. XIII-XV)​[206]​ on f. 201v: 

f. 201v  ¶ Contra dolorem dencium ∙ Sancta Apollonia vir-
go fuit ∙ de cuius ore pro christi amore dentes
fuerunt extracti et deprecata fuit christum dominum
nostrum quod quicumque nomen suum super se porta-
uerit dolorem in dentibus non haberet  Alpha
et  ∙ Omega ∙  primus \/ et nouissimus  princi
pium et finis me defendat a dolore dentium
qui est sine principio et omnia creans ex 
nichilo  In nomine patris et filii et spiritus sancti Amen​[207]​
Barbara’s general promise of protection against “seknes” (see section 2) could explain her connection to a textual amulet that provides protections against toothache. In order to remove an infection in the mouth, one is instructed to place a gallnut between the patient’s teeth and cheeks and to recite a prayer in front of an image of Christ with three Paternosters and an Ave. The prayer recalls how Barbara was deprived from her teeth in torment and how she requested Christ that whosoever wears her name on the body will be freed from toothache. This suggests that the protection against toothache was established in Barbara’s cult-founding speech. The instruction is found in London, British Library, Royal 12 G IV on ff. 215v-216r: 

    f. 215v   Medicina contra dolorem dentium

Tak a gal*· þat men maken enke* of and departe*                           gallnut; ink; separate
hem* · in · þe meddel* · and do out þe cernell* and make                it; middle; nucleus
5          hyt clene wyth innen* and wyth outen* and ley                               inside, outside    
to þe parti* in ȝy* mouth inter maxillas · et · dentes​[208]​                    part; your 
f. 216r   and hyt []`wole´ drauwen hout* þe corupcioun*                               draw out; infection
and þe hache* and wan hyt is ful of corupcioun                               ache
tak hyt out and mak hyt clene and dry hyt a lyttell*                         little
10        and ley hyt geyn* tyl hyt be hole* Et dicat infir-                               again; healthy
mus · istam oracionem uel alius · pro eo · coram ymagine
domini nostri ihesu christi cum tribus pater noster et Aue Sancta
Barbara fuit quedam uirgo cuius dentes ab-
stracte fuerunt pro amore deum nostri ihesu christi et est
15        deprecata dominum nostrum ihesum christum si quis nomen ·
suum super se portauerit a dolere dencium liberaretur 
etenim · et ut non · haberet guttam unam dolorem dencium
destruet te pater · destruet te filius destruet te
            spiritus sanctus Amen · etcaetera​[209]​

Curative use of the image of Christ also appears in the ancient apocryphal Abgar Legend. According to the legend, King Abgar of Edessa requested Christ for a remedy against a grave illness. In return, Christ sent the Mandylion containing the Holy Face (a portrait of Christ) that healed King Abgar.​[210]​ Just as the image of Christ, the images of saints could function as objects through which the promises of the saints’ cult-founding speeches could be obtained.
In contrast to textual amulets, talismans usually relied on images and did not have to be worn on the body to be considered effective.​[211]​ In San Marino, Huntington Library, HM 64 (see chapter 1) free spaces on several folios have been filled with instructions for protective amulets. Below the ending of a medical treatise on f. 34v three instructions for amulets have been added: two instructions of textual amulets prescribe the user to wear circular cross-shaped amulets. The amulets are said to provide victory in battle and protection against fire. The third instruction is Dorothy’s prayer-instruction (see figure 1). The presentation of the text suggests that the prayer-instruction was considered for an amuletic purpose in which Dorothy’s image functions as an apotropaic talisman. Dorothy’s prayer-instruction is intersected with crosses. Crosses that were to be written on amulets were believed to hold an apotropaic efficacy. This was a common element on many medieval amulets. ​[212]​ The three instructions read as follows:  

f. 34r.          Pro victoria
HOC SIGNUM misit deus Regi Tedeon qui cum isto pugnat victoriam habebit​[213]​

Pro igni  
HOC SIGNUM CRUCIS portans se non timebis ignem​[214]​ 

In quacumque domo nomen fecerit vel ymago 
Virginis Dorothee exume matris​[215]​ alme  Nullus abor
iuus infantis nascetur in illa  Nec domus nec ignis
furti que pericula sentet  Nec quisqiam ibi poterit 
mala morte perire  Panne quoque celesti quan
                  do morietis prematur Amen  ​[216]​

The context suggests that, like the signs in the preceding amulets, the image of Dorothy has an amuletic efficacy. From this it can be concluded that Dorothy’s prayer-instruction featured in hagiographical, devotional and medical contexts in which the prayer-instruction was adapted as antiphon, exemplum, individual rendition, addition to prayers and amulet- instruction. 
Another saint whose image had an apotropaic function was St George. In the Gilte Legende George requests God that whosoever requests his aid may receive his help. The 

        Figure 1: San Marino, Huntington Library, HM 64, f. 34v. Dorothy’s prayer-instruction below two amulets. 
        The reproduction is included with permission of the Huntington Library. 
request is granted by the voice from heaven and subsequently George is martyred: “And than he praied to our Lorde that whosoeuer require his helpe that he might haue his requeste. A vois come to hym fro heuene and said to hym that it was graunted as he hadde desired. And whanne he hadde endyd his orison he fulfilled his marterdom and hadde his hede smyten of”.​[217]​ In Lydgate’s poem to ten saints (see chapter 1) George’s intercession is requested for his role as protector and patron of England and as provider of “victorye” against enemies.​[218]​ The depiction of the saint as a chivalrous protector might have obscured the potential broad spectrum of protections that were established in his cult-founding speech. Be that as it may, a charm in a fifteenth-century medical compilation, Cambridge, Trinity College, MS. R. 14.51,​[219]​ demonstrates that his potential protection against sickness was exploited. The charm against fevers requires a textual amulet to be inscribed with pseudo-Hebrew words intersected with crosses. The amulet is to be worn on the little finger. In order to make the amulet efficacious, someone who is present is required to recite the Creed until the amulet has been 
attached to the finger. The instruction also requires the patient to quarter a bread, to distribute it among the poor and to offer a candle to an image of George. The text reads as follows: 

f. 12v.  ffor þe ffyueres* god saue us alle                                                        fevers
T

ake and write þis wryt* and bynde* it aboute                         writing; binding
thy finger þat ys nexte þe litell fynger or sewe*                     sew 
    hit in lynen* cloþe* and take a peny* worth of brede                          linnen; cloth; penny       
    and parte* it in iiij and ȝeue* hit to four pore folc*                             depart; give; men
    for goddys sake and take a peny worthe* of wax and                         worth;  
    make a candelle* and offer it at an ymage of Seynt                            candle
    Jeorge and within ix days þou schalte fare wele                                      
    or be dede*  gebal  gete  gotalaui​[220]​                            dead
    bac ebac · ebabac god god amy and late* a man say                            let                                     
    quicumque uult til · hit be put aboute hys fynger​[221]​     

The devotee could have turned himself to a privately owned image, an image in a local shrine, or to one of the many images of George that are included in medieval churches.​[222]​ The textual amulet is to be inscribed with pseudo-Hebrew words. As D.C. Skemer states, medieval amulets usually relied on sacred languages for their supernatural efficacy. Hebrew was considered to be the voice of God and the original human language, which could be employed for its “mystical properties”.​[223]​ 
Like Dorothy’s and Roch’s prayer-instructions, prayer-instructions based on the cult-founding speech of Cyricus and Julitta appear in both devotional and medical contexts. A prayer-instruction that is similar to the version in the Carew-Poyntz Hours appears in Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS 177, a compilation of alchemical, astrological, astronomical and medical texts (s. XIVex).​[224]​ The prayer-instruction is written on f. 61v by a late-fourteenth-century hand, arranged on either side of and below a Tau cross.​[225]​ The direct context suggests a medical application of the prayer-instruction. Medical use is further suggested by the inclusion of the prayer-instruction on several prayer-scrolls that could have functioned as birthing girdles. On these scrolls Cyricus and Julitta were invoked for protection in childbirth. An example is Beinecke, MS 410 (England s. XV), a prayer scroll of three membranes (1515 x 165 mm, 1391 x 141 mm). The prayer-scroll includes indulgences connected to devotion to the Arma Christi and the wounds of Christ, prayers to the Cross and the prayer-instruction of Cyricus and Julitta.​[226]​ In the prayer-instruction on London, Wellcome Historical Medical Library, MS 410 (c. 1400),​[227]​ the promises are claimed to be gained through Cyricus’ and Julitta’s request to God. This clearly suggests an agreement between the saints and God that is established in a cult-founding speech: “ffor seynt Ciryk and seynt Julit hys mother desyryd thes gyfts of Almyghty god and owre lorde Jhesu criste graunted hyt unto them and thys ys regestred at rome at seynt John lateranence in the pryncypall churche in Rome”.​[228]​As R. Palmer argues, the text on the scroll is heavily damaged, which could indicate that the scroll was used as a birthing girdle.​[229]​ It appears that the prayer-instruction was propagated by clergymen. The prayer-instruction features on the prayer-scroll New York, the Pierpont Morgan Library, Glazier MS 39 that according to a poem on the scroll was written by a certain Percival who was a member of the Premonstratensian Order and a canon of Coverham Abbey in Yorkshire.​[230]​ These scrolls could have been direct sources for the prayer-instructions of Cyricus and Julitta that feature as additions in Late Medieval books of Hours.
A printed sheet (c. 1520) presents a Himmelsbrief followed by the vernacular prayer-instruction of Cyricus and Julitta (see figure 2).​[231]​ In the most common version, the Himmelsbrief purports to be a letter from heaven that was brought by an angel to Pope Leo III. He sent it to Charlemagne so that the king could defend himself in battle with a wide variety of protections.​[232]​ The text on the printed sheet consists of an invocation to the names 
of God, the Three Kings, Apostles and Evangelists. The prayer-instruction is imperfect 

           Figure: 2. Paper amulet with Cyricus’ and Julitta’s prayer-instruction below a Tau cross. 
           The reproduction is included  with permission of the British Library.
because the paper has been trimmed, but as far as it can be read the prayer-instruction is analogous to the prayer-instruction on the prayer-scrolls and the prayer-instruction in the Carew-Poyntz Hours. The text is printed below a horizontally displayed Tau cross that, as the measure of Christ, is to be used as a protective amulet. 
Another printed text on a sheet of paper (dated c. 1530) contains a unique rendition of the promises of Cyricus and Julitta directly connecting them to the Himmelsbrief. The Himmelsbrief, invoking the names of God, is presented as a revelation on a cross in the “hospytall of Pyte” in Newton in Suffolk County. Benefactors to the hospital could gain Cyricus’ and Julitta’s protections by looking on the invocation, using it as a blessing or bearing it on the body. Considering these functions it is possible that the paper served as a textual amulet.​[233]​ In this rendition, the image of the Tau cross that usually features in the prayer-instruction has been replaced with the material cross in Newton that is said to be displayed in the “hospytall of Pite”: 

A Devoute invocacyon of all the blessyd names of our lorde Jhesu Cryst that was founde lately upon the [1] holy rood in the see by revelacyon / the which is within the dyoces of Norwygh in the countie of Suffolk [2] and in the parish of Newton standing upon the see banke named the hospytall of Pyte / to every man wo- [3] man and chyld gyuyng or sendyng ony parte of theyr goodys to the upholdyng of the sayd hospytall / they [4] shall inioye the grete gyftes of grace. what day thou lokest ther on or blysse the therwith or bere yt on the with [5] good deuyocyon / no wycked spyryte nor enmye shall haue power to hurt the slepyng nor waking / nor thonder / lygh[t-] [6] nyng / wyndes nor whethers on lande or water. He shall not also dye without confessyon. And yf a woman at her tra- [7] uelyng of chyld have it on her / the chyld and she shall be departed without parell of deth / and never be vexed with [8] the sekenesse callyd the axes or feuers / nor with the plage of pestilense by the virtue of these holy names as here- [9] after foloweth saynt Cyrice and saynt Julyte his mother opteyned these [sp]ecyall pety[t]yons of god as it is regys[tred] [10] in Rome at saynt John Laterun ​[234]​ 

Nicasius of Rheims is another saint whose promises appear to have been derived from a hagiographical cult-founding speech, but for whom there is no evidence that narratives containing his cult-founding speech circulated in England. According to his legend, that was included in the Legenda Area, Nicasius was beheaded by the Vandals while reciting the Psalms. There is no known hagiographical source in which Nicasius is connected to special protections. Still, Nicasius appears in a number of charms against rats, farcy, spots in the eye and pocks. P. Grosjean distinguishes seven saints who bore the name Nicasius, but he identifies the saint in the charms with Nicasius of Rheims: in a French charm against mice reference is made to the feast day of Nicasius of Rheims. P. Grosjean suggests that the belief in the efficacy of Nicasius was introduced in England by Lotharingian ecclesiastics, such as Giso of Wells (1061-1088) and Leofric of Exeter (1016-1072). In England the saint’s name is sometimes included in medieval calendars, e.g.: in the Missal BL, Cotton Vitellius A xviii (England, s. XI)​[235]​ the name ‘Nicasius’ is listed on the feast day of Nicasius of Rheims.​[236]​ An instruction for a textual amulet using his name is included in London, Lambeth Palace, MS 502 (s. XII-XIV): a miscellany of grammar, canon law, sermons. The instruction on f. 132v reads as follows: 

“Sanctus Nicasius maculam habebat in oculo et rogauit dominum
ut quicunque nomen suum super se scriptum portaret maculam
non haberet. Amen” ​[237]​

The efficacy of the instruction is based on a cult-founding speech: the text recalls how Nicasius requested God protection against an eye disease for devotees who commemorate the saint by wearing his name on a textual amulet. Instructions to use Nicasius’ name on an amulet could evenly function without the narrative of Nicasius’ request to God, as can be seen in London, British Library, Harley 2558 (f. 79r): 

¶Nota quicumque nomen hoc portauerit non habebit maculam in oculo // Nichasius // ​[238]​

Latin instructions that invoke Nicasius’ efficacy appear to have been popular in medical manuscripts. Aside from the Latin versions, there are a number of vernacular versions that are based on a similar cult-founding speech in which the saint requests protections against pocks and swellings:​[239]​ Durham, University Library, Cosin MS V. III. 10, a collection of astronomical and medical treatises (England, s. XIV/XV),​[240]​ includes a vernacular rendition of Nicasius’ promises:

f. 130v            ffor þe pockes*                                                                        smallpox
Saynte nycasye had a pocke small
And moche* greuaunce* had he with all                                  much; grief
he prayed to god þat hym dere* boghte*                                 dearly; bought
þat who so hym enderly* besoghte*                                        affectionally
þat he hym from the pockes shylldere*                                   protect
yef* he had hys name on hym wreten* and bere*​[241]​                if; written ; bears

Similarly, Manchester, Chetham Library, MS A.3.127, containing medical treatises (England, s. XV),​[242]​ includes an analogue version of the instruction:  

f. 80v          Seyntes nycasa had a poke þat was not small and mykyl* greuance      much
he had with all he prayed to gode þat hym dere bogth* who so []         bought
ly​[243]​ hym be soght þat he hym þe pokes schuld* were* yf he                should; repel
hym wretyn* on hym hys nam wald* bere​[244]​                                          written; will

In London, British Library, Royal 17A xxxii, a manuscript of medical and astronomical tracts (England, s. XV- XVI),​[245]​ two references to the promise of Nicasius are presented on the same page. On top of the page is a Latin instruction to use Nicasius’ name in combination with the recitation of three Paternosters and Aves against farcy (a disease causing the swelling of lymphatic nodes). The second item is a charm that invokes the healing powers of God against the worms and festers of a horse. The third item is an amulet-instruction, written by a different scribe that includes a much elaborated version of the first Latin instruction. The texts on the page read as follows:   

f. 131v            hoc est nomen sancti Nicasii pro farceno
In nomine patris et · filii · et dic pater noster et iij aues​[246]​
                
                     ¶ffor þe falyon rankelyng* fester*                                                 festering; ulcer
5
                     ¶God was bore* god was well bore god                                        born
                      seyd* god wel seyd god dyde god wel dyde                                 spoke
                      god helyd* god wel helyd as sothefast                                         healed
                      lyche* as god was bore as sothefastliche                                      truthfully
10                  god was wel bore and sic de* singul* as                                         do; special
                      sothefastlyche lord yef* that thi will                                             if
                      be sende this hors* helpe and hele of þe
                      worme and of þe festyr* and of the rancle*                                  ulcer; sore  
                      · v · pater noster and · v · aues · ffor the farsion*                        farcy
15                  Write this name hoc est nomen sancti Nichasii and put                    
                      hit in ledde* and tye hit in a binde* and than sey                         led; binding
 þis in the worship of god and of oure lady and seynt Loy            
 and seynt Nichasii and for his fadre* soule and his                     father’s   
 modres* and sey iij pater noster and iij aue and blesse all with  mother’s
 þe sore* with þe lede and that done if þe sore be in 
20                  þe hindre* contrariete* tie hit in his taile and if hit be in             back; opposition 
 the for`i´þ* contrariete tey* hit in his mane so þat hit do             forth; tie; 
 not fall awey etcaetera ∙ ​[247]​






In hagiographical sources the promises of the saints’ cult-founding speeches were recapitulated in individual texts that were supplemented to the saints’ lives. These texts functioned as responses of the readers or listeners of the saints’ legends and could be read as part of sermons on the saints’ feast days. 
The hagiographical prayer-instructions were initially propagated from hagiographical sources, which were the authoritive sources for these texts, and were subsequently included in devotional and medical contexts. In devotional contexts the prayer-instructions were connected to the saints’ feast days (Barbara), devotional images (Christopher, Cyricus and Julitta, Dorothy and Erasmus) and the sacraments (Erasmus). The prayer-instructions appear in books of both clergy and laymen. 
In medical contexts, the prayer-instructions were employed as indulgences against disease (Roch), medical prayers (Blaise), as instructions for textual amulets (Apollonia, Barbara, Cyricus and Julitta, George and Nicasius) and talismans (Dorothy). The prayer-instructions feature on birthing girdles, individual leaves distributed by hospitals and especially in medical manuscripts. In medical manuscripts the prayer-instructions were inserted among many other medical instructions and were used by both ‘ordinary’ and high-learned practitioners (see Introduction). 
Dorothy’s prayer-instruction survives in hagiographical, devotional and medical contexts. In these contexts the prayer-instruction is given the functions of an antiphon, exemplum, addition to prayer and amulet-instruction. Although featuring in different contexts, the prayer-instructions always function to obtain the promises of the Holy Helpers for protections against a wide variety of physical and spiritual ailments. 
Many of the surviving prayer-instructions can be directly connected to the saints’ hagiographical cult-founding speeches. In some instances the connection is less clear or lacks a surviving hagiographical source (e.g. the tooth-charm Barbara). Nonetheless, as I have demonstrated for the prayer-instruction of Cyricus and Julitta, it is probable that these prayer-instructions originated from hagiographical narratives.
The prayer-instructions were all part of the popular religion that to a certain extent was mediated by clergymen. Whereas many of the prayer-instructions ‘merely’ propagated the core elements of Christian faith, the prayer-instructions could enable laymen to bypass ecclesiastical authorities. As I will demonstrate in the next chapter, the direct contracts between the saints and God could be employed as direct communication channels through which reformist writers could propagate their own reformist and potential subversive religious ideologies. 






This chapter is devoted to Ursula’s prayer-instruction in hagiographical and extra-hagiographcial contexts. The first section includes a brief overview of Ursula’s cult in the Middle Ages and the spread of her hagiographical prayer-instruction in Late Medieval England. The subsequent sections focus on a fifteenth-century miracle of Ursula. The miracle is connected to Ursula’s revelation and Ursula’s cult-founding speech that is presented as a prayer-instruction. Three distinct versions of the miracle survive: only one version includes a reformist ideology that is expressed in Ursula’s revelation. In the analysis of this version, I will argue that Ursula’s prayer-instruction is turned into a revelatory vehicle for the expression of a reformist ideology. Analysis of the author’s methods to gain political and ecclesiastical validation and authorization of his writings are set to the religious background of Late Medieval England. I will argue that the author of the miracle was well aware of the suspicions, regulations and condemnations concerning revelatory writings, visions and the ideas that are expressed in Ursula’s revelation. The successful spread of Ursula’s prayer-instruction was dependent upon these authorizations and validations. In the final section the spread of the prayer-instruction of the miracle to devotional manuscripts is analyzed: the presentation and function of the prayer-instructions are made significant within the contexts of the devotional manuscripts. I will argue that the prayer-instructions reflect religious ideas both of the miracle’s versions from which they were transmitted and the manuscript contexts to which they were transmitted. 


2. The Cult of Ursula in the Late Middle Ages

The narrative of the martyrdom of Ursula and her companions is based on a Latin inscription that was found in a church in Cologne around the year 400. The inscription records the restoration of the church by a certain Clematius in honour of an anonymous and unspecified number of local virgin martyrs.​[249]​ In a ninth-century sermon the virgin martyrs are given a British origin and a martyrdom at Cologne. In the same century the names of the martyred virgins are included in a number of martyrologies: their numbers vary from five, eight to eleven virgins. In the tenth century the number of virgins changed to eleven thousand, probably due to an erroneous expansion of the abbreviation “XI MV” (undecim martyres virgines) into undecim millia virgines.​[250]​ After the tenth century, the narrative of Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins was expanded by inclusion of many additional elements.​[251]​ 
From 1155 to 1164 a great number of bones were found at Cologne. The Premonstrant Herman Joseph identified these bones in 1183 as the remains of the eleven thousand virgins and princes, bishops and kings who would have accompanied Ursula in her martyrdom. Subsequently, these bones were sent throughout Europe as the relics of Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins.​[252]​ 
The cult was given further impetus by the revelations of Elizabeth of Schönau (1129-1165). In these visions Ursula acknowledges the bone collection that was found at Cologne as the relics of herself and the eleven thousand virgins.​[253]​ The main areas of the cult flourished in the Rhineland, the Low Countries, Northern France and Venice. In England only two churches were devoted to Ursula.​[254]​ 
The main narrative of Ursula’s legend is included in the Legenda Aurea.​[255]​ The narrative of the legend can be summarized as follows: King Dionotus of Cornwall promises that his daughter Ursula will marry Ethereus, a pagan son of the king of England. Ursula agrees to marry the prince on the condition that Ethereus will be baptized and that she will be given three years to dedicate her life in virginity to God. Also, she asks to be accompanied by ten noblewomen on a pilgrimage to Rome. Each of them is to be accompanied by a thousand virgins. Led by Ursula, the eleven thousand virgins cross the sea to reach Rome. During the journey Ursula is visited by an angel who reveals her future martyrdom. In their return to England, Ursula and the virgins are accompanied by Pope Ciriacus and a large number of princes, priests and bishops. At Cologne the eleven thousand virgins and the other companions (twenty-six thousand in total) are martyred by the Huns. Only the virgin Cordula survives the attack by hiding herself in the ship, but after one night she decides to reveal herself to the Huns and is martyred as well. 
Ursula’s cult-founding speech is established in a miracle of the Legenda Aurea: an ill monk with devotion to Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins experiences a vision of one of the eleven thousand virgins. The monk is promised to be aided and guided by Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins in his death if he completes eleven thousand Paternosters in honour of the eleven thousand virgins. After having completed the prescribed number of prayers, the monk passes the prayer-instruction on to his fellow monks and dies.​[256]​ 
Like the other saints’ prayer-instructions, Ursula’s prayer-instruction was propagated in connection to the hagiographical source: San Marino, Huntington Library, HM 140, includes vernacular poetry and prose (England, s. XV3/4 and s. XV4/4).​[257]​ Following a vernacular legend of Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins a verse (f. 155v) recapitulates the prayer-instruction of the cult-founding speech: 

“Xj. Ml. virgyns he that wille honour,
With so many pater noster and aves therto,
He shalle fynde them alle his helpe and socour,
Atte last passage hens whan he shall goo:
A faire revelacioun saith it is so:
Wherfore he that wille that comfor purchesse,
May be delyvered fro much care and woo,
And fynd in this lyf much more grace”​[258]​ 

Similar to other prayer-instructions, Ursula’s prayer-instruction was transmitted to lay manuscripts where it preceded prayers that were directed at Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins, e.g.: Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS 939. This Book of Hours (England, s. XV) includes vernacular and Latin devotions.​[259]​ A Latin prayer to the eleven thousand virgins on f. 34r is preceded by a rubricated text that recalls the hagiographial promise that the eleven thousand virgins will bring aid and a vision before death to the devotee who recites the prayer with eleven thousand Paternosters and Aves: 

f. 34r     Quicunque sequenti oracionem . cotidie in hono-
re ·xi· milium uirginum cum xia . Pater
noster et. Aue maria. deuote dixerit . ipsas
in singulis necessitatibus adiutrices
habebit et in fine uite ipsarum uisionem
optinebit . Anti.​[260]​





3. The Shropshire Miracle: Manuscripts

The Shropshire miracle survives in two Latin versions and one vernacular version. The earliest surviving account of the Shropshire miracle is included in a Latin version in Aberdeen, University Library, MS 123 (see Appendix 1 for an edition and appendix 3 for reproductions of the manuscript) a miscellany of Latin and vernacular texts. The manuscript was probably written in Cheshire around 1440 for a family in Gawsworth. The manuscript was written by at least five hands that were writing in a Middle English dialect of the far North-Midlands. One of the main hands of the manuscript probably was writing in an Augustinian convent of Warrington, because the scribe refers to the foundation of the convent in a couplet: “domus fratrum augustinenc de Weryton fundata fuit anno domini 1289” (f.72v). On f. 92v a possible reference to the scribe’s name is included: “William fitton with my hand”. The manuscript includes moral tales, theological questions and answers, treatises on theology, mathematics, astrology, astronomy, and navigation. It also includes lists of the kings of England, France and the Christian world, the prophecies of Hermericus, the heresies of John Oldcastle and a number of political and religious verses.​[263]​ The version of the Shropshire miracle, written in a Cursiva script, is included on the folios 132v-136r. 
The second Latin version appears in connection to the legend of Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins: the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum​[264]​ was printed at Cologne between 1482 and 1527.​[265]​ The printed version is similar to Aberdeen, University Library 123 (henceforth AUL 123), but the material has been re-ordered and certain passages have been added or omitted. 
The vernacular version of the Shropshire miracle (see Appendix 2 for an edition)​[266]​ is included in the Lyf of saynt Ursula (London, c. 1509). The work, surviving in a single print, was commissioned by Margaret Beaufort and printed by Wynkyn de Worde. The vernacular version is probably based on a version of the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum: the vernacular version features many of the same omissions and additions as the version in the Cologne print. Furthermore, the Lyf of saynt Ursula includes a reference to the transmission of the narrative of the Shropshire miracle to Cologne. This could explain the existence of the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum that was printed at Cologne:

“Thys myracle was shewed at Langely in shropshyre 
The whiche grete nobylles by wrytynge do testefye 
Of worthy men who lyst them to requyre 
As abbottes and knyghtes and squyers of that countre 
With syr Roberte lee lorde of the sayd Langly 
               To testefye trouth theyr seales dyde appende 
   Whiche ben in Colen to shewe for a memorey 
               With many mo meruayles as sheweth her ture legend”  (ll. 155-162)

This supports the idea that the vernacular version is based on a version of the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum. There is no reference to the transmission in AUL 123, which could suggest that the version antedated the transmission of the text to Cologne. 
Ursula’s revelation in the Shropshire miracle in AUL 123 includes several reformist and potential subversive religious ideas. In the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum this ideology has been omitted. In the Lyf of saynt Ursula the entire revelation has been omitted. In first sections of this chapter Ursula’s prayer-instruction is contextualized with the reformist ideology in Ursula’s revelation and the Shropshire miracle. For this reason, the main source of analysis is the version in AUL 123. Significant readings in the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum and the Lyf of saynt Ursula are included when providing relevant additional information. The Lyf of saynt Ursula is studied in the final section in connection to a vernacular version of the prayer-instruction of the Shropshire miracle that features in a fifteenth-century prayerbook. 


4. The Shropshire Miracle: Narrative

In AUL 123 the account of the Shropshire miracle is preceded by two related texts: Ursula’s revelation and Ursula’s prayer-instruction. The revelation is addressed to Thomas Arundel, the Archbishop of Canterbury, because he would have banned the markets on Sundays. In the revelation, the hermit John of Warwick states that Ursula has revealed to him that other nations are not converted to Christianity because the Jewish Law is still confirmed and many Christians believe that the Jews will be saved without baptism. Ursula explains that the Jews will not be saved without the sacrament of baptism. She counters arguments for not destroying the Jewish sect and states that she will sacrifice her life to convert the Jews to Christianity within a thousand years. Furthermore, she expresses the wish that the pope will appoint his helpers more adequately to support this cause and that the pope no longer will confirm the Jewish Law. According to the revelation, the heretical Jewish Law continues among Christians. The hermit emphasizes that he does not speak on his own accord, but only through the revelation of Ursula’s words. Ursula has revealed that marriage is established only by consent of words in the present tense and not by sexual intercourse. True marriage is with God and established with consent. Through Ursula’s revelation it is made known that this marital bound cannot be dissolved. Those who aid the hermit in his cause to spread Ursula’s revelation are promised the reward of the martyrs. (ll. 1-30)  
The second text presents a prayer-instruction that was instructed by Ursula to the hermit John of Warwick. The devotee is instructed to pray eleven thousand Paternosters and Aves for Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins in a specific order: one is to recite a Paternoster and a Creed in honour of the Trinity and subsequently five Paternosters in honour of God. In honour of the virgin Mary one recites five Aves, in honour of all saints a Paternoster and an Ave, in honour of the dead a Paternoster and an Ave, in honour of Ursula a Paternoster and an Ave, in honour of Julian a Paternoster and an Ave, in honour of the virgin Cordula a Paternoster and an Ave and in honour of the eleven thousand virgins eleven thousand Paternosters and Aves. Before every thousand prayers one is to recite a Paternoster and an Ave. The devotee who performs these prayers in the prescribed order will gain protection in death from one part of the eleven thousand virgins, protection of the soul against demons and purgatory from another part of the eleven thousand virgins, and will receive guidance of the soul to God from the third part of the eleven thousand virgins. The prayer-instruction is followed by a prayer (Agnus Dei), which the hermit requested from Ursula for use in the Eucharist. (ll. 32-54) 
The text of the miracle is preceded by a testification of Robert Lee, ruler of Langley, and his wife Petronilla Lee to the veracity of the account (ll. 55-64). The miracle is set in Langley in the county of Shropshire in 1411. The text recounts the arrival of a demon who, by feigning miracles among the townsmen, presents himself as a good angel that was sent from heaven. His temptations and stirrings are praised by the townsmen. The demon speaks to the townsmen on Palm Sunday and receives a scroll that contains prayers written by a certain chaplain. The author notes that nobody was able to recognize the demon, nor was anybody able to repel the demon. (ll. 65-78) 
This is followed by a testification of many local clergymen to the veracity of the account. They would have apposed their seals to a document that recorded the miracle in the presence of the hermit John of Warwick. (ll. 78-87)
On a certain night after Palm Sunday, the hermit is sent to Langley. Here, the demon is said to have opened many doors that were strongly closed. The demon calls upon the hermit and lures him into an open field. The demon turns himself into a burning cart-wheel and, almost burning the hermit, chases the hermit to a pool with the intention to drown him in the water as he had down before with others. Suddenly, a voice speaks above the head of the hermit. The voice commands the demon to withdraw himself. Subsequently the illusion of the wheel and fire disappear and the demon is brought to confession. The demon confesses that he and his associates, by using evil tricks, created a war near Shropshire and stirred more than thirty thousand men to gather for a future attack on the church and all ecclesiastical men. 
Although the demon’s power is broken, he claims that his associates still cause grief among many men. Then the voice speaks in a language that is unknown to the hermit and subsequently the demon disappears. After this, the voice reveals that it is a manifestation of Ursula, the leader of the eleven thousand virgins. Ursula instructs the hermit to go to the leaders and mighty men that have been aroused by the angel-like appearances of the demon and his associates. These men, who have been led astray from true faith, now reside in forest congregations where they conciliate for the destruction of the church. In order to fulfil his task, the hermit is provided with a secret sign. The hermit is to distribute the sign to the evil men in order to put them to a halt. Ursula states that the evil men will be condemned forever. Ursula also warns that the demon and his associates have converted many men through their angel-like appearances and have aroused them to surge against the church. The evil spirits would convert men by making them believe that if they join them, they will become martyrs and will be brought closer to God. (ll.65-131)
For this reason, the hermit wants to make Ursula’s cause widely known. However, the evil men will try to silence the hermit’s message as much as they can, just as Pilatus bribed the guards of Christ’s tomb to hide Christ’s resurrection. The evil men would cause other men to become idle, neglecting and brought outside Catholic faith. They are the cause that men are cut off in mind and conscience, so that they no longer adhere to Christian faith. Instead, as the hermit states, they mutter against the words of Ursula and against the rule of St Bridget of Sweden, who was chosen by the king to be venerated in England. The account of the miracle in Langley ends with a vision of the Last Judgment: in withdrawal of Ursula’s vision, the hermit observes vicious men falling into darkness and virtuous men ascending to a beautiful realm. (ll. 131-146)
The hermit defends his visions by referring to well-known and accepted visions: a heavenly ascension in the legend of St Cecilia, an account in which John the Evangelist appeared to King Edward and a biblical vision of Elias and Moses. The hermit claims to be sent to announce Ursula’s message for the salvation of souls and to destroy heresies and other vices. Ursula’s words are intended to hurt heretics and to make them grow towards the praise of God. The hermit is instructed by Ursula to warn powerful men, ecclesiastical men and knights to cease their collaboration with heretics by supporting the markets on Sundays. It is stated that Ursula will respond to those who cannot escape their habit against God’s commandments: Ursula’s truth must remove the evil root of the demon. ( ll 147-163) 
Finally, the hermit recounts how he was captured together with a group of Lollards in a desert near Havering. The Lollards warn the hermit, that if he will not swear to adhere to their beliefs, he will be decapitated without hesitation. The hermit states that he refuses to make a vow to the Lollards and that nobody with the right faith would want him to make such a vow. The hermit repeats his promise to end the markets on Sundays and denounces these markets as heretical and harmful to Catholic faith. (ll. 163-171)


5. The Shropshire Miracle: Aristocratic Background

In medieval minds there was no distinction between ‘history’ and ‘hagiography’. Historical and hagiographical material often appear in the same manuscripts: both genres are concerned with re-telling the past according to pre-existing archetypes, ensuring the veracity with known facts and providing a narrative with didactic qualities.​[267]​ Likewise, the Shropshire miracle includes a high number of historical references that point towards a historical event in Shropshire that has been re-told in a hagiographical miracle. K.J. Lewis points out that the material and rituals of a saint’s cult “can illuminate many characteristics of the settings in which they operated; not just religious and devotional matters but also aspects of political power, socio-cultural ideologies, personal prestige and communal identity”.​[268]​ Hagiographical writers did not intend to depict early martyr saints realistically, but adapted the subject matter to contemporary issues. The saints’ legends were potential vehicles for the expression of political and ecclesiastical authority and as such they can be read as historical documents.​[269]​ 
Several elements in the narrative suggest that the author of the Shropshire miracle could have written his text with an aristocratic audience in mind, possibly in order to gain their patronage and protection under political authority. The hermit John of Warwick probably can be identified with the hermit John Burry of the hermitage Guy’s Cliff in Warwick. In any case, there are no records of a namesake or other hermitage in Warwick in this period.​[270]​ Guy’s Cliffe was promoted by Richard Beauchamp (1389-1439), the 13th Earl of Warwick, as the site of the hermitage of the legendary romance hero Guy of Warwick. Propagation of miracles associated with this hermit would well accord with the agenda of Richard Beauchamp to transform the site into a popular place of religious worship.​[271]​ 
The Beauchamp family had a long-term commitment to recluses. In the fourteenth century, Thomas Beauchamp (1338/1339-1401), the 11th earl of Warwick, built an anchorite’s cell in the convent of the Augustinian friars, a house which was founded by him, at Droitwich in Warwickshire. His sister Isabella Ufford left twenty shillings to the mystic and anchoress Julian of Norwich (c. 1342- c.1416). Richard Beauchamp was associated with two anchoresses. In 1421 Richard Beauchamp paid the expenses of two men, one of which was the chaplain of Guy’s Cliff, to visit an anchoress in Winchester. The other anchoress with whom Richard Beauchamp was affiliated was Emma Raughton.​[272]​ In the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum a witness of Ursula’s secret sign is “Emma moniala cuius signum erat honestum de sancta Maria sibi celitus transmissus”.​[273]​ This could be Emma Raughton who as an anchoress to All Saints Church in York was known for her visions of the Virgin Mary. During Richard Beauchamp’s visit to Emma in 1422, she informed him that it was revealed to her in a vision of the Virgin Mary that Richard Beauchamp should become the guardian of King Henry VI (1421-1471). Claiming to follow a command of the Virgin Mary, she praised Richard Beauchamp for his benefactions to Guy’s Cliff “which in process of time shall grow to a place of great worship, one of the most famed in England”.​[274]​ Emma Raughton advised Richard Beauchamp to found a chantry in the chapel of the hermitage of Guy’s Cliff. In this chapel two priests were to say masses for the souls of the king, the earl and his wife. Thomas Beauchamp (1313-1369), grandfather of Richard Beauchamp, had procured patronage of the hermitage from the priory of Warwick and changed its original name Gibclif into Guy’s Cliff in honour of Guy of Warwick. Richard Beauchamp founded a chantry at Guy’s Cliff, as instructed by Emma Raughton, that included two priests that performed services for the souls of the king and Richard Beauchamp and his wife.​[275]​ Before this, during the reign of Henry IV (1366-1413), John Burry was paid 100 shillings annually by Richard Beauchamp to pray for his estate.​[276]​ In the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum it is stated that many signs of miracles were kept in the hermitage of Warwick: “et plures fidedigni quorum sigilla sunt in herimitagio de warwick heremite johannis”.​[277]​ This propagates the hermitage at Guy’s Cliffe as a spiritual site worthy of devotion. The author could have sought patronage, protection or validation by addressing himself to an aristocratic audience that was connected to the hermitage.
Furthermore, the author could have aimed to align himself with an audience of ruling aristocracy by demonizing the enemies of Richard Beauchamp and the king. In the Shropshire miracle the demon confesses that he has caused a war near Shropshire (“bellum iuxta Salopia” ll. 108-109). Such an attack could be identified with one of the Welsh revolts between 1400 and 1415 in the vicinity of Shropshire. Richard Beauchamp had struck down a Welsh rebellion led by Owain Glyndwr (1359-1416) who was self-proclaimed Prince of Wales. He also had participated in subduing the Lollard Rebellion of 1414.​[278]​ As is shown in the subsequent sections, the Shropshire miracle includes a strong anti-Lollard ideology. 
In validating his visions, the hermit John of Warwick provides an example of a vision in which John the Evangelist appeared to King Edward. According to the legend, Edward saw John the Evangelist who was in the guise of a beggar. When Edward discovered that he had no alms in his purse, he gave his magnificent ring to the beggar. Soon after, John returned the ring to Edward with the warning that the king’s death was at hand. The choice for this example could be explained by the author’s intention to address an aristocratic or even royal audience: the narrative was depicted in the south transept gallery of the abbey church of Westminster and in almost all Henry III’s (1207-1272) major residences. The narrative represented one of the main functions of royal government: to distribute justice and material benefits in return for loyalty to the crown.​[279]​ 
King Henry V (1387-1422) had an active role in promoting the cults of English saints by giving prominence to the feasts of Chad, Dunstan, George, and Winifred. In doing so, he aimed to increase national pride and identity among his people.​[280]​ Ursula’s English background, that would have made the saint a suitable candidate for Henry’s programme to promote native saints, might have influenced the author of the Shropshire miracle in his choice for the saint that was to become the mediator of his reformist ideology. Although stripped from reformist contents, the Shropshire miracle was indeed received by an aristocratic and royal audience: the Lyf of saynt Ursula was a translation made by a monk Edmund Hatfield for Margaret Beaufort (1443-1509) who was mother of King Henry VII (1457-1509).​[281]​ Addressing an aristocratic audience might have been part of the author’s agenda to gain validation and authorization of the reformist ideas that are expressed in Ursula’s revelation. 


6. Lollardy and Joachimism in Ursula’s Revelation

Ursula’s revelation includes a prophecy on the Sunday observance, the conversion of the Jews, the practices of the papacy and the institution of marriage. In this revelation ‘prophecy’ is not established by ‘fore-telling’ (prediction), but by ‘forth-telling’ (proclamation) of Ursula’s words by the hermit John of Warwick.​[282]​ 
The hermit John of Warwick dedicates the text of the revelation to Thomas Arundel, the Archbishop of Canterbury. According to the revelation, Thomas Arundel banned the markets on Sundays. Sabbatarianism was a Catholic doctrine, according to which the engagement in commercial activities on Sunday was illegitimate. A strict interpretation of the Fourth Commandment (Deut. 5:12 “Observe the Sabbath day and keep it holy, as the Lord your God commanded you”) led to legislations that prohibited Sunday markets. This aroused the hostility of the Lollards: as they argued, the equalization of the Sunday and the Sabbath Day would have no biblical grounds.​[283]​ Although failure to participate in Sunday observation with fasting and abstinence from work was a long-standing complaint of the clergy, in Late Medieval England the problem was particularly associated with Lollardy. In some Lollard communities the rejection of ecclesiastical authority led to a persistent resistance against Sunday observation. There are several trial records in which Lollards claim to have eaten meat on fast days. Their justification for their conducts was based on an opposition to non-biblical regulations on the observance of Sunday that had been initiated by the church. Several Lollards claimed that it was legitimate to work on feast days and Sundays without violating the Fourth Commandment.​[284]​ The hermit John of Warwick addresses himself to the authorities for not acting sufficiently against the markets on Sundays. This critique might be directed to ecclesiastics who allowed markets on Sundays. For example, in twelfth-century Lyons the market-days were transferred from Saturday to Sunday for the benefit of the Jews.​[285]​ In the Shropshire-miracle, the hermit is instructed by Ursula to certify among powerful men, ecclesiastics and knights, that the collaboration with the markets on Sundays is heretical.​[286]​
In the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum the hermit is instructed by Ursula to spread a prohibition against the markets on Sundays by using a secret sign of Thomas Arundel. According to this version Thomas Arundel had died before he could impose the prohibition himself. There is no historical evidence for such a legislation issued by Thomas Arundel. The hermit’s claim to work in name of Thomas Arundel provides him with ecclesiastical authority and protection against accusations of heretical affiliations: Thomas Arundel spearheaded the persecution of the Lollards in the early fifteenth century.​[287]​ As part of Henry IV’s campaign against the Lollards and anti-clericalism, Thomas Arundel wrote the statute De Heretico Comburendo (1401) and the Constitutions of Oxford (1407-1409) specifically against the Lollards. The Lollards were actively persecuted under Henry V’s reign (r.1413-1422).​[288]​ The hermit’s claim to carry out a legislation of Thomas Arundel aligns the hermit with the ecclesiastical authorities. This emphasis on the hermit’s alignment is a pre-requisite for the authorization of the reformist ideas that are expressed in Ursula’s revelation. 
According to Ursula’s revelation many Christians believe that the Jews will be saved without the sacrament of baptism. Ursula states that she will sacrifice her body, by throwing it in the sea, in order to convert and baptize all the Jews within a thousand years: “me offero et corpus meum obligo in medio maris precipitari sine aliqua spe diucius vivendi nisi quod infra annos mille iudei ad fidem christi convertentur et in facie ecclesiae baptizabuntur”.​[289]​ The reference to this martyrdom could be related to a hagiographical narrative of Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins. In the Lyf of Saynt Vrsula, one version of Ursula’s legend, based on the English chronicles, states that the virgins were not martyred but drowned in a storm at sea on a journey to Brittany. In the revelation, Ursula turns this seemingly accidental death at sea into a martyrdom for a reformist cause. 
Ursula’s emphasis on baptism could be directed against the Lollards. Many Lollards denounced the sacrament of baptism as an unnecessary rite. For example, one Lollard stated that baptism is not necessary “if the fadir and modir of the persone whiche shuld be baptized be of Crist’ beleve”.​[290]​ The Lollard priest William White, who preached in Kent and Norwich, taught that all sacraments are ‘dead signs’.​[291]​ 
Ursula’s revelation ends with a statement on the establishment and bound of marriage: 

              “Et ego heremita a me ipso non dico sed per reuelacionem praedictam Ursule quod
               per ista verba manifeste apparet quod qui mutuo dant fidem et cum verbis de    
               praesenti contrahunt matrimonium cum pleno consensu amborum quamvis carnalis  
               conmixtio non sequatur. Apud deum est verum matrimonium quia solus concensus 
               facit matrimonium ut dicunt iura. Et ideo per reuelacionem praedictam tales ad    
               inuicem non possunt separari.” ​[292]​ (ll. 22-28) 

From the middle of the twelfth century onwards, canon law prescribed that the exchange of consent in words of the present tense (verba de presenti) or consent in words of the future tense (verba de futuro), followed by sexual intercourse, was the form of the sacrament of marriage.​[293]​ Although John Wyclif (see Introduction) acknowledged sexual consummation of marriage, he urged to put aside temporal sexuality. Many authors went beyond Wyclif and stressed that marriage was a remedy for concupiscence. In Ursula’s revelation sexual intercourse is rejected as a requirement to establish marriage: “ius carnalis conmixtio non sequatur” (l. 26). Only the verbal consent between both partners is described as essential constitutive element of marriage: “cum verbis de presenti” (l. 24). Wyclif concurred that marriage is established only with mental consent (in contrast to verbal consent) and the approval of God.​[294]​ A number of his articles, involving Wyclif’s objections to the church’s practices of regulating marriage, were condemned in 1396 by a provincial convocation and in 1411 by an Oxford committee: one article held that the consent with words of the future tense (‘I will take you as my wife’) would be more appropriate, than consent with words of the present tense (‘I take you as my wife’). This objection was based on Wyclif’s rejection of the use of verbal expressions in marital consent.​[295]​  Likewise, the East Anglian Lollard Richard Fleccher rejected the expression of words as a requirement to establish marriage: “only consent betuxe man and woman, with consent of the frendys of bothe parties, suffiseth for matrimony, withoute expressyng of wordis or solennizacion in churche”.​[296]​ The rejection of the “expressyng of wordis” is based on the notion that words, even words used in private weddings in the absence of clergy, were “canonical” and thus too closely related with the church. Although the Lollards were opposed to the church’s regulation of marriage, they considered marriage to be a religious act in which the consent should be made in name of Christ.​[297]​ In contrast to Wyclif’s teachings and the ideas of his followers, Ursula’s revelation explicitly holds that the consent of marriage should be made with words of the present tense.
 	Another article of Wyclif’s teachings that was condemned in 1396 and 1411, included the idea that “divorce on account of consanguinity or affinity is a purely human ordinance”.  In the Opus evangelicum, Wyclif argues that although it had been permitted to divorce in the Old Testament, divorce was not permitted in Christ’s Law. According to Wyclif the ‘divorce bill’ (libellus repudii) was invented by Moses and not by God. This human ordinance was prohibited by Christ because of its imperfection. Wyclif attacked the clergy for reviving the practice of divorce and establishing criteria on which divorce would be allowed. His strong condemnation of divorce was based upon the literal interpretation of Christ’s utterance: “what God has joined, let man not separate” (Mark 10:9).​[298]​ The idea of the inseparability of marriage with consent of God was taken over by Wyclif’s followers: a certain John Qwyrk, trialed for heresy in 1463, admitted that he believed that no ecclesiastic could separate a man and woman, because “the kyrk may make no Divorcement”.​[299]​ In congruency with Wyclif’s teachings, Ursula reveals that marriage can only be approved by God and that this marital bound cannot be separated by divorce: “Et ideo per reuelacionem predictam tales ad inuicem non possunt separari” (ll. 26-27). This idea contrasts with the church’s regulation of marriage and its dissolution and it is congruent with Wyclif’s article.
Although there is an overlap between the ideas expressed in Ursula’s revelation and the teachings of Wyclif, the author explicitly takes an anti-Lollard stance: in the final account of the miracle, the hermit states that he was captured “cum lollardis periculose valde” (ll. 165-166).​[300]​ In this account the Lollards threaten to kill the hermit, but the hermit refuses to turn to their beliefs. From this it follows that the reformist ideas in Ursula’s revelation cannot be identified with Wyclif’s teachings or with ideas that were associated with the Lollards. 
Instead, I suggest that Ursula’s revelation is influenced by a different strand of reformist ideology: a revelatory theology that was condemned and for which followers were persecuted during the fourteenth century. K. Kerby-Fulton states that revelatory theology had been a discourse of radical reform, long before the emergence of the Lollards. In England, revelatory theologies were associated with a number of religious areas that appear in records of investigations for suspected heresies. One of these areas involved the writings of the Italian theologian Joachim of Fiore (1135-1202) and the later Franciscan Joachites.​[301]​  
In Late Medieval England, the Joachite tradition was a rival to the Wycliffite movement in offering an alternative programme of church reform. Joachite and Wycliffite writings received the same treatment of destruction and enclosure after confiscation by ecclesiastical authorities. This in itself suggests a significant influence of the Joachite tradition in England. As K. Kerby-Fulton states: “no one bothers to lock up material they do not consider influential”.​[302]​ Joachim of Fiore established one of the great revelatory apocalyptic traditions. In his view major church reform and spiritual renewal on earth would precede the end of history. This was a challenge to the established Augustinian eschatology, in which the last of Seven Ages was placed after the Last Judgment and universal spiritual renewal was to occur after the Last Judgment. In the Joachite view, there would come an age of renovatio after the Antichrist and before the Last Judgment. In this era, which was called the Third Age or Status, the papacy would no longer hold an active role and the corrupt church institutions would be reformed or annihilated. In Augustinian eschatology the institutional church was presented as a stronghold against the Antichrist, but reformist apocalyptic writings were essentially anti-institutional and denied this role to the church. 
The conversion of the Jews and the renewal of the institutional church were important and radical themes in Joachim’s writings. According to his salvation history a new evangelical order, the viri spirituales, would arise. This order would reject all temporal ecclesiastical possessions and would lead the church to renovatio.​[303]​ In the present age this order would excel in biblical understanding. Through the inspired gift of spiritualis intelligentia they were believed “in the end [to] convert the Jews and other unfaithful through preaching”.​[304]​ This order would supersede the present carnal institutional church and bring forth a new period that would be characterized by prayer, peace, contemplation and intellectus spiritualis: direct and unmediated spiritual understanding. The claim of unmediated knowledge was especially problematic for church authorities and led to condemnation and persecution of Joachites in England in the fourteenth century.​[305]​ 
A striking feature of Ursula’s revelation is the emphasis on the conversion of the Jews. The hermit claims to have been revealed by Ursula that the confirmation of the Jewish Law is the main cause that other countries are not converted to Christianity: “Michi retulit beata Ursula quod per verbum dei matris confirmacio legis iudeorum est summa causa quod alie naciones non venient ad fidem ecclesiae. Multi christiani credunt quod iudei saluentur sine baptismate” (ll. 4-7).​[306]​ Ursula’s zeal for the conversion of the Jews is not heterodox but is unusual: Augustinian theology had an eschatology in which patient expectation of the end of time was recommended. In contrast, revelatory apocalypticism (such as Joachimism) focused on immediate conversion of the Jews and insisted that the end is imminent and will bring forth a universal spiritual transformation.​[307]​
Another possible Joachite element in Ursula’s revelation is the implicit criticism addressed to the pope. In the thirteenth century a group of radical Franciscans, the Franciscan Spirituals, faced persecution and condemnation because they claimed to be the fulfilment of Joachim’s prophecy on the viri spirituales. They, representing only a fraction of the Franciscan order, adhered to a strict interpretation of Francis’s guidelines on poverty, which was in accordance with the Joachite view, whereas the Conventual parties of the Franciscans accepted accommodations facilitated to modern institutional needs. The Franciscan Spirituals’ emphasis on absolute poverty originated from a foreboding sense of the end of time and the ultimate mission of the Order that was to match this moment. Disobedience to the papacy and ecclesiastical hierarchy was justified by their conviction that they, as viri spirituales, would herald the Third Status.​[308]​ 
In the mid-thirteenth century, the English Franciscan Roger Bacon (c. 1214 - c. 1294), influenced by Joachimism, predicted the coming of a world-reforming pope who would purify canon law and inspire mass conversion of the non-Christian people.​[309]​ The Continental Franciscan Joachite apocalyptic writers Peter Olivi (1248-1298) and John of Rupescissa (d. 1362) urged reform of the friars from within the Order. Rupescissa, in the ‘Twelfth Conclusion’ of his Vade mecum, predicts the coming of a reforming pope who would command that the cardinals henceforth will be drawn from the Greek Church. Olivi states that the Latin church’s rejection of universal poverty would soon drive the true apostles to the Greeks: “in the coming days, however, the message will not be heard so readily in the carnal church of the Latins as among the Greeks, Saracens and Jews”.​[310]​ Likewise, in Ursula’s revelation the saint directs the pope to reject the Jewish Law and to appoint his papal clergy more adequately: “Si reuerendissimus in Christo pater papa manus suas apponeret adiutrices sufficienter et qui non plus vellet confirmare iudeorum legem” (ll. 16-18).​[311]​ The author of the revelation could have envisioned a Rupescissan reforming programme, in which the pope is urged henceforth to choose his “helpers” (cardinals) from the Greek Church. In any case, the author encourages the pope to actively engage in reform and this could be directed to the fulfilment of Joachite prophecy. The author’s interest in the fulfilment of Joachite prophecy would explain the emphasis on papal reform and the conversion of the Jews.  
Ursula’s reformist ideas on marriage would also be congruent with a Joachite tradition: Olivi’s followers were accused of holding his condemned views on poverty, the coming Third Age, the carnal nature of the present church and his view on marriage. Olivi renounced the institution of marriage and some of his followers would have termed marriage “nothing more than a disguised brothel”.​[312]​ Ursula’s renunciation of sexual intercourse as a pre-requisite to the establishment of marriage could reflect a view, similar to Olivi’s ideas, based on the Joachite tradition. There is evidence for the presence of Olivi’s writings in England, e.g.: the Opus arduum (a commentary on the Apocalypse by an imprisoned Wycliffite) includes complaints on the confiscations of the writings of Olivi and Rupescissa.​[313]​ The Opus arduum includes early Wycliffite ideas. The author’s application of apocalyptic theology serves to demonstrate that the then pope was the Antichrist.​[314]​ It also includes many elements of Olivi’s writings: emphasis on the carnal church, a desire to end the church’s temporalities, the use of the Joachite term ‘status’ for the periods of salvation history and the vision of a reformed universal church before the Last Judgment.​[315]​ 
K. Kerby-Fulton states that Joachite material in Medieval England was mainly owned by Augustinians.​[316]​ For this reason, it could be significant that AUL 123, as N. Ker suggests, was possibly written at an Augustinian convent in Warrington.​[317]​ Furthermore, the author’s choice for a hermit-protagonist would have been significant for Augustinians with affiliations to the Joachite tradition. The Augustinians or Augustinian Hermits had a special relation to Joachim’s prediction of the viri spirituales. The Augustinians of York claimed this role by citing Joachim’s Expositio in which an “order of hermits emulating the life of angels”​[318]​ is described as part of the viri spirituales. This order was believed to defend Christian faith until the consummation “in spiritu Helye”.​[319]​ Elijas appeared at the Transfiguration and was expected to play a leading role in the conversion of the Jews in the Third Status.​[320]​ In Joachim’s Expositio and Apocalypsim two orders feature as the viri spirituales. Joachim saw these orders, one of clergy and the other of monks, symbolized in the figures of Moses and Elias. The first order is to be concerned with preaching the reformed evangelical church to come and the second order is to lead the hermit life while praying for the world. However, the mendicants claimed to fulfil both tasks of the two orders. They did not differentiate between two orders because they read from spurious Joachite works in which the distinction was blurred.​[321]​ The significance of Moses and Elias in this context could have influenced the author of the Shropshire miracle to include reference to their visual appearance: “Legitur in Euangelio quod Moyses et Helyas, apparuerunt in corporali visu sancti Petri, Johannis et Jacobi” (ll. 147-148).​[322]​ Moreover, in Ursula’s revelation the author cites from Luke 1:17 to argue for the conversion of the Jews: “Sicut scriptura in persona dei: Conuertam corda patrum in filios” (l. 13).​[323]​ The full citation of Luke 1:17 is part of a prophecy on John the Baptist: “et ipse præcedet ante illum in spiritu et virtute Eliæ: ut convertat corda patrum in filios, et incredulos ad prudentiam justorum, parare Domino plebem perfectam”.​[324]​ In Ursula’s revelation Ursula presents herself as leader of the conversion (Ursula uses convertam instead of convertat) of the Jews (the wrongdoers) to the Christians (the righteousness), who according to the biblical passage works “in spiritu et virtute Eliæ”. 
The hermit could have envisioned himself as part of an order that was entitled to the functions of both orders of the viri spirituales: if Ursula’s revelation is to bestow the hermit with the role of a Joachite preacher, the prayer-instruction, requiring a long sequence of prayers, associates the hermit with the Joachite spread of the contemplative life. The subtle references to Moses and Elias could have been part of a symbolical layer of Joachimism that was embedded in Ursula’s revelation and the Shropshire miracle.


7. Lollardy and Joachimism in the Shropshire Miracle

Like Ursula’s revelation it is possible to discern implicit and explicit references to Lollardy and Joachimism in the Shropshire miracle. In 1405 Thomas Arundel issued a ban on all unvalidated visions. The ban sprang from an attempt by Henry IV, aided by Thomas Arundel, to suppress the cult of Richard Scrope (c. 1350-1405), Archbishop of York, who, joined by many clerics, had led an unsuccessful rebellion against Henry IV. For this reason he was executed in 1405. In Northern England he was regarded by many clergymen as a symbol of ecclesiastical independence of the local church community from political authority. The site of his tomb became a place of miracles and revelations that were attributed to Richard Scrope. In 1406 the king’s council instructed the York clergy to refrain from spreading miraculous accounts that surrounded the former Archbishop.​[325]​ In addition, Thomas Arundel issued strict regulations concerning the validation of revelatory writings: all visionaries were to be tested in order to obtain visionary validation. The test was to be carried out in an officially mandated scale: the discretio spirituum. In the discretio spirituum the veracity of an account was tested by ecclesiastical interrogation and subsequently rejected or validated. Thomas Arundel’s regulations were not directed at the writings of Lollards, as were Arundel’s Constitutions of 1407 and 1409, but specifically at unauthorized revelatory writings that posed threats to the ecclesiastical authority.​[326]​ 
The author’s concern for obtaining the prescribed ecclesiastical validation explains the inclusion of testifications in the Shropshire miracle. The account starts with a testification of the veracity of the miracle by Robert Lee (b. 1385), ruler of Langley, and his wife Petronilla Lee (c. 1385 - after 1442). Ecclesiastical validation is provided by the testifications of a number of local clergymen: Thomas, abbot of Shropshire, Radulph, abbot of Haughmond, John, prior of Wenlock, William, abbot of Lilleshal and Buildwas all would have testified to the veracity of the miracle by adding their seals to a document that recorded the miracle. This was done in the presence of the hermit John of Warwick.​[327]​ 
Thomas Arundel’s regulations against Lollardy and revelatory writings could have influenced the author to include the ecclesiastical testifications. It would also explain the implicit and explicit anti-Lollard ideology in Ursula’s revelation and the Shropshire miracle. This stance is expressed in the hermit’s opposition to a false cult and the hermit’s opposition to the Lollards near Havering. Explicit use of hagiography and miracles to counter the ideas of the Lollards is not unique, e.g.: in Lydgate’s St Albon, St Edmund is said to protect the church against ‘Lollardis’. ​[328]​ Nonetheless, explicit references to Lollards in hagiography appear to be rare. In this case, as will be argued, the anti-Lollard ideology is a means through which the author distances his own reformist ideas from the condemned teachings of the Lollards.  
First, it is necessary to analyze the relation between the false cult in the Shropshire miracle and the association to Lollardy. The false cult in Langley is instigated by the evil spirit, who feigns himself to be a prophetic angel. In the Lyf of Saynt Vrsula the demon is given the name “Adnichylate” (l. 51) as a reference to his zeal for the ‘annihilation’ of the church. The association between Lollards and the demonic is not unusual, e.g.: in the Towneley Judgement Play the demon Tutivillus calls himself a “master Lollar”.​[329]​ 
Furthermore, a poem on the vices in Huntington Library MS 150 (England, s. XV1) presents a direct causal relation between the demonic and Lollardy: “Contra demonis astuciam in causa lollardie”.​[330]​ Likewise, in the Shropshire miracle the malignant protagonist is a demon, who aims to bring a community into heresy by spreading a false cult. In the Lyf of Saynt Vrsula the demon makes false prophecies to the community: “A spyryte of hell appered for grete illusyon / Faynynge hym selfe a spyryte of prophecye” (ll. 4-5). According to this version and the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum the demon is an instigator of a cult that is centered on the remains of a former leader of Shropshire who was condemned for his sins. The demon proclaims that the remains of a deceased and condemned leader, who was buried in the cemetery of Barrington, are the relics of a virgin martyr.
In AUL 123 the false cult is established by a “deceptor diabolus” (l. 67) who invokes veneration by his appearance as a “bonus spiritus et sanctus de celo missus” (l. 70).​[331]​
The association between a false cult and the veneration of Lollard martyrs was especially prevalent around the mid-fifteenth century. Richard Wyche, who was condemned as a Lollard preacher, was burned on Tower Hill in London in 1440. His death was followed by a popular cult that had the features of a typical Late Medieval saint’s cult: his ashes were venerated as relics and the site of his execution became a shrine that received pilgrimages, votive offerings and was considered to be a location of miracles.​[332]​ In response to this, authorities took measures to prohibit the cult: by royal proclamation the sheriffs of the Home Counties, East Anglia, the Midlands, the Southern counties and Yorkshire were instructed to suppress the cult as an idolatrous sect. The suppression appears to have been especially initiated by ecclesiastical authorities. One chronicle records that the instructions were issued “by the commaundement of the Chaunceler & othir Bysshopis”.​[333]​ 
Little is known about the religious ideas of Richard Wyche. There is only one record in which it is stated that he reacted against religious fraternities. Aside from this, there are no records in which he is connected to Lollard teachings. Neither is there any evidence that his followers adhered to Lollard teachings: in chronicles of London the devotees of his cult are described as “symple peple”, not because they were believed to be led astray in doctrinal error, but because their good intentions were tricked by a deceiver named Thomas Virley. As a priest at Barking, Thomas Virley had feigned a miracle of Richard Wyche: by adding a sweet odour to Richard Wyche’s ashes Thomas Virley had aimed to increase the ashes’ status to holy relics.​[334]​ In propagating the remains of a condemned sinner as the relics of a martyr saint, the demon of the Shropshire miracle fulfils a role that is very similar to that of Thomas Virley.
There is more evidence for saints’ cults that centered on Lollard martyrs. After the Lollard Joan Boughton was burned in 1494, her followers gathered her ashes and kept them “for a precious Relyk”.​[335]​ A certain Lollard named Margery Baxter denied the power of the saints that were mediated by the church. Nonetheless, according to the trial records, she prayed to the cleric William White, who was burned for Lollardy in 1428, as a saintly intercessor:

	“William White, who was falsely condemned as a heretic, is a great saint in heaven
            and the most holy doctor ordained and sent by God; and [...] every day she prayed to                
            this saint William White, and every day of her life she will pray to him so that he will 
           deign to intercede for her to God in heaven.”​[336]​

In 1429 a certain William Emayn listed the Lollard leader John Oldcastle and John Wyclif together with the martyr saints. In her view they were “holy men and thair doctrine and opinions were trewe and catholik, and therfore thay be worshipped in heuen as holy martirs”.​[337]​ In 1457, a certain William Comber of Bristol stated that William Smith, who was burned in the town for heresy, “dyed a martir afore God”. Bishop Reginald Pecock (c. 1395 - 1460) noted the Lollards’ tendency to consider “the now late brenned men in Ynglond to be martiris”.​[338]​
Similarly, in the Shropshire miracle it is stated that men follow the evil demon in the belief that they will make a great sacrifice to God. They wrongfully believe that if they die for this cause they will become martyrs of God: “et addunt maligni spiritus quod si hoc faciant magnum sacrificium deo exhibebunt et si moriantur in ista causa erunt dei martires” (ll. 130-131).​[339]​   
In opposition to this is Ursula’s guarantee that those who will aid the hermit in propagating Ursula’s revelation will receive the reward of martyrs: “dixit michi qui voluit in ista dei causa fideliter adiuuare mercedem martirii accipient” (ll. 29-30).​[340]​ The connection between martyrdom and Ursula’s revelation can be explained by the persecution history of Joachimism. According to K. Kerby-Fulton English chronicles were “full of accounts of the burnings of hundreds of Spirituals abroad”.​[341]​ For Wyclif and his generation “the most recent and current knowledge of such a fate suffered for similar principles to theirs was Franciscan Spiritual martyrdom”.​[342]​ The Shropshire miracle presents false martyrdom in relation to Lollardy and true martyrdom in association with Joachimism. 
Several narrative elements that constitute the Shropshire miracle could have served an anti-Lollard ideology: when the demon is defeated Ursula emphasizes that the demon needs to make confession to the hermit: “Tunc enim dixit vox in aere ad demonem: ‘Tu enim fateberis contra ista creatura dei ut ipse possit inde testimonium perhibere quid tu fecisti hic, et quid proposuisti facere ibi’” (ll. 105-107).​[343]​ This emphasis on confession could be directed against the Lollards’ rejection of the necessity of auricular confession to priests.​[344]​ This rejection originates in Wyclif’s writings where he denounces the intermediation of the priest as necessity for obtaining absolution from sins.​[345]​
In the confession, the demon claims to have caused a war near Shropshire: “Ille demon fatebatur quod ille et socii sui per fallaces suas calliditates congregauerant illud bellum iuxta Salopia” (l. 108).​[346]​ The demon and his associates are said to have stirred more than thirty thousand men (“plusquam triginta milia homini” l. 109) to assemble for a sudden future attack on the church: “subito resurgant et ecclesiam destruant” (ll. 129-130).​[347]​ In the Pageants of Richard Beauchamp (1485-1490), describing the life and death of Richard Beauchamp, the earl is described as having subdued a Lollard rising that was led by John Oldcastle in 1414. Similar to the Shropshire miracle the rising is described as a sudden insurrection in which heretics aimed to destroy the church and all ecclesiastical men: “sodeyn insurreccione of traitorous heretikes, which sodenly by nyght purposed to have taken and kept the kyng under their reule and subjeccione, and after by his auctorite to have destroyed the Church of England and to slee the prelated and distribute their possessions”.​[348]​ The war near Shropshire can be identified with one of the Welsh revolts that would have been supported by John Oldcastle. The Lollard leader was thought to have had communication with Owain Glyndwr’s son and close relations with the rebels in Wales. As R.R. Davies states: “it was not without significance that it was to be in Powys that he was eventually tracked down”.​[349]​ 
John Oldcastle of Herefordshire (c.1378-1417) was Lord of Cobham through marriage to Joan de la Pole and as a soldier he had earned friendship with King Henry V. The discovery that his chaplains in Kent preached heretical ideas and he himself owned books with similar ideas led to his conviction by Thomas Arundel in 1413.​[350]​ 
In 1414 John Oldcastle tried to remove the Lancastrian monarchy (the elite family to which Henry IV, V and VI belonged) for a pro-Lollard regime in the Lollard Rebellion. The insurgents were quickly defeated and John Oldcastle became a fugitive. In the Shropshire region he gained protection from the prior of Wenlock and the abbot of Shrewsbury who aided him in avoiding his arrest.​[351]​ In 1414 a special commission was to search Lollards in Shropshire, especially because it was believed that John Oldcastle had chosen the county as a hideout.​[352]​
There are many more accounts of Lollardy in or near Shropshire. In 1407 the Lollard priest William Thorpe preached a sermon in St Chad’s Church in Shrewsbury against the abuses of the church and against the transubstantiation.​[353]​ Roger Acton, a prominent Lollard rebel, had been sheriff in Shropshire.​[354]​ Coventry in Warwickshire, bordering on Shropshire, was a strong Lollard centre, where many Lollard books were produced. The Lollard preacher John Swynderby is believed to have made many converts in the region.​[355]​ 
From this it can be understood, why the author of the Shropshire miracle had to counter ecclesiastical and political fears of Lollard and Welsh uprisings that were connected to the county. The author chose to demonize the Lollards and Welsh rebels as one group of insurgents that aimed to destroy the church. The connection between John Oldcastle and the Welsh insurgents could have invoked an image in which Lollards and Welsh rebels were contracted to one force of evil that threatened the political and ecclesiastical authorities of England.
In the Shropshire miracle it is stated that the converts of the demon ‘murmur’ against the words of Ursula and the rule of Bridget: “murmurant contra verba ursule ac ordinacionem Brigitte” (l. 139).​[356]​ The term ‘mutter’ (“murmurant”) brings forth a direct connection to Lollardy: ‘Lollard’ means ‘mumbler’ or ‘mutterer’. They were given this title because Lollards were said to ‘mutter’ the Scriptures in private without the church’s mediation.​[357]​ In the Shropshire miracle, the malignant men’s opposition to the Rule of Bridget of Sweden (1303-1373) is another suggestion for their heretical affiliation. Bridget was canonized in 1391 and her cult was introduced to England in the early fifteenth century. King Henry V, who was a devotee of Bridget, started building the Bridgettine monastery Syon Abbey in 1415.​[358]​ The author could have included a reference to Bridget to address an aristocratic audience. Moreover, the author’s alignment of Bridget and Ursula also brings forth an analogy between the revelations that were attributed to both saints. 
Bridget of Sweden had claimed many visions from Christ, which during her lifetime had been collected in the seven books of the Liber coelestis revelationum.​[359]​ As M. Reeves states, Bridget “probably believed in a coming Age of the Spirit, Joachim’s Third Status, but this was to be preceded by a terrible chastisement of Christ’s Judgment”.​[360]​ According to a Bridgettine prophecy, the executor of this judgment would both chastise and reform the church. The Great Schism, leading the pope and six of his successors into the Babylonian captivity in Avignon (1307-1378), was interpreted by Joachites as a sign of the coming of the Third Status. The transition to the Third Status was believed to be marked by a true pope and a false pope that was installed by the Antichrist. The true pope would be persecuted, but inevitably would claim victory as the Angelic Pope and subsequently convert the entire world to Christianity. Bridget had instructed the pope to fulfil the destiny of Joachite history in returning to Rome and by claiming victory over the pseudo-pope. On the approaching tribulation of the church, she cites from Joachim’s Super Hieremiam. Bridget calls on successive popes, especially Gregory XI, to return to Rome and bring reform: “veni igitur et noli tardare […] incipe renovare ecclesiam meam”(Liber coelestis revelationum, lib. IV, cap. CXLII​[361]​).​[362]​ Likewise, Ursula’s bidding for a reform initiated by the pope that would lead to the establishment of a new papal clergy and effective conversion of the Jews, could be part of a programme to fulfil the Joachite prophecy of the Third Status. 
Like the visions of John the Evangelist and Moses and Elias, the inclusion of a vision from the legend of St Cecilia is not determined by a random choice of the author of the Shropshire miracle. In religious art Cecilia was associated with female preachers like Mary Magdalene and Martha. In the fourteenth-century reformist work Book to a Mother, Cecilia is one of the “monye maidens more freel in kinde and lasse strong in bodi” that “schullen arise at þe dai of dome and condempne such bodiliche stronge men þat dispisen chastite and Cristes techings”.​[363]​ The Shropshire miracle also brings forth a direct connection between Cecilia and apocalyptic theology: the vision from Cecilia’s legend exemplifies John of Warwick’s vision of the Last Judgment in which he observes the vicious who are cast to hell and the virtuous who ascend to heaven.​[364]​
The reference to Cecilia also serves the reformist ideology that underlies the narrative of the Shropshire miracle. Adam Easton (d. 1397) was made cardinal in 1381 with the title of St Cecilia. In 1385 he was imprisoned under Urban VI, for conspiring against the pope. During his captivity he made a conversion to revelatory writing. As K. Kerby-Fulton suggests, Easton would have written his Defensorium sanctae Brigittae during this period of captivity. Up to Bridget’s canonization in 1391 revelations by women were disputed. Bridgettine writings included the genres of prophecy and reformist apocalypticism, which traditionally had enabled women to teach and preach in public.​[365]​ The author’s choice to make reference to Cecilia could have been a tribute to Adam Easton, in support for his alleged cause against Urban VI: in the popular pseudo-Joachite Vaticana de summis pontificibus Urban VI is associated with the last pope, who would have been installed by the Antichrist.​[366]​ 
According to the final section of the Shropshire miracle the biblical truth is proclaimed with jest for the redemption of a soldier captured in war: “Olim veritas vocabatur iocale ad redimendum militem in bello captum” (ll. 163-165).​[367]​ The association between the proclamation of biblical truth with jest and Lollardy is exhibited in the chronicle of the Augustinian canon Henry Knighton (d. 1396). In the chronicle the Wycliffite bible is said to proclaim biblical truth with jest and to subvert the church’s mediation in the spread of biblical knowledge among laymen: “the pearl of the gospel is scattered abroad and trodden under foot of swine, and what is wont to be the treasure of both clerks and laymen is now become the jest of both. The jewel of the clerks is turned into the sport of the laity”.​[368]​ In the Shropshire miracle, the proclamation of biblical truth with jest is said to purpose the redemption of a captured soldier. Considering the association with Lollardy, the captured soldier could be identified with the Lollard leader John Oldcastle who, after leading the unsuccessful Lollard revolt, was captured in the Tower of London in 1414.​[369]​ The association with Lollardy is made explicit when the hermit describes an account in which he is captured together with a group of Lollards in a ‘desert’ (probably a barren land) near Havering: 

Ego fui olim captus in heremo cum lollardis periculose val-
de, et michi acriter dixerunt, quod nisi iuri eorum, et ordinacionibus volu-
issem fuisse iuratis, decapitatus essem sine mora et ego votum
feci deo quod numquam iurarem super librum neque propter vitam neque mortem.​[370]​ (ll. 165-168)

An important question that arises from this scene concerns the reason for the hermit’s captivity with a group of Lollards. The situation implies that the hermit was considered to be a Lollard or another kind of heretic by the authorities that had captured the Lollards: as is shown, the hermit, as receiver and propagator of Ursula’s revelation, can be associated with condemned Joachite teachings. In addition, hermits were potential threats for the authorities. Hermits were not formally integrated into the church’s structure: becoming a hermit was an individual choice and one that could be made for individual purposes. In England several hermits acted as preachers among lay communities. Because of this they were associated with the ‘outbreak’ of Lollardy. In 1382 the hermit William Swinderby was trialed for his association with Wycliffism. However, according to R.N. Swanson this association was “purely fortuitous, if not entirely due to the imagination of his detractors”.​[371]​ Concerns about preaching hermits led to attempts to regulate the hermit life: with the instigation of The Rule of St Paul the First Hermit individuals were prescribed to make a formal profession to the bishop in order to become a hermit.​[372]​ In the Shropshire miracle the hermit is given a prominent position by making him the receiver of Ursula’s revelation, prayer-instruction and secret sign. In contrast to local clergymen, the hermit is the only successful actor against the demon: “No preest nor clerke myghte put hym [the demon] fro that place” (l. 12). John of Warwick claims to be divinely instructed to preach Ursula’s revelation to the ecclesiastical authorities. Because of his position outside the ecclesiastical hierarchy the author of the Shropshire miracle aimed to assert ecclesiastical authorities that there was no connection between the hermit and the Lollard teachings. The author’s concern over possible future accusations of affiliations with Lollardy could be the reason that the author included an account in which the hermit explicitly distances himself from the Lollards. 




8. Ursula’s Voice and Cult-founding Speech

The prominence of Ursula’s voice in the Shropshire miracle is contrasted with the absence of her visual appearance. Ursula’s revelation is purely described as an aural experience: “per ista verba manifeste apparet” (l. 23).​[374]​ Ursula provides the hermit with her prayer-instruction in a vision. This does not imply a visual appearance of the saint. The direct context suggests that the vision in the Shropshire miracle should be classified as an audition (see Introduction): in the Shropshire miracle there is only reference to the verbal aspects of Ursula’s manifestation: “Tunc vox qui desuper loquebatur apperiebat mihi nomen suum sanctum quod erat Ursula ductrix undecim milia virginum” (ll. 116-117).​[375]​ Furthermore, the hermit states that he is instructed to spread the words and fame of Ursula throughout the country: “ut publica erat vox et fama per totam patriam”.​[376]​ In the miracle, visual elements connected to Ursula are restricted to Ursula’s secret sign (“secreta signa” l. 124). By omitting a visual appearance in the miracle all emphasis is placed on Ursula’s words and their contents.
I suggest that Ursula’s manifestation as a voice in the Shropshire miracle follows from her cult-founding speech in which her corporeality is absent. In the Legenda Aurea, Ursula’s cult-founding speech is a prayer-instruction presented by one of the eleven thousand virgins to a monk. This cult-founding speech requires no process of request to and grant by God, since the prayer-instruction is revealed during the afterlife of the saint instead of moments before the saint’s martyrdom. Ursula is the only Holy Helper whose cult-founding speech and connected promises are established during the saint’s afterlife: her cult-founding speech has not been physically ensealed with the saint’s martyrdom as in the cases of the other Holy Helpers. This explains why Ursula’s prayer-instruction does not direct the devotee to commemorate her and her companions by using an object that commemorates the saint’s corporeal appearance: either the saint’s image (see Christopher, Dorothy, George) or a materialized name on an amulet (see Apollonia, Barbara, Cyricus and Julitta, Nicasius). The presentation of the prayer-instruction during the afterlife implies that Ursula’s words are directly connected to God. Because of Ursula’s direct connection to God, her cult-founding speech is established without a process of request and grant and offers a direct communication channel between God and mankind. In the saints’ cult-founding speeches, the audition is usually identified with the voice of God, but in Ursula’s prayer-instruction and the Shropshire miracle the voice from heaven is Ursula who is directly connected to God. From this viewpoint, Ursula’s words are bestowed with direct divine authority. For the author of Ursula’s revelation and the Shropshire miracle Ursula’s voice serves as a powerful medium of authority for the expression of a reformist ideology. Hence, Ursula’s prayer-instruction, in which she teaches the hermit Jonn of Warwick to pray eleven thousand Paternosters and Aves, is directly connected to Ursula’s revelation in which she instructs the hermit John of Warwick in a reformist ideology. 
The connection between Ursula and revelatory and reformist writers was not a new one. The German Benedictine Elizabeth of Schönau (1129 – 1165) wrote several revelatory writings. In the Liber viarum Dei she condemns ecclesiastical leaders for abandoning their communities, their shows of pieties that contrast their private sins, their worldliness, disregard for traditions and their failures to counter heresy. ​[377]​ In her Revelatio, which was introduced in England by a monk named Roger at Forde, she describes visions in which it is revealed to her that she is predestined to proclaim the truth of Ursula’s martyrdom at Cologne to the world.​[378]​ The German Benedictine Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179) wrote the Cologne letter (around 1162) in which she made a prophecy of an upcoming sect of deceptive heretics that would feign poverty to gain confidence of political authorities (the mendicants). In the letter she also castigates the clergy’s laxity that she describes to be the cause for the rise of all heresies.​[379]​ In dedication to Ursula, Hildegard wrote the hymn Cum vox sanguinis, in which the voice of Ursula and her companions is presented in direct communication with God: “vox sanguinis Ursule et innocentis turbe eius ante thronum dei sonuit”.​[380]​ The connection between Ursula’s voice and the revelation in the Shropshire miracle could be derived from Hildegardian writings. 
In Late Medieval England, the revelations of Hildegard of Bingen were directly associated with the Joachite tradition. In Oxford, Bodleian Library, Lat. Misc. c. 75 the pseudo-Hildegardian Insurgent is attributed to the “venerabilis Abbatis Joachim”. Archbishop Pecham (c. 1230-1292) conflated both Hildegard and Joachim in insisting that they both prophesied by the mode of dream-vision. According to Pecham these visions should be tested carefully and be treated with great caution.​[381]​ 
A reason for the author of the Shropshire miracle to adhere to a Hildegardian tradition could be explained by the difference between the reception of Joachite and Hildegardian writings. Although treated with suspicion by ecclesiastics, Hildegard’s claim for papal approval of her writings was “long-lived, and influential during the powerful vogue her writings enjoyed in fourteenth-century England”.​[382]​ Although her writings encountered suspicion, especially by scholastics, her writings were never censured and condemned like the Joachite writings.​[383]​
Another aspect that could have influenced the author’s presentation of Ursula in voice only, is the hierarchy of medieval visions. In the medieval classification of visions, which was determined by Augustine of Hippo (354-430), the corporeal vision and vision through images were both superseded by the intellectual vision as the “highest and most certain form of divine illumination”.​[384]​ The intellectual vision was believed to be free from human invention and workings of human imagination. The intellectual vision was consciously employed by revelatory writers who aimed to ascribe their writings to divine authorities.​[385]​ In contrast to Wycliffite writings, many revelatory texts written around 1400 were not censured. These texts appear to have received more trust than revelatory writings that were attributed to human imagination.​[386]​ Joachim of Fiore and Hildegard of Bingen both had claimed intellectus spiritualis: spiritual understanding by intellectual vision.​[387]​ In omitting the image and corporeality of Ursula, the author of the Shropshire miracle could attribute Ursula’s auricular appearance to the intellectual vision.  
Finally, the revelatory voice of Ursula could function in a direct attack on Wyclif and his followers. Wyclif had renounced the visionary writings of Hildegard and contemporary visionaries (including Joachite writers) for presenting non-biblical visions. They would be “outside of the faith of scripture”.​[388]​ According to K. Kerby-Fulton, revelatory writings were in competition with Wycliffite writings for the support of “non-aligned readers interested in reformist policy”.​[389]​ The Lollards insisted on the absolute authority of the Scripture. Their acceptance of the bible as only authority was the source for their renunciation of church practices and regulations. In a reaction to this, defenders of Catholic faith insisted upon the oral tradition through which knowledge was passed from Jesus to the apostles.​[390]​ The Shropshire miracle presents an opposition between the non-scriptural tradition of the church and the bibliocentrism of the Lollards. In the Shropshire miracle the hermit John of Warwick refuses to make an oath on the Lollard’s book: “iurarem super librum neque propter vitam neque mortem” (l. 168).​[391]​ Instead, the hermit makes a direct vow to God that he will not make an oath on the book. In this interpretation, Ursula’s voice could also have been a representation of the oral tradition through which biblical knowledge is transmitted to mankind. 
Why was the author of the Shropshire miracle concerned to create an opposition between his own views and Lollardy? K. Kerby-Fulton states that throughout the 1380s and 1390s there are references to a nameless heresy in English sources that are labeled “Lollar[d]” or “Wycliffiste”. In this period there were Wycliffite writers who were influenced by the Joachites Olivi and Rupescissa. These writers represent the revelatory strand of the ‘nameless heresy’ that would later fully develop into Wycliffism or Lollardy.​[392]​ In the early fifteenth century a connection between Lollardy and Joachimism could have been particularly unfavourable for the author of the Shropshire miracle. Thomas Arundel had condemned the Lollards from the early fifteenth century onwards and under the reign of Henry IV they were actively persecuted.​[393]​ The condemnation of Joachim was included in the decrees of the Fourth Lateran Council (1215), but it seems that the Joachites were persecuted especially during the fourteenth century.​[394]​ Although Joachite writings were suppressed in England, K. Kerby-Fulton argues: “Serious Joachimism, however, was disseminated, loads of it, and continued to come across the Channel, often from and into convent libraries where the authorities rarely went looking for problematic books”.​[395]​ The books were kept in “privately owned prophetic collections” and even “serious Joachimism was composed in England, too”.​[396]​ When the author wrote Ursula’s revelation and the Shropshire miracle (after 1411) the persecution of Joachimism in England might have abated. In this case it would have been the author’s main concern to avoid any association with an actively persecuted strand of reformist ideology. 
The author of Ursula’s revelation, prayer-instruction and the Shropshire miracle, I believe, was well aware of the precariousness of his position as a revelatory writer and the potential danger that ecclesiastics would denounce his writings as heretical. Ursula’s cult-founding speech provided the author with a hagiographical narrative element (the cult-founding speech) with a long-standing tradition in the saints’ lives, that was accepted, to a certain extent propagated by the church (see chapter 2), and was considered to be a medium with divine authority. The presentation of Ursula as a voice could be determined by an anti-Lollard ideology and the authority that was attributed to the audition and the intellectual vision. The author was concerned to distinguish his work from Wyclif’s teachings in order to propagate Joachite ideas in the guise of a saint’s revelation. In comparison to other saints, Ursula’s prayer-instruction presents a unique medium between saint and God. The direct connection between Ursula and God in the hagiographical cult-founding speech presents a communication channel of divine authority that the author of the Shropshire miracle employed to transmit his reformist ideas. 


9. Ursula’s Prayer-Instruction in Devotional Manuscripts

The final section centers on the spread of Ursula’s prayer-instruction from the Shropshire miracle to two devotional manuscripts. In the Shropshire miracle the spread of Ursula’s prayer-instruction is connected to ecclesiastical validation and authorization. In the Latin versions of the Shropshire miracle, Ursula instructs the hermit to announce her words to powerful men, ecclesiastics and knights (“inter magnates, ecclesiasticos et milites” l. 156). In the Lyf of Saynt Vrsula the hermit is instructed to charge the bishop to command his priests to preach the miracle and the prayer-instruction for the veneration of the eleven thousand virgins: 

  “Also she charged the heremyte that for her sake 
   His faythfull dylygence in this he wolde emplye

And charge the bysshop commaundement for to make 
To all the curates to preche it solempnely 
And her to reuerence with all her company 
With certayne prayers wherof she hym instructe 
To reuerence all her systers syngulerlye 
The heremyte promysed to be her true conducte” (ll. 102-109)

If there is a historical background to this, it is unknown to what extent the bishop accepted the hermit’s edict and ordered his priests to preach the “certayne prayers” of the hermit. Nevertheless, it is known that the prayer-instruction was spread among laymen. As prayer-instructions were initially propagated in connection to the hagiographical sources, it is probable that Ursula’s prayer-instruction was spread in connection to Ursula’s revelation and the Shropshire miracle. There are two manuscripts that include independent analogues of Ursula’s prayer-instruction in the Shropshire-miracle: one Latin and one vernacular version. 
The Latin version is included in Cambridge, Magdalena College, Pepys 2125 (see chapter 1). The manuscript is described by R. McKitterick and R. Beadle as a composition of devotional treatises, written in England (s. XV1 and s. XIV/XV). In The Chastising of God’s Childeren, the usual opening address ‘sister’ has been changed into ‘friend’. This could suggest that the intended owner or audience of the manuscript was male or unspecified. The vernacular dialect is West-Midlands and the writing on a binding strip (between ff. 144v and 145r) refers to “Payneswyk in Com. Gloucestre”. This suggests that Pepys 2125 could have been written in Gloucestershire.​[397]​ The prayer-instruction on f. 116v, written in a Cursiva script, reads as follows:  

¶ Hic incipit quedam oracio quam docuit sancta Ursula Johanni Heremyte de Warkyk
¶ Unum pater noster et credo in honore sancte trinitatis ¶ Deinde quinque pater noster in honore 
dei ¶ Et in honore matris eius quinque Aue maria ¶ Et in honore omni sanctorum unum  
pater noster et unum Aue maria ¶ Et pro omnibus fidelibus defunctis unum pater noster et unum [4] Aue maria ¶ Et in honore Ursule virginis ductricis undecim milia virginum 
unum pater noster et unum Aue maria ¶ Et in honore Jesiane socie in passione 
praedicte Ursule que antea ignota fuit in partibus istis unum pater noster et unum Aue
maria ¶ Et in honore alterius virginis cui nomen est cordula unum pater noster et
unum Aue maria ¶ Et in honore undecim milia virginum dicantur undecim milia 
pater noster et Aue maria ¶ Et ante quemlibet numerum dicantur pater noster 
et Aue maria · dicto ordine quo supra scribuntur 

¶ Et idem heremita notificauit istam precem inter profundos doctores et illi recepe-
runt istam precem dicere in magna reuerencia ​[398]​
According to R. McKitterick and R. Beadle the prayer-instruction was written by a scribe (Scribe C, ff. 40r-143r) of the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century.​[399]​ Since the Shropshire miracle with Ursula’s prayer-instruction was written in or after 1411, Scribe C must have been writing around or after this year. Considering that the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum was printed much later (from 1482 to 1527), it is probable that the prayer-instruction in Pepys 2125 is based on a version of the miracle similar to the miracle in AUL 123 (c. 1440). This would imply that the prayer-instruction of Pepys 2125 was taken from a context of Joachite revelation and a miracle with an explicit anti-Lollard stance. This is interesting, because a Lollard influence has been suggested for Pepys 2125.
The prayer-instruction in Pepys 2125 is followed by the statement that the prayer (“precem” l. 14) was made known by the hermit to “profundos doctores” and these doctors accepted the prayer and recited it with great reverence. R. McKitterick and R. Beadle interpret this statement as an introduction to a subsequent prayer in the manuscript and state that Pepys 2125 contains multiple prayers attributed to John of Warwick.​[400]​ In the Shropshire miracle the hermit is instructed to transmit Ursula’s prayer-instruction to ecclesiastical men and the author has included ecclesiastical testifications to the veracity of the account. This supports the idea that the statement on the reception of the prayer among ecclesiastical men refers to Ursula’s prayer-instruction instead of a subsequent prayer on f. 116v. Furthermore, there is no reference to the subsequent prayer in Pepys 2125 in the surviving versions of the Shropshire miracle. 
The “profundos doctores” could be identified with the ecclesiastical men who, according to the Shropshire miracle, added their seals to the document that recorded the miracle. The emphasis on ecclesiastical validation of the prayer-instruction reveals a concern for its authorization. As is shown in the previous sections the emphasis on ecclesiastical validation of Ursula’s revelation, the prayer-instruction and the Shropshire miracle was probably influenced by Thomas Arundel’s ban on unvalidated revelatory writings, the persecution of the Lollards and the reformist ideas that are expressed in Ursula’s revelation. 
The prayer-instruction in Pepys 2125 is similar to the prayer-instruction in AUL 123 and the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum (see figure 3). In contrast, the threefold set of promises of the eleven thousand virgins provided to those who pray eleven thousand Paternosters and Aves are omitted. Maybe the miracle and the promises were already well-known to the audience of the manuscript. The omission could also be explained by distaste for or rejection of extravagant supernatural promises of saints in similitude to the Lollards who rejected the promises and pardons connected to prayers (see Introduction).​[401]​ 
I suggest that the reformist context of AUL 123 could be reflected in Pepys 2125: the context from which the prayer-instruction is transmitted could be similar to the context in which the prayer-instruction is incorporated. Possible Lollard or other heterodox sentiments could explain the absence of folio 118 in Pepys 2125. Folio 117v includes a well-known 
meditation with a unique alteration. The text breaks off where the subsequent folio is removed. In the alteration the speaker expresses his gratitude towards Christ, for not having been called to any congregational rule created by mankind: “I thanke þe hertily, My lord iesu crist, for þou hast nat clepid me to þe rewle of seynt Benet, ne of seynt Austeyn, ne of seynt Fraunceys, ne to no oþer rewle, Ordenyd by mannes chesyng, but to þat holyest rewle”.​[402]​

Possibly the subsequent folio has been removed because of continuing heterodox sentiments. According to Wyclif and the Lollards the four orders of monks, friars, canons and papal curia are ‘new sects’ that are opposed to ‘Christ’s sect’. The Lollards’ polemic against these orders 
was based on an absence of biblical grounds that legitimate the foundation of these orders. The regulations of these orders would lead people away from the life that was ordained by Christ. Thus Wyclif himself poses the rhetorical question: “Lorde! Whedur we schuld trowe þat Benet or Dominik, or Fraunces, schuld passe þe wisedome of Criste?”.​[403]​ The question is answered with strong denial: “witte þat hit were better to hye Cristis ordenaunce þen ordynaunce of Benett or Domynik or Fraunces”.​[404]​ A possible heterodox sentiment in Pepys 2125 could be explained by the manuscript’s ownership. Considering the large amount of selections from the hermit Richard Rolle (1290–1349) and the prayer-instruction that has been attributed to the hermit of Warwick, the manuscript was possibly compiled for a recluse.​[405]​ As suggested by R. McKitterick and R. Beadle, the rejection of the congregational orders could be explained by an influence of Lollardy. However, the Joachite background of Ursula’s revelation and the Shropshire-miracle in AUL 123 argues against this suggestion. Instead, it could be fruitful to consider an influence of Joachimism, which appears to be propagated in AUL 123, in Pepys 2125. 
The alteration in the meditation of Pepys 2125 contains no rejection of congregational orders, as Wyclif did, but is an expression of gratitude for not belonging to any religious order. The indulgence in a position outside ecclesiastical hierarchies could be explained by the Joachite ideal of the viri spirituales: the new order would transcend the church’s institutions and was believed to be embodied by an order of hermits. The transcendence of the institutional church might be hinted at in another alteration in the same meditation, which could be a personal expression of Scribe C: “myn hermitage that is the kingdom of heuven”.​[406]​ A.G. Lundy notes that “it appears that the scribe is referring to his place as not being within the earthly church but in a higher order”.​[407]​ In On the Seven Works of Mercy, and Poverty, and Worldly Goods (f. 102r-v) it is stated: “hit were better for me to be seculer þat y myȝt do and fulfille þese workes of mercy”.​[408]​ The anti-mendicantism and anti-clericalism in the writings of Scribe C are interpreted by A.G. Lundy as cases of Wycliffite sentiments.​[409]​ But anti-mendicantism and anti-clericalism were not exclusively Wycliffite: a considerable amount of anti-mendicantism came from within the friars’ orders and it was part of the works of the Joachite writers Olivi, Rupescissa and the Franciscan Spirituals who, as part of the Franciscan Order, strove for a strict interpretation of the guideline on poverty.​[410]​ Ursula’s prayer-instruction in Pepys 2125 could point to a connection between a recluse owner and the hermit John of Warwick and his revelatory ideology. Both the hermit John of Warwick and the recluse that might have owned Pepys 2125, could have envisioned themselves to be part of the viri spirituales. 
The vernacular version of the prayer-instruction is included in the fifteenth-century composite miscellany Nijmegen, University Library, MS 194 (henceforth UBN 194). This prayerbook includes Latin and English prayers, mediations, directions for prayers, charms and devotional texts. The manuscript consists of eleven codicological units in twenty-five quires, written by a number of fifteen scribes. Quire four and possibly the entire manuscript was composed after 1413, since it includes a prayer to King Henry V (r. 1413-1422) on f. 83r. Quire nine includes a prayer (ff. 154r-155v) in which protections are requested for a certain Margaret: “me famulam tuam Margaretam”. Possibly the entire quire was written for the benefits of this Margaret. On basis of the style of the border decorations, quire one has been dated to the mid-fifteenth century. Since this quire bears the first of signatures that mark the quires of the manuscript, the gathering of the quires could not have antedated the completion of quire one. The manuscript includes many ownership notes of which the name “Robert Darcye”, in a sixteenth century hand, is the oldest reference to a possible owner. The language of several of the English texts from several quires in UBN 194 has been identified with a dialect of the far South-West Midlands. More specifically, six texts can be identified with the linguistic profile of Worcestershire. This localization is supported by the earliest certain evidence of the manuscript’s ownership: on f. 113v is an ownership note of Richard Lechmere (d. 1568), who was owner of Lechmere’s Place, Hanley Castle in Worcestershire.​[411]​ 
Ursula’s prayer-instruction is included in quire 19 (ff. 141r-148v). It follows from the inclusion of Ursula’s prayer-instruction that the quire was produced at least after 1411. The first text of this quire includes instructions for praying a psalter. The text concludes with: “The sauter putteth all ille away” (f. 145r). The text that follows the prayer-instruction is a Himmelsbrief that was allegedly found by Joseph of Barmarphe (Arimathea). The letter would protect its readers against all kinds of ailments. This text is followed by a Latin fever charm and an Ave. The contents of quire 19 are characterized by concerns for physical and spiritual protections.​[412]​ Like the Latin version, the vernacular version of Ursula’s prayer-instruction states that John of Warwick received Ursula’s instruction to pray eleven thousand Paternosters and Aves for the eleven thousand virgins (the virgins Cordula and Juliana are specifically named). In contrast to Pepys 2125, the vernacular version of the prayer-instruction includes the promises of Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins and excludes information on the reception of the prayer-instruction by ecclesiastics.
Analysis of the dialect of Ursula’s prayer-instruction in UBN 194 reveals a dialect of the Midlands and Southern England: “fro” (l.37), “hym” (l.32), “hyt” (l.37), “oon” (l. 27), “pray” (l.35), “felow” (l. 22) and a more Northern localisation for “saul” (l. 18).​[413]​ The prayer-instruction in UBN 194 is written by Scribe K, who, writing in a regular Cursiva script, could also have written the subsequent charms in quire 9.​[414]​ My edition of this text reads as follows: 

f. 145v        Saint / Ursula / leder* of the                                                     leader            
                  xi · ml · virgynes taught · Johnn
                  the holy armyte* to say in                                                        hermit
                  the worship of the said xi
5                ml • virgynes • xi • ml · pater •                                             
                  • noster • and • Aues • / And / atte*                                         at the                               
                  ende of euery · C · pater noster 
                  and Aues A Crede / • And                                
                  at the begynnyng / of euery         
10              • ml • pater noster In the worship                                 
                  of the trinite ·/ A pater • noster                
                  and Aue / and / A Crede / And                
f. 146r         • v • pater noster • / and Aues                                             
                  in the worship of our / lady 
15              • And • in the worship of all                               
                  halowes* • A pater • noster / and                                              saints   
                  Aue •/ And • for alle Crysten            
                  saules ·/A pater • noster and Aue •            
                  And in the worship of hyr- 
20              selfe • A pater • noster / and Aue /                                     
                  And in the worship of saint
                  Josyan felow* to hyr in hyr                                                      companion
                  passion • A pater noster and Aue                        
                  And in the worship of saint 
25              Cordula A pater noster                                             
                  and • Aue • And who say                               
                  this ones* in hys lyve •/ oon* •                                                  once; one
f. 146v        parte of the said virgynes                                            
                  before almyghty god shal
30              pray for hys saule •/ Anoþer •                                       
                  parte / in Erthe* to kepe                                                            earth
                  hym from hys enmys*                                                                                             enemies
                  bodily* and gostely* • The •                                                     physically; spiritually
                  iiide parte shall mete* hys                                                         meet
35              saule* whan it is departed                                                        soul                                
                  fro* the body and present                                                         from
                  hyt to almyghty god│Amen • 

                │Deo gracias│​[415]​

Within the context of a quire that includes several prayers and charms that enabled the devotee to gain physical and spiritual protections, Ursula’s prayer-instruction appears to have been included solely for a similar purpose. There are no references to ecclesiastical validation or authorization. It is therefore likely that his prayer-instruction was translated from a Latin source or was derived from an already existing translation that did not include the reformist contents. An immediate source could have been the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum or its vernacular adaptation: the Lyf of Saynt Vrsula. In both versions the reformist expressions have been omitted. The Lyf of Saynt Vrsula was printed in 1509 in London by Wynkyn de Worde (d. 1534). The work is said to be a translation from a Latin sermon, made for Margaret Beaufort (1443-1509) by Edmund Hatfield who was a monk at Rochester. The vernacular translation, which has not survived, could have been made well before 1509 during almost any of the stages of Margaret’s life. The print of the translation was commissioned by Margaret Beaufort and printed by Wynkyn de Worde. The printer and publisher Wynkyn de Worde, known for his work with William Caxton, established himself as Margaret’s personal printer and published four works that were commissioned by Margaret during the last years of her life. There is some evidence of Margaret’s interest in Ursula: in 1502 she purchased a parchment image of Ursula and her son, Henry VII, and his wife Elizabeth of York (1466-1503) were patrons of the London guild of St Ursula, which was one of seven guilds and fraternities under their royal patronage.​[416]​ 
Considering that the only known Middle English version of the miracle that includes Ursula’s prayer-instruction was dedicated to Margaret Beaufort, it is possible to connect her to the only vernacular rendition of Ursula’s prayer-instruction in UBN 194: the name “Margaretam” in the prayer of UBN 194 could refer to Margaret Beaufort. Ursula’s prayer-instruction would well accord with Margaret’s interests in protective prayers and charms that are included in a number of the manuscripts that she once owned or commissioned, e.g.: Westminster Abbey, MS 39, commissioned by Margaret Beaufort for her third husband Thomas Stanley (1435-1504), includes four distinct versions of the Himmelsbrief.​[417]​ Since the work, including the Shropshire miracle, has been specifically translated for her and the printed version was commissioned by her, Margaret must have had a personal interest in the text. It is therefore possible that she engaged herself in the performance of Ursula’s prayer-instruction as described in the Shropshire miracle.  
If the prayer-instruction in UBN 194 was copied from the Lyf of Saynt Vrsula or the lost translation made by the monk Edmund Hatfield, there would be no background of reformist ideas to Ursula’s prayer-instruction in UBN 194: the Lyf of Saynt Vrsula is a work “clearly intended to provide a focus for private meditation and devotion among lay folk and perhaps particularly female religious”.​[418]​ In this rendition the miracle is left bare of references to Thomas Arundel, the Lollards, comments on the conducts of the pope and the institution of marriage. Neither does the hermit express statements on the malpractices of ecclesiastics and knights. Instead, the vernacular version emphasizes the special intercessory powers of the hermit and Ursula and the benefits that can be obtained by devotees in venerating the saint. In “holy communycacyon” Ursula reveals to the hermit that commemoration to her will be rewarded with protection against death, fire, all tempests, epilepsy, enemies, damnation, protection in childbirth for the woman and the guarantee that he child will be baptized: 

“The voyce with þe heremyte had holy communycacyon 
Shewynge hym her name Ursula replete with grace 
For whome our lorde had graunted grete consolacion 
Unto all people that hath her in laudacyon 
Frome sodayne deth frome fyre and all tempeste 
From fallynge sykenes from enmye from dampnacion 
At her petycyon our lorde hath this conceste 
Also yf a woman with chylde be trauaylynge 
And call to Ursula for helpe in her affeccyon 
Our lorde hathe graunted the chylde his crystenynge 
And saue the woman at Ursulaes petycyon” (ll. 85-96) 

These promises are not present in the Latin versions of the Shropshire miracle. They resemble the promises that were usually included in the Himmelsbrief or the prayer-instruction of Cyricus and Julitta. The specific protection for women in childbirth would suggest that the miracle was adapted for a (partially) female audience. The version of Ursula’s prayer-instruction in the Lyf of Saynt Vrsula presents the additional promise that when the devotee has completed the eleven thousand Paternosters and Aves, then “shall theyr synnes frome them be separate”. The full prayer-instruction reads as follows: 

“This was the prayer that he that with contrycyon 
  Dayly wolde saye worshyppynge the trynyte 
  A pater noster and a credo for theyr exhybycyon 
  Fyue pater nosters in honour of the deyte 
  And aues fyue reuerencynge the virgyn Marye 
  And for all sayntes a pater noster aue and a crede 
  For all crysten soules as moche for theyr supplye 
  Perpetuall blysse in heuen shall be theyr mede 
In honour of Ursula a pater noster with the salutacyon 
As moche to Iulyan in her passyon assymylyate 
A pater noster and an aue for Cordulaes laudacyon 
With suche lyke prayer eche virgyn reuerate 
Than shall theyr synnes frome them be separate 
All men and women that this prayer doth vse 
Ursula to god shall be theyr aduocate 
Of theyr offences clerely for to excuse 
The thyrde parte of the virgyns shall be present 
Hym to preserue frome fendes whan he shall dye 
The seconde shall mete his soule with true entent 
It to present afore the hye mageste 
The thyrde shall praye for it to the trynyte 
Whiche by petycyon hath graunt his mercye and grace 
To all that sayth this prayer deuoutlye 
Ones in theyr lyfe seuerally Whan they haue space” (ll. 110-135) 


The translator of the miracle had a concern for the practicalities of performing the prayer-instruction. Ursula’s prayer-instruction is followed by an additional instruction on the performance of the eleven thousand Paternosters and Aves: one can recite eleven prayers daily for three years or one can recite thirty prayers daily and finish the prescribed number in one year: 

“Who that these virgyns wyll serue with this prayer 
Pater noster and aues he must saye .xi. dayly 
Than shall they seuerally be serued in thre yere 
Seruynge the fader and the sone with our lady 
All sayntes all soules as I dyde patefye 
Afore eche thousande and credes .xi. in order 
Or elles eche daye pater nosters .xxx. and thre 
Thus in one yere ye may them all honour” (ll. 146-153)
After the hermit has been taught the prayer-instruction, the hermit reveals the vision and its meaning among the people of Langley. Subsequently, they follow the prayer-instruction to obtain the aid of the eleven thousand virgins and to reach bliss in heaven: 

“The heremyte lauded our lorde and her knelynge 
And shewed the people the vysyon and thentente 
Now the spyryte was gone at Ursulaes commaundement 
The people reioysed for voydaunce of the fende 
Prayenge to the virgyns theyr soules to present 
Unto that blysse endurynge without ende” (ll. 139-144)






In the Late Middle Ages the cult of Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins was especially stimulated by the discovery and distribution of their relics from Cologne. In fifteenth-century England Ursula’s cult-founding speech was dispersed as prayer-instruction from hagiographical sources and transmitted to the books of Hours of laymen. 
In England, Ursula’s cult was given special impetus by the account of the Shropshire miracle. The miracle survives in two Latin versions and one vernacular version. The earliest surviving Latin version (AUL 123) consists of Ursula’s revelation, Ursula’s prayer-instruction and the account of the Shropshire miracle. In the three texts the hermit John of Warwick receives Ursula’s auditions. I have argued that Ursula’s revelation contains a number of elements that are congruent with the Joachite tradition: the conversion of Jews, the reform of the papacy and the renunciation of the carnal aspects of marriage. 
The author of the Shropshire miracle in AUL 123 addresses an aristocratic audience and includes ecclesiastical testifications and an anti-Lollard ideology in order to defend his own religious ideas against regulations and condemnations that were imposed by Thomas Arundel. The anti-Lollard ideology is expressed in the opposition to the false cult that was instigated by the demon in Langley. As demonstrated, in fifteenth-century England many false cults were centered on Lollard martyrs. The demon and his associates are the enemies of the political and ecclesiastical authorities of England: the Welsh and Lollard insurgents. 
Furthermore, the hermit John of Warwick explicitly opposes himself to Lollardy when he is captured together with a group of Lollards near Havering. I have argued that the hermit was captured, because he was considered to be a heretic himself. This is explained by his relation to Ursula’s revelation that includes ideas that are congruent with the Joachite tradition. The references to Bridget and Cecilia serve the revelatory theology that is present in AUL 123. The hermit could have considered himself as part of the viri spirituales, who would herald the Third Status of Joachim’s prophecy. This is idea further supported by the possibility that AUL 123 was written at an Augustinian convent: the Augustinians were known to have claimed the role of the viri spirituales. The main reason for the inclusion of the anti-Lollard ideology is to assert ecclesiastical authorities that Ursula’s revelation is not directed to subvert ecclesiastical authorities, but to reform the church from within. The author of the Shropshire miracle in AUL 123 opposed himself to Lollardy in order to emphasize his affiliation to ecclesiastical authorities and to avoid the persecution that was initiated under Thomas Arundel. 
The author chose Ursula as initiator of the visions, because her prayer-instruction provided a unique revelatory vehicle with divine authority. The author was in need of this authority for the expression of his reformist ideas. Ursula’s voice was a medium directly connected to God, adhering to intellectual vision that was applied by both Joachim and Hildegard and promoting the oral tradition of Christianity in contrast to the bibliocentrism of the Lollards.





As on the Continent there were cults to collectives of Holy Helpers in England in the Late Middle Ages. The evidence that supports this statement has been overlooked or has received little scholarly attention so far. Hence, the Oxford Dictionary of Saints, in which the Fourteen Holy Helpers are included, makes no reference to a cult of Holy Helpers in England. The abundance of Late Medieval sources suggests that there were numerous devotions to collectives of Holy Helpers. These saints could be collectively invoked for the special promises that were established in their cult-founding speeches. The saints that are included in these prayers are mainly virgin martyrs. Their violent sufferings and martyrdoms have ensealed their cult-founding speeches. The saints’ lists in these prayers always present a similar core of saints, to which saints could be supplemented according to personal, communal or regional preferences. During the fifteenth and early sixteenth century the list of saints came to be all-inclusive: the saints that were supplemented to the core of Holy Helpers in single prayers were brought together in one prayer that became common in the printed books of Hours. The saints’ cult-founding speeches could also be invoked to create analogy between the request of the devotee and the request of the saint. In relation to this, the Holy Helpers were invoked individually by complex networks of associations and analogies. 
It has been demonstrated that the cult-founding speech was a significant element of the saints’ legends and subsequently an important element for the constitution of the saints’ cults: the cult-founding speech explains the popularity of a number of saints that were invoked for their special intercessory powers. The prayer-instructions that were based on the cult-founding speeches were reworked in individual renditions that were initially supplemented to the hagiographical sources and were subsequently transmitted in prayer-instructions and charms in devotional and medical contexts. In devotional contexts the prayer-instructions directed devotees to commemorate the saints through a number of devotional practices and objects, e.g.: the saints’ feast days, reciting masses, the sacraments, alms-giving and devotional images. In medical contexts the prayer-instructions were employed by medical practitioners and hospitals. The prayer-instructions were reworked as indulgences of diseases, prayers for medical purposes and as directions for textual amulets and talismans. The appearance of some prayer-instructions in both contexts demonstrates that the prayer-instructions were adapted to different contexts, but served the same purpose of providing protections against physical and spiritual ailments. It is a reminder that there was no clear-cut distinction between devotional and medical practices. 
The prayers, charms and prayer-instructions in which the Holy Helpers were invoked were part of a popular religion, but not as “a rough hodgepodge of ideas and actions shaped by rudimentary Christian instruction, communal tradition, hard experience, fertile imagination, and pressing need”.​[419]​ Instead of rudimentary knowledge, these texts originated from explicit knowledge of the hagiographical sources. Devotees could gain such knowledge through listening to and reading of hagiographies that included the cult-founding speeches.  The prayer-instructions, which were based on the cult-founding speeches, were especially propagated by individual renditions of the saints’ prayer-instructions in hagiographical, devotional or medical contexts. 
As John Mirk feared, the direct contracts between saints and devotees could be applied to subvert or bypass ecclesiastical authorities. In the final chapter I have demonstrated how Ursula’s prayer-instruction is used as a revelatory vehicle for a reformist ideology in AUL 123. The Shropshire miracle in AUL 123 has received no scholarly attention so far. Hermann Crombach has summarized a Latin version of the Shropshire miracle in his Vita (​http:​/​​/​www.picarta.nl​/​DB=2.41​/​SET=1​/​TTL=3​/​CLK?IKT=4&TRM=Vita​) et martyrivm (​http:​/​​/​www.picarta.nl​/​DB=2.41​/​SET=1​/​TTL=3​/​CLK?IKT=4&TRM=martyrivm​) S. Vrsvlæ (​http:​/​​/​www.picarta.nl​/​DB=2.41​/​SET=1​/​TTL=3​/​CLK?IKT=4&TRM=Vrsvl%C3%A6​) et sociarum (​http:​/​​/​www.picarta.nl​/​DB=2.41​/​SET=1​/​TTL=3​/​CLK?IKT=4&TRM=sociarum​) undecim (​http:​/​​/​www.picarta.nl​/​DB=2.41​/​SET=1​/​TTL=3​/​CLK?IKT=4&TRM=undecim​) millium (​http:​/​​/​www.picarta.nl​/​DB=2.41​/​SET=1​/​TTL=3​/​CLK?IKT=4&TRM=millium​) virginum (​http:​/​​/​www.picarta.nl​/​DB=2.41​/​SET=1​/​TTL=3​/​CLK?IKT=4&TRM=virginum​) (1647),​[420]​ but since there are no references to Ursula’s revelation, it is very likely that his source was a version of the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum. Further studies on the manuscript AUL 123 could give more insights in the reformist ideas and context of the Shropshire miracle and hence provide additional context for Ursula’s prayer-instruction.  
 The Shropshire miracle of AUL 123 recalls an event in which a ‘demon’ established a false cult that was supported by the local community of Langley. In writing a miraculous account in which Ursula is opposed to this false cult, which I have associated with Lollardy, the author of the Shropshire miracle puts forth a number of reformist ideas, mediated by Ursula’s voice, which can be identified with the Joachite revelatory theology. Ursula’s revelation includes a number of elements that are congruent with the Joachite tradition: the zeal for the conversion of the Jews, the reform of the papacy and the renunciation of the carnal aspects of marriage. The revelation is connected to Ursula’s prayer-instruction. I believe that the establishment of Ursula’s cult-founding speech in a non-corporeal vision during her afterlife has determined her manifestation in the Shropshire miracle: Ursula’s voice is directly connected to God and hence bestowed with divine authority. The incorporation of a revelation with explicit reformist expressions to a saint’s miracle is facilitated by the unique communication channel made available in Ursula’s cult-founding speech. This medium allowed the author of the Shropshire miracle to express reformist ideas with divine authority, to claim intellectual vision and to counter accusations of affiliation with Lollardy.  
In the Shropshire miracle, the author addresses an aristocratic audience, includes ecclesiastical testifications and an anti-Lollard ideology in order to defend his own reformist ideas against regulations and condemnations that were imposed by Thomas Arundel. Implicit and explicit references reveal a strong anti-Lollard ideology. A symbolical layer hints at a further propagation of the Joachite ideas expressed in the preceding revelation (the references to Cecilia and Moses and Elijas). I believe the Shropshire miracle reveals two concurring strands of reformist ideologies in Late Medieval England: whereas the Wycliffites were opposed to ecclesiastical authorities, the author of the Shropshire miracle pleads for reform from within the church.  
The acknowledgement of a possible Joachite strand in Ursula’s revelation is worthy of scholarly attention in itself: many English manuscripts with Joachite material have survived, but most of these texts have been unedited and therefore have received little to none scholarly attention at all.​[421]​ Broadening the scope of reformist ideas that circulated in Late Medieval England creates a more varied context of Late Medieval religion to which the saints’ lives and miracles should be read and interpreted. Until now the saints’ lives have been mainly interpreted in the contexts of Catholic faith and Lollardy, but this background is imperfect and needs to be redefined: in order to understand the texts related to Ursula in AUL 123 the narrative needs to be contextualized with a more complex background of reformist ideology in which both Wycliffism and revelatory theology are main protagonists. 
 The versions of the miracle in the Passio sive historia xi milium virginum and the Lyf of Saynt Vrsula have received no scholarly attention either. With the study of the three versions it is demonstrated how a narrative could be applied in different manners: one version provided a reformist ideology, whereas the later versions served an audience mainly interested in the saints’ intercessory powers. 
The analysis of the versions of the Shropshire miracle has demonstrated how Ursula’s prayer-instruction was transmitted from the hagiographical narratives to devotional manuscripts with the claim of ecclesiastical authorization. In all versions the hermit is instructed to spread Ursula’s prayer-instruction to ecclesiastical men. Ursula’s prayer-instruction was to enter the process of circulation that E. Duffy has described for the Revelation of the Hundred Paternosters (see Introduction). In this case, the prayer-instruction was not initiated by clergymen, but by a hermit outside ecclesiastical authorities who was the ideal protagonist to propagate a reformist ideology influenced by Joachimism. The acceptance of the prayer-instruction by ecclesiastics could have followed from the inclusion of the ecclesiastical testifications and the anti-Lollard ideology in the Shropshire miracle. This could explain the successful spread of the prayer-instruction to devotional manuscripts in the South-West Midlands. 
 A correlation between the contexts of Ursula’s prayer-instruction in the versions of the Shropshire miracle and the contexts of the individual renditions of Ursula’s prayer-instruction in devotional manuscripts has added new religious dimensions to the devotional manuscripts. I have argued that one prayer-instruction was transmitted from a version of the Shropshire miracle that included reformist ideologies and was incorporated in a devotional manuscript in which a Joachite theology might have been expressed. Future research on Pepys 2125 might bring forth additional evidence that supports this idea. Another prayer-instruction was transmitted from a later version of the Shropshire miracle that was deprived of reformist ideology and mainly functioned to serve the devotees’ wishes to obtain Ursula’s promises that were established in her cult-founding speech. I have argued that this prayer-instruction was incorporated in a fifteenth-century prayerbook in a context that, like the Lyf of Saynt Vrsula, was mainly adapted to answer the devotees’ needs and anxieties.  
I have aimed to demonstrate that the Holy Helpers’ prayer-instructions initially were highlighted in connection to the hagiographical sources and subsequently were adapted to and incorporated in devotional and medical contexts. The larger part of these prayer-instructions was congruent with Catholic faith. However, the direct contracts between saints and devotees could be applied to communicate reformist ideologies that were not initiated by ecclesiastical authorities. The cult-founding speeches provided mankind with charters that recorded agreements between heaven and earth ensealed with the blood of the saints. Reformist writers applied these direct communication channels between heaven and earth to spread their ideologies among clergy and laymen with the claim of divine authority.






Appendix I: The Shropshire Miracle in Aberdeen University Library MS 123

f. 132v.    Venerabili patri nostro Arundell Archiepiscopo Cantuarie pro eo quod
               forum siue mercatum tentum in die dominica in tempore autumpni mutasset​[422]​
f. 133r.     in diem sabbati dum stetit cum Rege · quod Rex voluisset jecisse eius
               voluntatem. Michi retulit beata Ursula quod per verbum dei matris
5             confirmacio legis iudeorum est summa causa quod alie naciones non
               venient ad fidem ecclesiae. Multi christiani credunt quod iudei saluentur
               sine baptismate. Quidam sunt scolares qui dicunt si iudei fonte
               baptismatis essent reuerati antiqua lex esset destructa. Quidam
               sunt qui [credunt] dicunt quia sancta Maria de Judea processit quod illa domina
10           sacratissima contristaretur si secta Judeorum destrueretur. Et hec est
               racio obscura quia excellentissima confortacio quam aliquis terrenus sancte
               Marie potest facere constat legem in iudaicam destruendo opitulari.
               Sicut scriptura in persona dei Conuertam corda patrum in filios.
               me offero et corpus meum obligo in medio maris praecipitari sine
15           aliqua spe diucius vivendi nisi quod infra annos mille Judei
               ad fidem Christi convertentur et in facie ecclesiae baptizabuntur. Si
               reuerendissimus in Christo pater papa manus suas apponeret adiutrices
               sufficienter et quod non plus vellet confirmare iudeorum legem.
            ¶ Lex iudeorum est heresis et inter nos et agrecatum​[423]​ dominicale heresis
20           perdicio veritatis. Verba sunt virginis Ursule. Si quis in hoc
               saeculo perdiderit fidem in iudicio apparebit sine fide inter sarazenos
               et non inter christianos. Et ego heremita a me ipso non dico sed
               per reuelacionem praedictem Ursule quod per ista verba manifeste apparet
               quod qui mutuo dant fidem et cum verbis de praesenti contrahunt matri-
25           monium cum pleno consensu amborum quamuis carnalis conmixtio non
               sequatur. Apud deum est verum matrimonium quia solus concensus​[424]​ facit
               matrimonium ut dicunt jura. Et ideo per reuelacionem praedictam
               tales ad inuicem non possunt separari. Pro istis maxime laboro
f. 133v.     quia dominica virgo dixit michi qui voluit in ista dei causa fideliter 
30           adiuuare mercedem martirii accipient.

               Hic incipit oracio que sancta Ursula docuit Johen[e]m heremitam de 
               warwyk videlicet I pater noster et ·I· credo in honore sancte trinitatis
               deinde quinque pater noster in honore dei. Et in honore matris eius
35           v aue maria. Et in honore omnium sanctorum I· pater noster et unum aue 
               Et pro defunctis I·  pater noster et unum Aue. Et in honore sancte Ursule
               virginis ductricis XIcim milia virginum I· pater noster et Aue. Et in honore
               Jesiane socie in passione praedicte Ursule qui antea fuit ignota in   
               partibus istis I· pater noster et I· Aue. Et in honore alterius virginis
40           cui nomen est Cordula I pater noster et I· Aue. Et in honore XIcim milia
               virginum XIcim milia pater noster et Aue maria. Et ante quemlibet numerum
               millenarium dicetur pater noster et Aue · dicto ordine quo supra scribuntur.
           ¶  Et quedam pars virginum praedictarum adiuuabit ipsum in morte
               sua et custodiet eum ab inimicis suis et ab horribilibus et 
45           pessimis penis purgatorii. Et alia pars obuiabit sibi in aere.
               Et tertia pars orabit pro eo coram deo. Ista sunt verba beate
               Ursule virginis et quicumque in vita numerum praedictum semel dixerit 
               et illum deuote et integre et puro corde compleuerit tunc sine dubio 
               in futuro habebit adiutorium praedictum. Pecii a virgine precem
50           curtam pro sacramento. Et respondebat dicens loquor nulla verba
               deficere infra cor. Aue saluator te imploro me umbrare 
               cum spiritu sancto ut talis gratia in me intraret ut in nomina tua anima mea 
               semper habitaret uostrae saluacioni te recipere in forma panis et uini.
               Praedicta queso domine ihesu christe · pater noster · Agnus dei qui tollis peccata 
               mundi et caetera.
f. 134r.     Omnibus christi fidelibus ad quos praesentes littere peruenerint Robertus
               Lee armiger dominus de Roden · et · Langeley · et · Petronilla uxor · eius · salutem
               [] in domino sempiternam Cum sic opus eximie · pietatis testimonium veritati
               perhibere · hinc est quod nos praefatur Robertus et · Petronilla · uxor · mea
               sub sigillo nostro praesentibus · litteris impresso · consciencia bona et fide non ficta
60           testamur quod in nostro manerio siue praedio de Langely comparuit quoddam ··
               nobis ignotum quod variis illusionibis​[425]​ assistensium oculis se plu-
               ries transformauit nec non · multa signa mirabilia perpetrauit
               et in praesencia Johannis heremite de Warwik plurima · fatebatur · ut ·
               in sequentibis​[426]​ euidenter apparebit .
65           Memorandi quod anno · domini Mlo CCCCmo XIo dominica de Ramispalmarum
               in manerio Roberte de Lee · praedictur apud Langely in Comitatu Salopie
               inimicus · humani generis et · animarum deceptor diabolus sepius antea
               in eodem loco inuisibiliter · callide apparebat et multa mira in 
               praesencia plurimorum fidedignorum ostendebat fingens · per sua signa decep-
70           tiua quasi esset bonus spiritus et sanctus de celo missus et per suas plusaciones
               siue tentaciones fatebatur quod circa dominicam Ramispalmarum palam loqueretur.
               Et recipiebat rutulum membrane portans eum in aerem cum diuersis
               oracionibus scriptum de manu domini Rogeri Osberne capellani. Et omnibus 
               istis actis nemo poterat percipere qualis ille spiritus erat nec illum repellere
75           poterat a dicto loco quousque Johannes heremita de Warwyk illuc 
               venit in cuius heremite praesencia insignis virgo Ursula deo
               auxiliante demonem ab illo loco fugauit ut publica erat
               vox et fama per totam patriam. Et prout a multis fidedignis audi-
               uimus ac nouimus. Nos Thomas Abbas de Salopia Radulp
f. 134v.     abbas de Haughmon Johannes prior · de Wenlok Willhelmus abbas de 
               Lilleshul et abbas de Bildewas · quo ad apparicionem sancte Ur-
               sule virginis ad fidem catholicam confirmandam omnia nobis a Johanne ·
               praescripta et certificata sana credimus · et fide digna. Unde sigilla nostra
               praesentibis​[427]​ apposuimus et hac de causa plures clerici seculares presbi-
85           teri et Religiosi hec audientes · illuc couenerunt​[428]​ ea videbunt ·
               intencione adprobandi per clerum · quid hoc esset et ego Johannes
               heremita de Warewik ibidem eodem tempore fui presens. In nocte qua-
               dam · post dominicam in Ramispalmarum quondam praefatus spiritus malignus          
               aper- [88] iebat ostia quae fuerunt fortiter clausa et vocauit · me heremitam in ·
90           proaulam. Id est in planum locum infra curiam illam estimante me vocem
               illam me vocantem fuisse vocem domini domus · siue loci praedicti de 
               Langely. Cumque ego propter illam vocem me vocantem extra cameram in 
               locum planum abii apparuit ille malignus spiritus michi parunper super terra
               in [] forma horribili videlicet in similitudinem Rote Bigalis ita
95           timorosus et ita igneus quod omnes sensus mei defecerunt. Et ipse
               fugauit me retrorsum versus staugnum siue puteum longitudine mea
               profundiorem. Et estus ignis qui in illa rota erat calide ardebat ·
               quod · me stantem inter · malignum spiritum et staugnum fere conbuscit. [Et]
               intencio spiritus fuit sicut · palam postea fatebatur quod me in staugno illo
100         mergeret sicut alios antea mergebat et subito gracia ihesu mediante 
               quidam vox super capud meum in | aere loquebatur dicens: O tu demon
               ad presens de tuo proposito deficisti. Et tunc ille demon respondit: Nunc  
               quia tu · venisti meum totum amisi laborem. Et subito postquam audiui
               illam vocem in aere omnis estus ignis · et · omnis terror qui · erant in rota
105         abcesserunt. Tunc enim dixit vox in aere ad demonem: Tu · enim fateberis
f. 135r.      contra ista creatura dei ut ipse possit inde testimonium perhibere quid tu ·
               fecisti hic · et quid proposuisti facere ibi. Ille demon fatebatur quod ille et
               socii sui per fallaces suas calliditates congregauerant illud bellum
               iuxta Salopiam. Et [] et quod exitauerant plusquam triginta · milia homini qui
110         malignitate confederati subito in tempore autumpni proximi tunc futuri in-
               surgerent simul ad destruendam ecclesiam et ecclesiasticos viros. Et idem
               licet potestatem meam a me extorqueas tamen socios habeo quem dolo-
               rem faciunt ad plenum. Tunc vero vox desuper apparens loquebatur demoni 
               in alia lingua siue loquela quam ego Johannes ignoraui demo-
115         nem ab hinc fugando. Tunc dixit verba pauca in latinis et sic eua-
               nuit. Tunc vox que desuper loquebatur appariebat mihi nomen suum · sanctum ·
               quod erat Ursula ductrix ·XIcim · milia virginum. Et praeceperit mihi ut
               transirem ad plures magnates et duces multitudinis magne
               virorum quod ille malignus spiritus et sui socii excitauerant Appa-
120         rentes quibusdam illorum in forma sanctorum anglorum quasi a deo fuissent 
               transmissi ad ecclesiam et eius fidem destruendam. In diuersis siluis
               congregatis ubi habuerunt sua capitula et priuata consilia quomodo possent sub-
               ito ecclesiam destruere. Et misit · singillatim eis per me beata ursu-
               la secreta signa que · nemo mortalium nouit · nisi · solummodo ipsi
125         soli · ut ab · illo malidicto proposito quiescerent · sui · autem sine fine
               cum suis sequacibus dampnauerentur. Et dixit · virgo quod · maligni spiritus
               in forma sanctorum angelorum pluries apparuerunt et adhuc apparere
               volunt diuersis malignis · hominibus mouentes · eos · ut non pro vita neque
               pro morte desistant quin simul subito resurgant et ecclesiam
f. 135v.     destruant. Et addunt maligni spiritus quod · si hec faciant magnum sacrificium
               deo exhibebunt et si moriantur in ista causa erunt dei martires unde volo quod 
               in aliis facias causam mei aduentus modo cognitam et propalatam
               quia sicut Pilatus · mercede custotibus · data christi resurexionem sub silencio absc-
               ondit · sic heretici · et · homines maligni quidam propter indignacionem quid-
135         am · propter suum maliuolum propositum non cessandum causam aduentus · mei 
               quan- [135] tum possunt silere facient. Quam · plures sunt ita desidie · et · 
               negligencie [] [136] [] · et implicati. Et multi sic in anima et consciencia multipharie 
               absecati quod nullam credulitatem veritati propalate valent adhibere.
               Quidam murmurant contra verba Ursule ac eciam ordinacionem Brigitte quam
140         gloriosus rex elegit in Angliam quia huiusmodi ordinacio non venit per eos
               neque per tal[es] quales illi sunt. In recessu vursule​[429]​ vidi creaturas in 
               aere mirabiles separatas et viciosas cadere in tenebras et virtuosas
               ascendere quarum pulcritudinem non sufficio declarare. Legitur in vita
               sancte Cecilie quod in hora martiru[m] sanctorum Tyburcii et Valeriani videban-
 145        tur angeli portantes animas eorum in celum ad similitudinem virginum proce-
               dencium de thalamo suo.
                Legitur in Euangelio quod Moyses et Helyas · apparuerunt in corporali
                visu sancti Petri ∙ Johannis et Jacobi. Dicitur eciam quod Johannes Euangelista
                apparuit Regi Edwardo in forma visibili recipiens ab eo anu-
 150         lum suum per modum elimosine. Non sum missus ad arguendum et disp-
                utandum in istis materiis praedictis sed annunciandi informacionem bene
                et beate virginis Ursule ad saluacionem animarum et ad hereses et alia
 f. 136r.     vicia · destruendum. Dicta virgo dixit de verbo meo multi infideles
                mordebunt eorum · plenitudinem et ad huc efflorebunt plus et [p]
 155         plus ad dei laudem. Sancta Ursula posuit me sub cura · certificare
                inter magnates · ecclesiasticos et milites · quod nisi cessarent co-
                rroboracionem false fidei et mercatum in die dominica illi qui sunt
                extra fidem illos praedictos fidedignos fortiter obstarent. Cura mea
                est certificare veritatem sed neminem constringere veritati credere. Et 
 160         qui potest adiuuare in · ista · materia · et uoluit prouideat de
                sua responcione ubi per latitudinem unius straminis nullus potest 
                desilire consuetudinem contra dei mandatum. Demon tenet pro | castro
                proprio Radicem illius castri euellere debet · veritas. Olim · v-
                eritas vocabatur · iocale ad redimendum militem in bello capt-
 165         um. Ego fui olim captus in heremo cum lollardis periculose val-
                de. Et michi acriter dixerunt quod nisi iuri eorum · et · ordinacionibus volu-
                issem fuisse iuratis decapitatus · essem sine mora. Et ego votum
                feci deo quod numquam iurarem super librum neque propter vitam neque · mortem.
                Locus iuxta quem captus fui vocatur Haueryng. Nemo recte fidei vult 
 170         [] me monere illud votum frangere. Mercatum dominicale heresis
                est et perdicio veritatis. Pro istis maxime laboro. Explicit.


Appendix II: The Shropshire Miracle in the Lyf of Saynt Vrsula







              
               Also in shropshyre aboute* the maner* of Langly                      in the vicinity; manor
               A spyryte of hell appered for* grete illusyon                              by means of
               Faynynge* hym selfe a spyryte of prophecye                             feigning
               Sayenge that he was an aungell* that in conclusyon                  angel
               Within that countre he caused grete* confusyon                        great
               By terryble syghtes ofte chaungynge* his semblaunce*                   changing; shape 
               Some kylled themselfe / so bounde* in his abusyon*                 restrained; abuse
10           Amonge good louers puttynge* alway* dystaunce                     causing; always

No preest* nor clerke myghte put* hym fro that place               priest; expel
Tyll* god prouyded at Ursulaes petycyon                                  until
Sendynge his seruaunt garnysshed* with his grete grace           garnished
Whiche was an hermyte of holy dysposycyon 
Named Iohan of warwycke to performe his commission 
To voyde* that fende whiche all the people Illuded                   repel
Saynt Ursula appered and gaue hym ammonycyon*                          instruction
To walke to Langly that* this fende were excluded                   so that
20
This vertuous hermyte to Langley toke* his waye                     took
Where he enquyred the facyon* of that fende                           behaviour
The people shewed* that on the nexte palme sondaye               showed
The spyryte wolde* speke and shewe more of his mynde         would
No coniuracyon we haue that can hym bynde 
Thus he hath shewed to them that hath hym sene 
The heremyte merueyled* to se the people so blynde                was marveled
In them exortynge to be confessed clene 

30           The day approched that this spyryte sholde* appere                 should
The people them kepte holy in contemplacyon 
On palme sonday nyghte when all reposed were 
It called the heremyte by name of his appellacyon*                  name
Whiche answered / and came at his vocacyon*                         calling
Wenynge* to hym it had ben the lorde of the place                   believing
He aspyed* the spyryte whiche put hym in tribulacyon             discovered

His mynde dystracte* to fle he had no space                              distressed

Backwarde remenynge* to the brynke of a water                      moving 
40           The fende hym folowed in lykenes of a whele 
               All on a fyre the flambe* abrode dyde shatter                           flame
To drowne the heremyte this was his curst* cautele*                 cursed; deceit
              Whiche for the water myght flee hym neuer a dele*                         bit  
              But suffred the fyre feruente* with confydence                          fervently
              His clothes they brente* his flesshe the fyre dyde fele               burned
              He called on cryst for payne in his defence 

              A voyce appered sayenge vnto that fende 
              Sathan seductour thy cause is clene* cassate*                              completely; useless
50          The deuyl then answered here haue I lost my mynde 
              Now thou arte come my name is adnichylate*                                          annihilation 
              After that voyce the grete hete* dyde abate                                 heat
              The voyce constraynynge the fende there too confesse 
              And shewe the cause wherfore he dyd a wayte*                          sectretly contrived
              To peruerte the people which shewed þe hole progresse*           course of action

              Thus sayd the spyryte here dwelled a synfull man 
              Whiche for two synnes was dampned* perpetually                      damned 
              One for his rychesse* whiche couetously he wan*                        richness; won
60          And not dysposed where moost* was necessary                           most
              A nother cause was he commytte* culpably                                 committed
              To mary a woman his fayth he had promysed                
              Whiche afterwarde of his purpose dyde vary 
              Maryenge* another faythles vnauysed*                                         marrying; unadvised

My purpose was the people to deceyue                
Causynge this body so dampned to translate             
Commaundynge straytly* all other sayntes to leue*                    avariciously; leave
And it to worshyp as souerayne sanctifycate*                             sanctified

70           Affermynge my selfe frome god annuncyate*                             annunciated
               Sayenge that it was the bones of a virgyn holy 
               And I the soule to make it ratyfycate*                                          ratified
               This was my purpose to cause ydolatrye 

               Also I caused the persone of rokysly​[430]​ 
               To drowne hym selfe with dyuerse many mo 
               Iohnn darcas​[431]​ esquyers to hange hym pryuely*                        in secret
               And dyuers bataylles* ayenst* the chyrche also                           battles; against
               And all the people ydolatrye to do                            
80           Than the voyce caused the spyryte auoyde fro thens*                 that place
               Whiche sayd though I fro this habytacyon go 
               I haue moo* felawes* to kepe here resydens                                more; associates

               Thus was the spyryte auoyded* frome that place                         repelled
               The voyce with þe heremyte had holy communycacyon 
               Shewynge hym her name Ursula replete with grace 
               For whome our lorde had graunted grete consolacion 
               Unto all people that hath her in laudacyon*                                 praise
               Frome sodayne* deth frome fyre and all tempeste                       sudden
90           From fallynge sykenes from enmye* from dampnacion              enemy
               At her petycyon our lorde hath this conceste*                             conceived

               Also yf a woman with chylde be trauaylynge*                            traveling 
               And call to Ursula for helpe in her affeccyon                        
               Our lorde hathe graunted the chylde his crystenynge*                baptism
               And saue the woman at Ursulaes petycyon 
               This hathe she gyuen the heremyte in commyssyon 
               Unto all people this myracle to commende*                                present
               With dyuers moo wherof is no dyffynycyon*                             definition
100         Loke* in her hystorye where more is comprehende*                  look; included           

Also she charged* the heremyte that for her sake                       ordered
His faythfull dylygence in this he wolde emplye*                      employ

And charge the bysshop commaundement for to make 
To all the curates to preche it solempnely*                                            reverently
And her to reuerence* with all her company                              venerate      
With certayne prayers wherof she hym instructe                           
To reuerence all her systers syngulerlye*                                                    individually                               
The heremyte promysed to be her true conducte 

110         This was the prayer that he that with contrycyon 
                Dayly wolde saye worshyppynge the trynyte 
                A pater noster and a credo for theyr exhybycyon 
                Fyue pater nosters in honour of the deyte*                                deity
                And aues fyue reuerencynge* the virgyn Marye                        venerating   
                And for all sayntes a pater noster aue and a crede 
                For all crysten soules as moche* for theyr supplye                    much
                Perpetuall blysse in heuen shall be theyr mede*                        gift

In honour of Ursula a pater noster with the salutacyon 
120         As moche to Iulyan in her passyon assymylyate*                      resemble
               A pater noster and an aue for Cordulaes laudacyon                           
               With suche lyke prayer eche virgyn reuerate 
               Than shall theyr synnes frome them be separate 
               All men and women that this prayer doth vse 
               Ursula to god shall be theyr aduocate 
               Of theyr offences clerely* for to excuse                                    entirely

               The thyrde parte of the virgyns shall be present 
               Hym to preserue frome fendes whan he shall dye 
130         The seconde shall mete his soule with true entent*                             intention
               It to present afore the hye* mageste*                                                          high; king
               The thyrde shall praye for it to the trynyte 
               Whiche by petycyon hath graunt his mercye and grace 
               To all that sayth this prayer deuoutlye 
               Ones in theyr lyfe seuerally* Whan they haue space*                individually; time


With this she vanyshed the heremyte in commaundyng 
That in her cause he wolde be dylygente                                  
The heremyte lauded* our lorde and her knelynge                      praised
140         And shewed the people the vysyon and thentente*                     intention
               Now the spyryte was gone at Ursulaes commaundement 
               The people reioysed for voydaunce* of the fende                       repelling 
               Prayenge to the virgyns theyr soules to present 
               Unto that blysse endurynge without ende 

Who that these virgyns wyll serue with this prayer 
Pater noster and aues he must saye .xi. dayly 
Than shall they seuerally be serued in thre yere*                                years 
Seruynge* the fader and the sone with our lady                           serve
150         All sayntes all soules as I dyde patefye*                                      unveil
Afore* eche thousande and credes .xi. in order                            before
Or elles eche daye pater nosters .xxx. and thre 
Thus in one yere ye may them all honour 

Thys myracle was shewed at Langely in shropshyre 
The whiche grete nobylles by wrytynge do testefye 
Of worthy men who lyst* them to requyre*                                  desire; require
As abbottes and knyghtes and squyers* of that countre               squires
With syr Roberte lee lorde of the sayd Langly 
160         To testefye trouth* theyr seales dyde appende                             truth
Whiche ben in Colen to shewe for a memorey*                           written record
With many mo* meruayles* as sheweth her ture​[432]​ legende        more; marvels 

With souerayne* sayntes this cyte is sanctefyed*                          sovereign; sanctified
As with thre kynges​[433]​ to cryste that made oblacyon*                 offering
Also with these virgyns ryght meruaylously* magnyfyed*          marvelously; exalted
Saynt Albon​[434]​ of englonde there resteth by translacyon               
With thousandes mo not knowen by nominacyon*                       name
In libro vite whose names ben comprehende       
170         Now lette vs praye this turbe with contemplacyon
That all oure soules to cryst they may commende

¶ Vite sancte ursule sodaliumque suarum
translata e sermone latino in anglicum / 
rostatu fratris Edmundi hatfeld monachi
roffensis ac iussi illustrissime domine domine
Margarete matris excellentissime prini-
pis Henrici septimi. Impressa finit felici-
ter per me Wynandum de worde Londo-
180         niis commorantem in vico vulgariter dicto
the fletestrete in signo solis et lune
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